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Abstract 

This dissertation first treats the use of porous electrodes as electrochemical reactors for the 

removal of dilute metal ions. Second, a methodology for the scale-up of porous electrodes used 

in battery applications is given. 

The removal of 4 pg Pb/cc in 1 M sulfuric acid feed streams was investigated in 

atmospheric and high-pressure, Sow-through porous reactors. Of primary concern is the ability 

of the reactor to remove lead in the presence of a competing hydrogen side reaction. The 

atmospheric reactor used .-. reticulated vitreous carbon porous bed that had been coated in situ 

with a mercury film. The best results show a 98% removal of lead from the feed stream. 

Results are summarized in a dimensionless plot of Sherwood number vs. Peclet number. High-

pressure, porous-electrode experiments were performed to investigate the effect of pressure on 

the current efficiency of the lead-removal process. Pressures were varied up to 120 bar on 

electrode beds of copper or lead-coated spheres. The copper spheres showed high hydrogen 

evolution rates which inhibited lead deposition, even at high cathodic overpotentials. The use of 

lead spheres inhibited hydrogen evolution but often resulted in the formation of lead sulfate 

layers; these layers were difficult to reduce back to lead. 

Experimental data of one-dimensional porous battery electrodes are combined with a model 

for the current collector and cell connectors to predict ultimate specific energy and maximum 



specific power for complete battery systems. The discharge behavior of the plate as a whole, 

including the effects of the electrochemical resistance and grid (current-collector) resistance, is 

first presented as a function of depth of discharge. These results are combined with the voluge 

and weight penalties of the interconnecting bus and post, positive and negative active material, 

cell container, etc. to give specific results for the lithium-aluminum / iron sulfide high-

temperature battery. Subject to variation are the number of positive electrodes, grid 

conductivity, minimum current-collector weight, and total delivered capacity. The battery can 

be optimized for maximum energy or power, or a compromise design may be selected. 
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Qupter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Introduction 

This dissertation is concerned with flow-through porous electrodes as industrial 

electrochemical reactors and porous electrodes used for battery applications. A porous electrode 

is a three-dimensional, porous matrix or packed bed with a high interfacial area per unit volume. 

For dilute reactants, a large interfacial area is necessary to promote intimate contact of the 

reactants with the electrode. In battery applications, a high surface-area-to-volume ratio is also 

required to provide a large number of reaction sites in close proximity to the reactants. An 

overview of porous electrodes as electrochemical reactors and as battery electrodes is presented, 

including a summary of the development of the governing equations and their solution for 

several limiting cases. 

Specifically, the experimental removal of dilute lead ions from aqueous waste streams is 

investigated in both an atmospheric and high-pressure, flow-through porous electrode. In flow-

through configurations, a feed stream is pumped through tbe porous-elccirode bed. Measured 

effluent concentrations are used to calculate overall mass-transfer coefficients, which 

characterize the performance of the electrochemical reactor. 

Either experimental or micro-modeling data of porous battery electrodes are used as a 

basis for the subsequent design and scale-up of battery systems. A methodology is developed for 

the prediction of specific energy and specific power for complete battery systems. A computer 

program and results are presented for the lithium-aluminum/ iron sulfide high-temperature 

battery. 

1.2. He«»y-Metal Removal 

Heavy metals can be potential environmental pollutants, even at very low concentrations. 

Lead, in particular, is regarded as an insidious pollutant in both air and water,' although there 
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is disagreement on what is the major source source of lead pollution. As of mid 1980, U.S. 

industry consumed 1.3 million tons of lead annually, 600,000 tons of which may be returned to 

the environment. Lead is ingested through air, drinking water, and food. Water sources and 

land are contaminated with heavy metals from industrial waste streams and landfill; airborne 

lead from industry and vehicle emissions is deposited on crops or soil and ends up in food. 

Apparently the U.S. Food and Drug Administration has not set definite limits on the maximum 

tolerable lead content in food, but it has been recommending that levels be reduced.' Drinking 

water standards require lead concentrations less than 0.OS Mg/cc In 1980 the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) proposed ambient air standards of l.S jig/m ], and the 

U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)2 wanted eight-hour, work-place 

exposure limits of SO Mg/m3. More recently, OSHA is proposing to roll back the SO ug/m J 

standard to ISO iig/w? for some of the lead industries, such as primary and secondary smelting.1 

Often industries concerned with airborne lead also must have controls an aqueous lead 

emissions. A smelting operation for recycling lead, for example, may involve a washing 

ojperation with battery acid. 

In this dissertation we are concerned with aqueous waste streams. Industries directly 

involved with aqueous heavy-metal wastes include lead-acid battery manufacturers, metal platers 

and finishers, the photographic processing industry, the printing industry, mining and mineral 

processing, and printed-circuit-board manufacturers. The effluent stream from a lead-acid 

battery plant, for example, may contain aqueous lead ion concentrations on the order of S #ig/cc 

(approximately 5 parts per million), and this level must be reduced before discharge to the 

environment Many of the industrial effluents are not treated at the source but are added to the 

sewer system to be handled by the municipal waste treatment facilities. Surges in heavy-metal 

concentrations can kill the biomass in biological treatment plants. 

The traditional disposal methods for dealing with aqueous metal wastes usually involve a 

two step process of precipitation, followed by a filtration or settling process. The disposal 
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methods for the resulting waste sludges in 1981 inc'uded Undfilling, thermal processing, and 

ocean disposal.4 The heavy metals are left with these sludges and are not removed. Recent 

proposals by the EPA and increased restrictions on landfill disposal sites are causing 

manufacturers to look at new technology for cleaning heavy-metal waste streams1 at the source. 

Particularly for the plating industry, changes in bath formulations have caused interference with 

the more traditional routes for reducing metal effluent concentrations.* 

Various methods have been investigated for the removal of lead from wastewaters. A lime 

precipitation technique7 was reported to lower lead effluents in a wire manufacturing wastewater 

to 5.0 ng/a:. An improved process adds 2 mg Na^COj per nv> Pb to the simple lime process and 

is able to reduce lead contents to 0.3 pg/cc This effluent may still need a follow-up treatment 

to lower lead values even further. Another process using colloidal adsorption on ferric 

hydroxide followed by foam Rotation with a sodium lauryl sulfate surfactant has been reported* 

to be economically competitive with lime precipitation. Effluent lead concentrations of 0.1 

Mg/cc were obtained, and sludge volumes were reported to be lower than for lime precipitation. 

Other metal-removal methods include filtration' (removal of suspended solids from battery 

wastewaters), adsorption on a zeolite,'0 biological treatment," solid and liquid ion-exchange, 

reverse osmosis, and electrodialysis. 

Electrochemical processes should not be overlooked as methods for environmental control. 

Electrochemical precipitation processes, for example, have been reported to have advantages over 

other precipitation processes.5-'2 Of importance, however, is that the electrochemical process can 

often directly process the waste stream without the addition of chemicals. Kuhn13'* prrzena a 

survey of electrochemical methods which includes a discussion on cathodic and anodk- processes, 

the treatment of gaseous effluents, and electroflotation. 

To remove low concentrations of metals electrocheinically, a high surface-area-to-volume 

ratio of electrode is needed. Flox-through porous electrodes meet this requirement and have 

been shown to be an effective means for removal of various heavy-metal ions. Copper,15 silver,16 
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and mercury17 removal systems have been studied both theoretically and experimentally. 

Unfortunately, in the case of dilute lead removal from an acid electrolyte, the thermodynamic 

potential for lead discharge is more than 300 mV cathodic of the competing water decomposition 

reaction. However, the high kinetic resistance to hydrogen evolution on lead gives hope that the 

process can be run at good current efficiencies. 

1.3. Battery Design 

The past twenty years have seen a renewed interest in battery invention and development 

for electric-vehicle and load-leveling applications. It is of some interest, therefore, to examine 

the history" of the secondary (rechargeable) electric battery, fuel cell, and electric vehicle. 

Gautherot (1802) and then Ritler (1803) recorded a series of experiments that first showed 

evidence for "secondary piles" or "accumulators." Schonbein observed that hydrogen and 

oxygen generated from a primary battery "pile" could be reacted on platinum electrodes to give 

secondary (discharge) currents. William R. Grove (1839) showed that these secondary currents 

could be obtained by using external vessels of hydrogen and oxygen gas in an electrolytic cell 

with platinum electrodes. In 1859 Gaston Plante was researching the behavior of different 

metals ifter ch-?rij>ng. He found that the strongest secondary currents occurred when using 

silver electrodes in an acid electrolyte. Lead gave the next best discharge currents, and the 

electrode was found to improve on cycling. This led to the invention of the lead-acid battery. 

The United States electric-vehicle industry started with the introduction of an electric 

vehicle by Fredrick Kimball in 1888. From this time to the early 1900's, the electric vehicle 

competed against the internal combustion engine and the steam engine for personal 

transportation.l' The peak of electric-vehicle production was in 1916 when 6000 passenger cars 

and 4000 commercial vehicles were produced. Since then the commercial market has increased 

for such items as lift trucks a.id golf carts, but the passenger vehicle was discontinued by 1933. 

The iron-nickel oxide battery was developed by Thomas Edison in 1901. This battery competed 

with the lead-acid battery for industrial use until the 1920's. The iron-nickel and lead-acid 
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batteries remain candidates for electric-vehicle use today. 

The Space Age promoted a renewed interest in toe development of direct energy 

conversion (especially for fuel cells), and the oil crisis of the 1970s led to development of new 

battery systems. Congress, in 1976, specifically funded a multi-year, multi-million dollar 

program to develop electric-vehicle technology. The electricity required to charge batteries can 

be obtained from any of a number of routes, thereby reducing the dependence of energy 

generation on any specific energy source. In 1982, the total U.S. electrical .-nergy consumption 

was delivered from the following fuel sources: coal as a fuel generated 61.0% natural gas 

16.3% nuclear 15.0% and oil 7.7%.M Thus, oil plays a relatively minor role in electrical 

generation (compared to transportation), but its use could be reduced further if electric-utility, 

tad-leveling storage becomes available. Presently, the more expensive fossil fuels must be used 

to meet peak power demands. Load leveling would eliminate the need for utilizing more 

expensive fuels and would allow for a power-plant design based on an ^.-.age power demand. 

On the other hand, in 1980, 27% of the total US. energy consumption went into transportation. 

97% of which was derived from oil. Thus, the electric vehicle stands to make a substantial 

impact on Cw amount of oil used to fuel vehicles. It is interesting to note that the electric 

utilities already have enough off-peak capacity to handle an increased demand from electric 

vehicles. 

The widespread effort to develop advanced battery systems has led to a large number of 

candidate systems. As a measure of desirability or jierfnrmance, the specific energy and specific 

power of these systems are often compared to the lead-acid battery. The quoted specific energy 

values, however, are often theoretical values calculated on the basis of active materials only. 

These values often do not include the weight of the electrolyte, container, ere. In contrast, the 

energy and power values of the lead-acid battery are based on a complete battery package. 

Furthermore, the !cad-acid battery is stll undergoing major development and has doubled in 

specific energy over the past 15 years. For this reason, caution should be used when comparing 
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a new system Co the lead-acid system. The candidate systems are usually classified as "near 

term" or "advanced." Near term represents a 5 to 10 year lead time, and advanced systems are 

not expected to see commercial development in less than 10 years. The classification of a system 

may change; the nicicel zinc battery is no longer expected to become commercially viable in the 

next 10 years due to continued problems with low cycle life. On the other hand, the advanced 

lead-acid battery could be used in electric vehicles today, if the consumer were willing to have 

an 80 km driving range with modest acceleration and speed performance. To increase the 

driving range and performance, a battery with a higher specific energy and specific power than 

the lead-acid battery is needed. 

The near-term battery systems all have aqueous electrolytes. Aqueous systems, however, 

share an inherent thermodynamic limitation of the decomposition of the solvent (oxygen 

evolution at the positive electrode and hydrogen evolution at the negative electrode) at 1.23 V. 

Furthermore, some of the lightweight, energetic couples that hold some promise for higher 

specific energy batteries are not stable in water. Thus, the search for light, energetic couples 

has resulted in nonaqueous, ambient-temperature electrolytes and high-temperature, molten-salt 

electrolytes. The ambient-temperature organic electrolytes, however, have poor conductivities 

compared to aqueous systems. The molten-salt electrolytes conduct well, but have materials 

compatibility problems at the elevated temperatures. For fiscal year 1983, Congress specifically 

appropriated funds for the continuing development of the high-temperature, molten-salt sodium-

sulfur battery; the primary, aluminum-air system; and the aqueous, zinc-bromine system. Other 

batteries, such as the lead-acid and iron-nickel oxide systems, received substantial funds as well. 

!n fiscal year 1981, the total funds provided by all government sources for battery research and 

development was 145.7 million.11 All of these systems have their advantages and disadvantages. 

A recent review of the status of battery systems and recommendations for research is provided in 

reference 21. 
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The many candidate systems for vehicle use and the large dollar expenditures warrant 

efforts to establish qualitative and quantitative procedures for the evaluation of the ultimate 

performance of a given system. Presently, parametric or empirical studies are done to determine 

the effect of design variables on battery performance. The battery design can be attacked in two 

stages. First, micro-modeling (from fundamental principles) of the single cell can be combined 

with, and compared to, experimental results on small cells. These data combine to form a basis 

for the behavior of the small cell. Second, these data can be used to predict the ultimate 

specific energy and specific power that can be expected from the battery when the cells are 

combined into a complete system. 

1.4. Chapter Summaries 

Chapter 1 describes a series of rotating-disk studies on carbon and lead. Investigation of 

lead deposition in a high-pressure cell gave start-up problems associated with the initiation and 

subsequent nucleation of lead on the electrode. Rotating-disk studies were undertaken to 

examine the behavior of lead deposition on a variety of substrates. The objectives of the 

rotating-disk studies were to determine the effect of surface preparation (mechanical and 

electrochemical), electrode substrate, and applied potential on the lead and hydrogen 

electrochemical reactions. The ability to plate lead at limiting current, the quality of the lead 

deposit, and the current efficiency of the process are all important for the design of the porous 

metal-removal system. 

Chapter 3 investigates the feasibility of removing lead from dilute, aqueous waste streams 

in both an atmospheric and high-pressure porous electrode. A reticulated vitreous carbon 

substrate was used in the atmospheric experiments, and copper-coated spheres were used for the 

high-pressure experiments. Several electrolytes were investigated, but the study focused on a 1 

M sulfuric acid electrolyte because of the industrial application of a waste stream from a lead-

acid battery plant. A summary of the development of the governing equations for porous 

electrodes is also included from reference 22. 
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Chapter 4 develops a macro-model of porous battery electrodes. A computer model that 

utilizes fundamental small cell data (from either experimental work and/or micro-modeling 

work) is developed that predicts the energy and power performance of a scaled-up battery. The 

model also yields specific scale-up criteria, such as the dependence of the current-collector 

weight on plate area. In general, voltage and weight penalties of the current collectors, 

interconnecting bus and post, electrolyte, positive and negative active material, and cell 

container are taken into account. Subject to variation are the number of positive electrodes, 

grid conductivity, minimum current-collectcr weight, and total delivered capacity. The battery 

can be optimized for maximum energy or power, or a compromise design may be selected. The 

model is general and may be applied to many types of battery systems. Results have been 

obtained for the lithium-aluminum/iron sulfide high-temperature battery. A summary of 

important considerations for the use of porous electrodes in battery applications as well as 

selected micro-modeling results are also presented, taken largely from reference 22. 

Appendix A discusses some electronic and electrochemical grounding and shielding 

problems encountered during the experimental work. 

Appendix B documents the programs used in generating the scale-up predictions for the 

lithium-aluminum/ iron sulfide battery. 



Chapter 2. Lead Deposition on • Rotating-Disk Electrode 

2.1. Introduction 

The rotating-disk electrode has found widespread use in the study of electrolytic diffusion 

and electrochemical kinetics. An introduction and survey of the rotating disk is given by 

Riddiford.23 Other systems that may be useful for analytical work include the rotating ring-disk 

system,24"27 the rotating-cylinder electrode (which may have practical industrial applications as 

well),2* the rotating-hemispherical electrode,2* and the rotating-cone electrode.30 

The rotating-disk electrode is a popular analytical tool because the laminar velocity 

profile31,32 and limiting mass-transfer (limiting-current) behavior13,34 are well known. The 

rotating disk is one of the few geometries where the ntass-transfer boundary layer (and therefore 

limiting-current distribution) is uniform across the face of the electrode, allowing for some de

coupling of the mass-transfer effects from the electrode geometry. Newman33 gives analytical 

expansions for the limiting mass flux to the disk surface for both high and low Schmidt 

numbers. These expansions can be used directly in the interpretation of experimental, mass-

transfer-limited results. Newman has extended the rotating-disk analysis to include the 

calculation of the primary current distribution,36 where concentration variations and kinetic 

limitations are ignored; the secondary current distribution,37 where concentration variations are 

still neglected but kinetic polarization is taken into account; and also the complete solution,37 

wheru mass transfer, ohmic potential variations, anr* kinetic irreversibilities must all be taken 

into account 

Difficulties encountered in a series of high-pressure, porous-electrode experiments led to a 

study of the behavior of lead deposition on a rotating-disk electrode. First, problems arose in 

being able to initiate lead discharge reproducibly on the electrode substrates. Second, loss of 

potential control during an experimental run often led to lead dissolution, which could not be 

9 
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reversed (refer also to chapter 3). Thus, we wanted to examine the effect of surface preparation, 

electrode substrate, and applied voltage (including cycling) on the initiation and subsequent 

nudeation of lead. Also of importance was the current efficiency of the limiting-current 

deposition and how easily lead can be plated at limiting current before the side reaction inhibits 

further deposition. Some evidence was seen that lead would not discharge in the presence of 

severe hydrogen evolution, even under large cathodic polarizations. 

By varying the disk rotation speed or the bulk lead concentration, the routing-disk 

experiment can determine if lead is plating at the limiting current and also possibly the quality 

of the limiting-current deposit Loosely adherent, powdery deposits are commonly found when 

plating at the mass-transfer limiting current A poor deposit may break from the electrode 

substrate and re-dissolve in the electrolyte. After limiting-current behavior is established, the 

results can also be used to calculate the diffusion coefficient of lead in the sulfuric acid 

electrolyte. The diffusion coefficient is necessary for the prediction of mass-transfer coefficients 

in porous electrodes. Dimensionless mass-transfer rates can be calculated and compared Lo the 

results of other metal investigations (see chapter 3). 

Cycling the applied potential to the disk was examined to determine the effect of a reactor 

malfunction on the subsequent behavior of the bed. A period of open circuit or an anodic 

excursion in potential will cause lead sulfate layers to form on the lead substrate. Of particular 

importance is the electrochemical behavior of lead sulfate layers under catbodic polarization. 

Preliminary experiments were done with a copper electrode; hewever, lead and glassy 

carbon electrodes were concentrated on because of the higher hydrogen overpotential on these 

materials. Any electrode substrate, if successful, will begin to behave like a lead electrode as 

deposition continues. Thus, it is especially important to know how the lead electrode behaves in 

the sulfuric acid environment. 
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2.2. Theory 

The limiting mass-transfer behavior of a rotating-disk electrode for very high Schmidt 

numbers is given by the Levicb equation as3* 

ff„ - 0.62v'"Q"2Sc-2'3ci, (2-1) 

where N„ is the normal component of the flux of species i to the disk surface, v is the kinematic 

viscosity of the solution, 0 is the rotational speed of the disk, Sc is the dimensionless Schmidt 

number, and c* is the bulk concentration of the limiting species i. The extension of this 

solution for Sc numbers greater than 100 takes the form:3' 

im'i _ 0.62O48SC-"3

 2 „ 
nf(c» - c„)v5S 1 + 0.298OSC-"3 + 0.14514Sc-2 / 5 + (XSc"1) 

where i„ is the normal component of the current density of species i, c„ is the uniform surface 

concentration of species i (taken to be zero at limiting current), F is Faraday's constant, and s, 

and n are the stoichiometric coefficient and the number of electrons transferred in the electrode 

reaction as represented by '£slAff'-'ne~. From equation 2-2, it is seen that a plot of the 
/ 

limiting current vs. either the bulk concentration or the square root of rotation speed should 

yield a straight line. A straight line, then, indicates that lead is plating at the limiting current. 

Independent knowledge of the solution kinematic viscosity and bulk concentration can be used 

with the limiting-current measurements to calculate the diffusion coefficient of the limiting 

species. 

Equation 2-1 or 2-2 is restricted to a single electrode reaction. A secondary reaction will 

cause a plot of the measured current vs. either bulk concentration or square root of angular 

velocity to have a non-zero intercept If we assume that the background current is constant, the 

slope of these plots can still be expected to be given by equation 2-2. 

2.3. Experimental 

The experimental apparatus consists of a Pine Instruments ASR analytical rotator, a Pine 

Instruments RDE 3 potentiostat, and a quartz glass cell used to hold the electrolytic solution. A 
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schematic of the glass cell is given in figure 2-1. Side chambers are shown for the Pt-Rh 

countcretectrode screen and the saturated calomel reference electrode. They are separated from 

the main compartment by glass frits, which inhibit convective and diffusive mixing between the 

catholyte solution and either of the reference or the counterelectrode electrolytes. Also shown is 

a port for deoxygenating the catholyte using a nitrogen sparger. A mechanism for electrolyte 

removal and addition was needed for experiments that varied the bulk concentration of lead in 

the electrolyte. 

A schematic of the instrumentation used is given in figure 2-2. A Hewlett-PackarJ model 

7047A X-Y recorder and two Keithley multimeters, models 173A and 178, monitored the cell 

current and applied potential from the current and voltage outputs on the potentiostat. The 

ASR speed control set the speed of the analytical routor. The revolutions per minute (rpm) of 

the disk could be controlled manually or through an externally applied voltage. A Princeton 

Applied Research model 175 universal programmer was used as input to the speed control for 

those experiments that swept the rotation speed. The internal voltage generator of the 

potentiostat was used to sweep the working vs. reference potential. In order to reduce 

electromagnetic noise, coaxial cable was used to shield the reference electrode, and the common 

rail of the potentiostat was connected to the case (earth) ground. 

All electrodes were polished using a Buehler Ecomet III polishing wheel. The copper 

electrode was polished with 600 grit wet/dry paper followed by successive polishing with 9, 3, 

and/or 1 micron diamond paste, depending on the degree of polishing desired. The glassy 

carbon electrode could be polished with the diamond paste, but it was found that this was not 

necessary to activate the surface for lead deposition; it was only required that any previously 

deposited lead be removed with 600 grit paper. The lead electrode was found to be too soft to 

polish with the diamond paste. A good finish was obtained by polishing lightly with 600 grit 

paper at approximately 200 rpm, using a 50/50 miiture of liquid detergent and water as a 

lubricant. Fine polishing is achieved with jewelers rouge and lubricant on Buehler microcloth at 
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Figure 2-1. Schematic of the glass cell used in the routing-disk-electrode (RDE) 
experiments. 
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Figure 2-2. Schematic of the electrical instrumentation used in the rotating-disk 
experiments. 
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400 rpm. The use cf the soap/water mixture prevents the buildup of rouge on the electrode. 

Polishing proceeds with medium pressure, followed by light pressure for approximately 20 

minutes. The microcloth should be replaced after each hour of use due to a buildup of lead. 

Electrolytic solutions were made up from J. T. Baker reagent grade lead sulfate and 

Mallinckrodt analytical reagent sulfuric acid. Dilutions were made from deionized water with a 

specific resistance greater than 16 MQ-cm. A few experiments were run with very pure J. T. 

Baker Ultrex* grade sulfuric acid and Johnson Mathey Puratronic* grade lead sulfate to 

determine any effect of impurities on the observed currents. Electrolyte was purged with pre-

saturated nitrogen to remove dissolved oxygen. 

Atomic adsorption spectroscopy (AA) with a Same detector tuned to a 283.3 nm 

wavelength was used to analyze lead samples. (A 217.0 nm wavelength, although more sensitive 

than the 283.3 nm wavelength, gav poor results.) Standards and blanks were made in dilute 

nitric acid solutions. Comparisons between nitric acid and sulfuric acid standards showed no 

difference in the measured concentrations. All samples were run on a Ferkin-Elmer 

spectrometer. Accuracy should be within 5% for concentrations on the order of 5 ppm with a 

lower limit of detection of 0.4 ppm (±20%). Problems in reproducibility, however, made some 

of the AA results suspect. An alternative technique such as differential pulse anodic stripping 

voltammetry3'*> at a hanging mercury drop could be used to verify or replace the AA method. 

2.4. Results 

Some visual evidence was seen that lead could be deposited on a copper electrode, but any 

limiting-current plateau was completely obscured by the high hydrogen production. The 

background currents were found to be a function of the degree of electrode polishing and were 

not very reproducible. Background current curves on lead and carbon showed that lead should 

'"-. able to deposit on these substrates at reasonable current efficiencies. Again, however, the 

background currents were not reproducible. 
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The lead electrode was used in determining the current-voltage behavior of a lead 

electrode on cycling, to demonstrate the correct Levich behavior, and to measure the diffusion 

coefficient. The glassy carbon electrode was used in background current experiments, and 

although found to be inferior to the lead electrode in inhibiting hydrogen production, it showed 

good hydrogen evolution characteristics. 

Z.4.1. Current-Voltage Behatior of a Lead Electrode 

When a lead electrode is immersed in 1 M sulfuric acid, a PbS0 4 layer begins to form. 

The Pourbaix diagram"''2 shows lead to be stable at potentials more cathodic than -0.356 V vs. 

a hydrogen reference elearode for sulfate activities of unity and values of pH up to 

approximately 8. With respect to the saturated calomel reference electrode, then, the formation 

of lead sulfate would be expected to occur at approximately -0.6 V. 

One vol^ge sweep on a clean, freshly polished lead electrode is given in figure 2-3. The 

solution is saturated PbS0 4 in 1 M HjS0 4. Care was taken to keep the applied voltages 

sufficiently cathodic to avoid the formation of PbS04. An apparent plateau is seen over the 

voltage range of -0.6 to -0.9 V. Past -1.0 V, hydrogen evolution begins to dominate. 

Background current curves, without lead in solution, were not reproducible, so that the value of 

the plateau current could not necessarily be attributed to lead deposition. (Limiting-current 

behavior is demonstrated below.) From potentials of -0.6 V to -1.0 V, repeated sweeps sbow 

good reproducibility with figure 2-3. Then; is some hysteresis and deviation in the curves in the 

hydrogen regime. 

Figure 2-4 shows the complete anodic and cathodic sweeps for the same set of experiments 

as in figure 2-3. At potentials anodic of -0.55 V, a PbS0 4 film begins to form. Bullock et al.° 

have studied the corrosion of lead in 1 M sulfuric acid at potentials between 0.4 and 1.0 V vs. a 

Hg/HgjSCyi MH2S04 reference electrode. They conclude that an initial layer of PbS0 4 

forms which then inhibits acid diffusion to the Pb/PbS0 4 interface. As the interfacial acid 

concentration decreases, basic lead sulfates and lead oxides begin to form. Higher valence lead 
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Figure 2-3. Current-voltage behavior of a freshly cleaned lead electrode in d saturated 
PbS0 4. 1 MHjS0 4 electrolyte. 
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Figure 2-4. Complete anodic and cathodic sweep of a lead rotating-disk electrode in a saturated PbSO,, 1 M H2SO, 

electrolyte. 
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oxides can form at longer times at the more ancdic potentials. Here an anodic PbS0 4 peak is 

formed at potentials positive of -0 55 V. A non-conducting PbS0 4 layer begins t> cover the 

active electrode area. The anodic current drops back toward zero as the potential sweep 

continues, and the electrode becomes passivated. On the return c.thodic sweep, oxidized 

surface species are reduced back to lead at approximately -0.6 V. The currents obtained in this 

peak aie much higher than the limiting current for plating from tf.. bulk solution and must 

therefore be arising from reactant species right at the electrode surface. The catbodic peak 

tapers off into a limiting current region for the bulk leed deposition. The area under the 

cathodic curve is less than the area under the anodic curve for each sweep indicating that not all 

of the higher valence lead is reduced back to Pb°. In fact, there was some evidence that even 

after prolonged cathodic polarizations, the surface could not be reduced completely back to lead. 

Repeated cycles show an increase in both anodic and cathodic currents due to an overall 

increase in active electrode area as the electrode cycles from PbSO, to Pb to PbS0 4. A second 

cathodic peak is seen to form at approximately -0.7 V for later cycles. This may be due to the 

reduction of other Pb(II) species that could be formed at later times as the surface becomes 

more porous and thus possibly more basic 

2.4.2. Limiting Current vs. had Concentnrjoa 

Limiting-current curves with a lead electrode were taken as a function of bulk Pb(II) 

concentration. The lead concentration was varied by either the addition of a saturated lead 

sulfate solution or the addition of only the supporting electrolyte. Initially, a 1 M H,S0 4 

solution was sparged with nitrogen to remove dissolved oxygen. Additions of 15 'o 20 ml uf 

saturated PbS0 4 in HjS0 4 were then made. Current vi. time sweeps were recorded to deunnine 

steady-state currents and to insure complete sparging. The cell potential was held constant at 

-0.70 V vs. a saturated calomel reference electrode, and the rotation speed was held constant at 

1000 rprn. 
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Figure 2-5 shows the data for the limiting currents obtained for the various Pb(II) 

concentrations. The circles represent the limiting currents corresponding to concentrating the 

solution from no lead to approximately 2.8 pg/cc Pb(II). The triangles represent the serial 

dilution of the Fb(II) concentration by the addition of I WHjSO,. All lead concentrations were 

determined by atomic adsorption spectroscopy with a flame detector. 

The data shown in figure 2-5 should all fall on a straight line as given by equation 2-2. 

The non-zero intercepts of this figure indicate the presence of background currents. Also seen in 

this figure is a change in the value of the slopes for the two sets of data. Although the reasons 

for the difference in slopes is unclear, it may be related to tbe changing electrode surface as new 

lead is deposited. If the lead reaction is truly mass-transfer controlled, a Itinetically altered 

surface will have no effect on the magnitude of the lead limiting current The new surface, 

however, could be expected to change the hydrogen discharge kinetics, which could lead to a 

decrease in the intercept. Furthermore, the slope of the curve is directly proportional to the 

total active surface area. An increase in slope, therefore, may be indicating an increase in 

surface area with time. Thus, the difference in slopes is likely due to a combination of changes 

in both background kinetics and active surface area. 

From equation 2-2, the slope of tbe limiting current vs. concentration curve should equal 

0.62048nFv£a4Sc- 2 / i . 
1 + 0.2980SC-"3 + 0.145I4SC"2'3 + (HSc"') ' 

The data fall between two limiting slopes of 0.99 * * A - c m and 1.3 l l A ' C m which yield 

diffusion coefficients of 2.3 X Iff* cm 2/s and 3.5 X Iff* cm2/s respectively. The linearity of 

the lines is evidence that the Levich equation is being followed even though the hydrogen 

kinetics and total active surface area appear to be changing. 

2.4.3. Limiting Current vs. Rotation Speed 

From equation 2-2, a plot of limiting current vs. square root of rotation speed should also 

yield a straight line of slope 
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Figure 2-5. limiting current vs. measured lead concentration on a lead rotating-disk 
electrode in 1 MH£Ot. 
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0.62048nFvf^Sc- 2"C t 

• .i ' — — . ( 2 - 4 ) 

1 + 0.2980SC-1''3 + 0.14514Sc- v 3 + (XSc"1) 
Limiting current vs. rotation speed plots with a lead electrode were obtained by sweeping the 

Pine Instruments ASR speed control with a Princeton Applied Research universal programmer. 

Sweep rates were set at J rpm/s and were varied from approximately 100 to 1500 rpm. Applied 

voltages were maintained at -0.70 V vs. a saturated calomel reference electrode. The data show 

some hysteresis with currents typically 5% higher on the return sweep (from higher to lower 

rotation speeds). 

Figure 2-6 shows data for a series of rotational sweeps. The top line of this figure 

(triangles) is data for a reverse sweep from higher to lower rotational speeds, and the next line 

(squares) is for an earlier forward sweep. The lower line combines data for both a forward and 

reverse sweep, taken after the data above. There appears to be a change in the background 

kinetics within the data, but all the slopes lie very close to each other and are equal to 0.498 

liA-s* ±t.S%. The last data taken from this series of runs (figure 2-7) showed a deviation from 

the straight line at rotational speeds greater than approximately 775 rpm. The initial slope of 

the data, however, corresponds closely to the value given above. 

Although the slopes obtained showed excellent agreement, the uncertainty in the bulk 

concentration prevents an accurate determination of the diffusion coefficient from these data. 

The solution was made up to be saturated, but it was not analyzed with AA. For a bulk 

concentration of 4.S II% Pb/cm3, the diffusion coefficient is calculated from equation 2-4 to be 

2.8 X 10~* cm 2/!. The corresponding value for a concentration of 3.5 fig Pb/cm3 is 4.1 X 1CT6 

carVs. The "best" value of 4.0 us Pb/cm1 yields a diffusion coefficient of 3.35 X Iff* cnr /̂s. 

2.4.4. Current-Voltage Beharior of a Carton Electrode 

Background-current curves on a glassy carbon electrode showed that this electrode was 

suitable for lead deposition at reasonable current efficiencies. Voltage sweeps for lead 

deposition on a freshly cleaned carbon electrode are shown in figure 2-8. The top curve 
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Figure 2-6. Limiting current vs. square root of angular velocity for lead deposition on a 
lead rotaling-disk electrode. 
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Figure 2-7. Last 4aX& taken from the set of experiments in figure 2-6, showing a deviation 
from linearity at higher rotation speeds. 
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Figure 2-8. Voltage sweeps Tor lead depssition on a glassy carbon electrode. Electrolyte is saturated PbSO, in I M 
H2SO,. 
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corresponds to an early sweep where no lead has been deposited. After several nunutes of 

cathodic polarization, the bottom curve was taken. The characteristic anodic peak corresponding 

to the formation of lead sulfate indicates that lead deposition has taken place. 

2.5. Conclusions 

The lead and carbon substrates both showed good kinetic resistance to hydrogen evolution. 

Lead, however, easily forms an oxide layer on exposure to air which must be carefully removed 

before use. Furthermore, lead forms a sulfate layer when immersed in sulfuric acid. This lead 

sulfate layer proved difficult to reduce back to lead. For these reason.', a carbon electrode may 

be easier to use in the porous-electrode studies. The carbon surface dots not need any particular 

"activation" or mechanical preparation. 

After lead deposition has begun, care must be taken to keep electrode potentials 

sufficiently cathodic to avoid the formation of lead sulfate. It is unclear why the electrode 

cannot be cycled like a lead-acid battery; this may be due to a different crystal structure formed 

when the lead deposits at limiting current Organic additives (used in the lead-acid batter/ or 

plating-bath formulations) could have a beneficial effect on the quality of lead deposit. 

The best estimate from the limiting current vs. concentration and the limiting current vs. 

rotational speed curves yields a diffusion coefficient of 3 X ICT* em'/s ±30%^ This value will 

be used in the calculation of dimensionless mass-transfer rates in chapter 3. 



Chapter 3. Etcrrochemicil Remote! of Dilute Lead FOOT from 

Aqueous Sulfuric Acid Waste Strewn 

3.1. Introductioa 

Although the rotating-disk electrode is an excellent analytical tool, it is not useful as an 

industrial reactor for the removal of lead from aqueous solutions. Porous electrodes have been 

considered for the removal of dilute metal ions as well as other reactor and battery applications. 

A brief introduction to porous electrodes, including a review of their governing equations, is now 

presented. 

Porous electrodes can be used in Bow-through configurations as in fuel cells, redox energy 

storage systems, and chemical reactors or in closed configurations as in many primary and 

secondary batteries. Thus, porous electrodes find potential applications as electrochemical 

reactors in a variety of areas. Recently, Sioda and others" discuss porous-electrode applications 

in electrowinning, Bxed-bed and fluidized-bed electrolysis, '.-.d analytical detection. Flow-

through porous electrodes are reviewed by Newman i'nd Tiedemann.45 The mass transfer of 

reacting species within the fixed bed and the ohmic potential variation throughout the bed are 

treated in detail. A second review article treats porous electrodes with regard to battery 

applications." A literature survey is given in each review. 

Two distinguishing features of porous electrodes are the intimate contact of the electrode 

with the solution (and possibly a gaseous phase) and the high surface-area-to-volume ratio that 

can be obtained. The high surface-area-to-volume ratio is important to applications where the 

intrinsic rate of the heterogeneous, electrochemical reaction is slow. In processes using double-

layer adsorption, the high surface area is again importanL Dilute reactants in solution require 

the close proximity of solution and electrode to enhance mass transfer to the electrode surface. 

In battery or fuel-cell applications, porous electrodes offer a means for storing the soluble 

27 
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reactants in close proximity to the electrode surface. For non-conducting reactants of low 

solubility, another solid phase (as in batteries) or gas phase (as in fuel cells) may be 

incorporated into the system. 

Flow-through porous electrodes could find applications in the area of metal processing. 

This includes the purification, electrowinning, and possibly electroplating of aluminum, copper, 

magnesium, sodium, manganese, nickel, gold, silver, and chromium. The electrorefining of 

aluminum from an aluminum-manganese alloy might involve a flow-through porous anode in 

order to prevent the dissolved manganese from reaching the cathode. Solutions too dilute to 

treat with solid electrodes in electrowinning processes may be treated with a flow-through porous 

electrode. Dilute aqueous metal removal and recovery of copper," silver,16 and mercury17 have 

been studied in fixed-bed, flow-through porous electrodes. Copper was recovered from feed 

streams of 667 ppm with effluent concentrations less than 1 ppm, with simultaneous production 

of a concentrated stream of 47,660 ppm. Copper recovery has also been investigated in 

fluidized-bed reactors.47'4* Gold can readily be recovered from plating baths which have 

deteriorated, and streams from processing photographic emulsions can be reduced to less than 1 

ppm silver. Mercury contamination in brine solutions has been reduced to concentrations as low 

as 5 ppb from feed streams of SO ppm.17 Reduction of contaminants usually requires processing 

of large volumes of dilute solutions. For metal removal, consideration must be made for the 

periodic removal of material from the matrix. Oxidation of organic contaminants, however, can 

proceed with no retention of solids. 

The use of poioui electrodes in electro-organic syntheses may provide an economical 

alternative to other chemical routes. The electrochemical synthesis may give higher yields under 

less severe operating constraints. The ability to control the electrode potential allows 

optimization for a particular reaction product, while minimizing side reactions or multiple 

products. A bibliography of electro-organic syntheses has been recently compiled by Swann and 

AUdre* 
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Energy storage and conversion systems may use flow-through porous electrodes. Flow-

redox systems, zinc-chlorine hydrate storage systems, and fuel cells are some examples. It has 

also been shown that the performance of some primary or secondary batteries could be enhanced 

by a fresh supply of electrolyte.90'91 A promising zinc-bromine secondary battery system uses a 

flowing electrolyte. 

Flow-through porous electrodes also find applications in fundamental studies. Appel and 

Newman93 apply a limiting-current method for the measurement of mass-transfer coefficients at 

very low Reynolds numbers. Fedldw and Newman99 summarize mass-transfer results of several 

workers. Their own results are correlated by using a dual-sized, straight-pore model to represent 

the actual, complex pore geometry. 

3.1.1. Governing Equations 

The many potential applications of porous electrodes warrant efforts to describe the system 

mathematically. One can then scale-up a system or predict the result of a change in operating 

parameters. This modeling can lead to designs that optimize or maximize the desired process. 

Less detailed modeling can be a guide in screening various alternatives such as newly proposed 

battery systems. It is important, then, to develop guidelines as to the behavior of porous 

electrodes. 

Porous electrodes are inherently different from planar electrodes due to the intimate 

contact of the solution and matrix phases. Here the current Rows within the matrix and the 

solution phases and exchanges between the matrix and solution nonuniformly throughout the 

bed. An electrical analog that can help picture the inherent complications is seen in figure 3-1. 

This figure shows two porous electrodes operating as an electrolytic cell. The subscripts 1 and 2 

refer to the matrix and solution phases respectively. Subscripts a and c refer to the anode and 

cathode, and Rt represents the resistance due to the separator. When current flows through the 

porous electrode, the electrical double-layer capacity (represented by CJ) is charged. This is a 

net flow of current through the solution causing a change in solution composition near the 
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Figure 3-1. Simplified electrical analog of a porous anode and cathode (subscripts a and c 
respectively) showing the resistance in the matrix phases (subscript 1) and 
solution phases (subscript 2). Also shown is the faradaic charge-transfer 
resistance (Ry), electrical double-layer capacity (Cd), and separator resistance 
(Rs)-
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interface. In parallel to this process, net current flows via a faradaic reaction where Rr 

represents the charge-transfer resistance of the electrochemical reaction. These processes occur 

nonunifonnly throughout the volume of the porous bed. It is cautioned that this figure is meant 

to serve as a guide in thinking about the distribution of reactions in porous electrodes, but it is 

not a substitute for modeling the porous electrode with the appropriate governing equations. 

Mass transfer of reacting species, for example, is not considered in the electrical analog. 

The mathematical description of porous electrodes assumes a macro-homogeneous system. 

The porous bed is represented as the superposition of two continua, a matrix and a solution. 

The actual geometric detail of the bed is ignored, and average physical parameters such as 

porosity and surface area are used. This type of analysis leads to a volume-averaged approach in 

the derivation of the governing differential equations.541" 

A schematic of a section of a porous bed is shown in figure 3-1 The volume-averaged 

material balance55 of a species i within a flooded porous bed in the absence of homogeneous 

chemical reactions takes the form 

—~ <Vi.-V'N,. (3-1) 

Here three different averages are used. « is the porosity or void volume fraction, a is the 

specific interfacial area (surface area of pore walls per unit volume of bed), c, is the 

concentration averaged over the volume of solution in the pores, tc,, then, is the superficial 

concentration averaged over the bed volume (matrix plus pores). j u is the normal component of 

the pore wall flux of species i into the solution relative to the velocity of the pore wall, averaged 

over the interfacial area. N, is the average Mux of species i in the pore solution averaged over 

the cross-sectional area of the pore plus math' 

With the flux N, referenced to the cross-sectional area of the pore plus matrix, the 

superficial current density i 2 in the solution phase is given as 
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Figure 3-2. Schematic of a one-dimensional porous electrode showing current flow in the 
matrix (i,) and solution (i 2) phases. 
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l 2 - f S z i N c (3-2) 
I 

Similarly, i i, the current density in the matrix phase, is defined to refer to the superficial area 

and not to the area of an individual phase. 

The matrix and solution phases are taken to be electrically neutral. For the solution, then, 

2*i<* -0. (3-3) 
i 

We have assumed that the electrical double layer at the matrix-pore interface is a small volume 

compared to our averaging volume. This assumption may break down for very dilute solutions 

and high-surface-area electrodes. Bectroneutrality requires that the divergence of the total 

current density (I i + i j) is zero; charge leaving the matrix must enter the solution. Thus, 

V i , -f-V-ij " 0 . (3-4) 

A combination of equations 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3 gives 

V i 2 - aF^Ji. - «'. . (3-5) 
i 

where i. is the average transfer current density from the matrix to the solution phase. V i , is 

the transfer current per unit volume of the electrode (A/cm3) and is positive for anodic 

currents. For a single electrode reaction represented as 

2*|Mf' - iu~, (3-6) 
i 

Faraday's law becomes 

</..—2F'.—£«i- ("> 
Substitution into equation 3-1 and neglect of double-layer charging yield 

_ L _ - . v . N , . _ L v i 2 . (3-8) 

A kinetic polarization equation relating the local rate of reaaion (transfer current density) to 

the surface concentrations and interfacial potential drop is needed. For the porous electrode, 

the kinetic equation takes the form 
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«'--{"p(3F*)-"p( :iH} 
Porosity changes can be taken into account by a solid-phase materia] balance for a single 

electrode reaction: 

^--AaVl2, (3-10) 

where 

tclU ft" 
phtsa Transport processes are needed to complete our description. Ohm's law for the matrix phase is 

i , - -ffV*„ (3-12) 

where a is an effective matrix conductivity dependent on the composition of solid phases, the 

manner in which the granules of the conducting phases are connected together, and the volume 

fraction of conducting phase or phases. 

For a dilute electrolytic solution in the pores, the flux of a mobile solute can be attributed 

to diffusion, dispersion, migration, and convection: 

— - -(0, +D.)Vc, - ztu,Fc, V*j + ^i- . (3-13) 

where u, is an ionic mobility and D, is an ionic diffusion coefficient, both corrected for the 

tortuosity of the pores. D, represents the effect of axial dispersion. A discussion of the effect of 

axial dispersion on the average mass-transfer coefficient is found in the review article by 

Newman and Tiedemann;45 see also Fedkiw and Newman.9* The current density in the solution 

phase can now be represented by 

1 2 - -*V*i - tF 2ziD,Vc, , (3-14) 
i 

where « ™ i f ' S * / 2 " ' ' / - The second term in equation 3-14 represents the diffusion potential. 

As a consequence of electroneutrality, convection and dispersion make no contribution to the 

current density. 
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We should also recognize here that other forms of the transport equations may be 

necessary to describe a system. The appropriate equations for a concentrated binary electrolyte 

are given in Newman and Tiedemann,44 and two binary molten salts are treated by Pollard and 

Newman." When necessary, the full multicomponent transport equations can be used. 

In summary, the equations presented above have been found to describe adequately porous 

electrodes in many cases. A certain level of complexity is necessary in order to treat the 

simultaneous interaction of the physical processes. Equations 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, and 3-13 govern the 

transport, conservation, and electrical neutrality in the solution phase. Equation 3-12 covers the 

transport in the matrix phase. Equations 3-4 and 3-9 couple the species in the bulk phase to the 

electrochemical processes occurring at the interface. These equations are normally considered 

boundary conditions in systems not involving porous electrodes, but here they are applied 

throughout the volume of the bed. 

3.1.1 Limiting-Current Analysis 

Let us now illustrate an important design principle for flow-through porous electrodes."-" 

Consider the case of reducing a species / at the limiting current in an excess of supporting 

electrolyte. Equation 3-1 becomes 

-£-'],. (3-15) 
for a one-dimensional, steady-state material balance. (A one-dimensional analysis is appropriate 

when the current flows parallel to the velocity, as shown in (a) and (b) of figure 3-3.) In the 

absence of migration in an electric field for the reacting species, the superficial flux of species i 

in the direction of the superficial fluid velocity is (from equation 3-13) 

N, - -«(A + D. )-^r- + c, v. (3-16) 
ax 

The local flux to the wall is given by a local mass-transfer coefficient km such that 

jt. - M c * . - c ( ) - -*mC,. (3-17) 
where the wall concentration ct0 has been set equal to zero at limiting current. Substitution of 
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Figure 3-3. Various configurations of electrode placement relative to the direction of fluid 
flow, (a) and (b) are flow-through configurations (current and fluid flow are 
parallel), and (c) is the flow-by configuration (current flows perpendicular to 
fluid Sow). 
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equations 3-16 and 3-17 into the continuity equation 3-15 gives 

v " t r "tiDi + D'^ ~ ak-Ci- (3"18) 

Equation 3-18 governs the concentration distribution of species i throughout the reactor. It is 

solved subject to the Danclcwerts,5* Werner and Wilhelm59 boundary conditions for the 

concentration of species / at the inlet ( i " 0 ) and the outlet (x—L) of the reactor. This 

formulation assumes that an inert packing extends from the active portion of the bed in both the 

upstream and downstream directions. A result of the constraints that the concentration of 

species i cannot increase without bounds and that the concentration and flux should be 

continuous is 

^ - - O a x -L . (3-19) 
ax 

For the upstream boundary condition, an inlet concentration of c„ and continuous concentration 

and flux give 

dc, 
cav - c,v - t(D, + D,)-r- at x - 0 . (3-20) 

ax 

Under this condition, the concentration at the inlet of the bed will be less than ca because some 

of the reactant will have diffused ahead to the active portion of the bed. The solution to 

equation 3-18 subject to boundary conditions 3-19 and 3-20 is 

where we have introduced the quantities 

(3-21) 

Ci ak-x . takm 

_ I + V) + 4/T . , . 
a — , and a "> ak„/v. 

(3-22) 

Note that equation 3-21 simply reduces to 
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*"•' (3-23, 
or 9 — e~' 

when the effects of axial dispersion and diffusion are ignored. 

The behavior of the current density in solution is governed by equation 3-18 when 

Faraday's law is substituted for the local flux to the wall. Equation 3-18 becomes 

For an upstream coumerelectrode, the current density h must go to zero at the back of the 

electrode as all the current has been transferred to the matrix and current collector. Using this 

boundary condition and integrating equation 3-24 give 

v(c, - cL) - «D, + D„)-£ - ^h , (3-25) 

where the subscript L refers to the exit of the reactor. Ohm's law for the solution (equation 3-

14) is taken as 

<i - -*?P- • (3-26) 

The diffusion potential has been igrored here, a good assumption when an excess of supporting 

electrolyte is present Integration of equation 3-26 subject to equations 3-25 and 3-22 gives the 

local variation of potential through the bed. This result is expressed as 

<HD - *2(0) - " ^ ' J^ \B\e^" - — - (ol + 1 + D)eLI. (3-27) 

Figure 3-4 shows the nature of the potential variation through the electrode bed. The potential 

in the matrix is constant through the length of the bed if the matrix conductivity is very high. 

The finite solution conductivity, however, causes a variation in solution potential as the current 

flows from the front to the back of the electrode. The potential driving force at the back of the 

electrode *, - *: (£) must be large enough to insure limiting current, while the potential 

difference at the front of the electrode must not be large enough to have secondary reactions, 

such as hydrogen evolution. Thus, we have a maximum allowable ohmic potential drop in our 

reactor. As the bracketed quantity in equation 3-27 is of order unity, the coefficient of this 
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Figure 3-4. Variation of solution and matrix potentials as a function of position through a 
porous cathode. Matrix conductivity is infinite. 
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quantity represents the magnitude of the potential variation in the porous bed. Thus we see 

that, for given values of c0 and «, side reactions limit the maximum flow rate through the bed. 

Since v /akm represents the order of magnitude of the distance through the reactor where the 

reaction occurs to an appreciable extent, a limit on the velocity also limits the useful thickness 

of the bed. 

In designing a porous electrode, *i(£) - *2<0) can be assigned a maximum value based on 

data that might be taken on rotating-disk electrode. Equation 3-27 can then be solved for the 

velocity v, if the mass-transfer coefficient is known. What is left to be specified, then, is the 

length of the electrode. The electrode length is governed by the desired degree of conversion. 

Equation 3-21 can be solved for £ if y is replaced by cd. and 8 is replaced by BL, the desired 

conversion. 

3.1.3. Mass-Transfer Coefficient 

In order to predict the performance of a porous electrode, the mass-transfer behavior of 

the bed must be known. The mass-transfer coefficient k„ introduced in equation 3-i7 is a local 

value. Local values of wall and bulk concentration are not easily measured, however, and we 

require an overall mass-transfer coefficient based on inlet and outlet reactant concentrations. 

The overall mass-transfer coefficient km is defined on the basis of the total molar flux to the 

wall and a log-mean concentration driving force. 

At limiting current the wall concentration approaches zero, and we obtain 

l t | (Ac)o f (3-28) 

->fr) (3-29) 

Evaluation of equation 3-21 at the exit of the reactor and substitution of 8 into equation 3-29 

yield the relationship between the average and local mass-transfer coefficient. 
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Setting D equal to zero neglects the effect of axial dispersion, and k„ — k„. Newman and 

Tiedemann45 present a graphical solution for determining the length of the bed when the mass-

transfer coefficient is given by a correlation. Fedlriw and Newman" present a dual-sized, 

straight-tube model which adequately represents the mass-transfer coefficients at low Reynolds 

numbers. 

3.2. Atmospheric, Porous-Electrode Experiments 

Here we are concerned with operating a flow-through reactor at limiting current as a 

means for removing lead from solution. Of primary importance is the ability of the reactor to 

remove lead in the presence of a competing hydrogen side reaction. 

3.2.1. Introduction 

To design the reactor from the start, we need to consider the relative placement of both 

the anode and current collector.60 Qualitatively, an upstream counterelectrode will yield the 

highest reactant concentration and the highest potential driving force at the front of the 

electrode. A downstream counterelectrode will have the maximum reactant concentration where 

the potential driving force is smallest Thus, this latter configuration might appear to give a 

more uniform reaction distribution throughout the bed. It is important then to consider the best 

configuration to achieve a given objective. Calculations show that the best configuration for 

achieving low effluent concentrations is with an upstream counterelectrode. This rule applies for 

both high and low ratios of <r/«. In fact, a limiting-current distribution cannot be achieved for a 

system utilizing a downstream counterelectrode (except for short reactors). For very high values 

of <r/«, the matrix potential is constant, and placement of the current collector is not important. 

For moderate matrix conductivities, the optimum placement of the current collector depends on 

the particular chemical system being investigated and the actual value of »/«. 
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The Pourbaix diagram showing the competition between the hydrogen side reaction and 

the lead deposition is seen in figure 3-5. The potentials were calculated vs. the standard 

hydrogen reference electrode neglecting activity coefficients and any liquid-junction potentials. 

The lead discharge follows 

V-V + §J^-}. (3-31) 

The hydrogen side reaction is a function of pressure as well as concentration; 

FU - RT\n J — - -i-RrinpH,. (3-32) 

where p 0 is the density of the pure solvent (g/cc), V* is the standard cell potential, and p H , is 

the partial pressure of hydrogen (atm). Deviations of the putial pressure of hydrogen from the 

total pressure amount to only 0.7 mV at 100 atm pressure when the second virial coefficient is 

included as a correction from ideality. Also shown for comparison is the potential for mercury 

removal from 4 M brine solutions. For the predominate species HgCl4

2", 

" - " ^ [ ^ (3-33) 

The Pb(II) species in solution are actually complexed with the sulfuric acid.41 Thus, the actual 

potentials needed to be in equilibrium with a given lead concentration are even more negative 

than is shown in figure 3-5 or given by equation 3-31. Also note that figure 3-5 is valid only for 

the the lead/lead(II) equilibrium of equation 3-31. Other solid or ionic species may exist that 

would limit the range of allowable lead concentrations. 

The solubility of PbSO, in HjS0 4 shows an interesting maximum and minimum.61 In pure 

water, the solubility of lead sulfate is estimated to be 27 ug Pb/cc at 25°C. f Addition of 

sulfuric acid begins to lower the lead sulfate solubility due to the effect of the common sulfate 

ion. In 0.086% H 2S0 4 , the solubility has dropped to 3.53 jig Pb/cc. The solubility coniinues to 

decrease to a local minimum of 3.11 pg/cc at 0.3% HjS0 4 where further increases in sulfuric 

*Thi» value m calculated from equation 3-36 by taking tbe activity coefficient of lead sulfate equal to unity. 
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Figure 3-5. Pourbaix diagram showing the thermodynamic potential required to discharge 
mercury, lead, hydrogen, and oxygen. 
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acid concentration cause the solubility to rise. A local maximum of 4.S6 pg/cc is reached at 

10% HjS04. Data were taken up to 50.0% HjS0 4, where the solubility has fallen to 0.74 /ig/cc. 

At 0°C the local maximum and minimum occur at approximately the same acid concentrations 

and yield solubilities of 1.95 pg/cc and 1.40 jig/cc respectively. As an aside, it is interesting to 

note that the solubility of HgjS04 in sulfuric acid closely follows the shape of tbe PbS0 4 curve; 

the ratio of HgjS04 to PbS0 4 solubility remains essentially constant over acid plus salt 

concentrations of 0.002 M up to 3.5 M.a 

The solubility of PbS0 4 in water is approximately 10 times the value of the local minimum 

at 0.3% HjS0 4. It was suggested that the initial decrease from the pure-water solubility was due 

to the common-ion effect and the subsequent rise and fall around the local maxima was 

controlled by the sulfate/bisulfate equilibrium from the sulfuric acid. This is in agreement with 

the possible complexed forms of lead in solution. 

The solubility data for lead in sulfuric acid allow the estimation of the activity coefficient 

of lead sulfate. For the chemical reaction P b 2 + + SO^ "* PbS04, the equilibrium condition 

can be expressed as fj,j+ + 'IsoJ- "* PPtso4> where m is the electrochemical potential of 

species t. Relating the electrochemical potential to the activity of each species yields 

*reso4 
mni+msot-1w*3i ~ , i x » • (3-34) 

where m, is molality of species i, Tft>so4•' the mean-ionic activity coefficient of PbS04, X* is a 

property related to the secondary reference state, and Xhso. is the absolute activity of PbS04. 

The thermodynamic standard electrode potentials for lead and lead sulfate can be combined to 

give 

Thus, equations 3-34 and 3-35 give, 
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mw,'*CTsoj-1'fes04 " 6 x 1 0 7 n » l 2 / k g J - (3-36) 

For a 10% sulfuric acid solution, the actual sulfate molality is dependent on the bisulfate/sulfate 

equilibrium. If we assume complete dissociation, m |o ( is calculated to be 1.13 mol/kg. From 

the data on the solubility of lead in 10% sulfuric acid, we can then calculate 

Tj^so, — 7.15 X 10"\ based on stoichiometric dissociation of HjS04. This number would be 

expected to remain approximately constant and could be used over a range of lead 

concentrations. If needed, however, the detailed solubility data could be used to continue to 

map out the complete behavior of the activity coefficient as a function of molality. 

In summary, then, we see that at high acid concentrations and low lead concemxations, 

hydrogen can evolve preferentially to lead deposition based on thermodynamic considerations. 

For increases in cell pressure by factors of ten, the hydrogen half-cell potential moves cathodic 

by approximately 30 mV. In actual cell operation, even at high pressures, the electrode must be 

polarized >thodically relative to the decomposition potential of the acid solution. Whether 

hydrogen actually evolves and at what rate will be determined by the surface kinetics and 

possibly ross-transfer considerations. 

Erdey-Gruz42 summarizes the Tafel plots for hydrogen evolution on various metals after 

several aulhon. The kinetic constants are very sensitive to the state of the electrode surface and 

any impurities. Although the results of the various authors vary, qualitatively it is seen that the 

hydrogen overpotential on lead lies between mercury and carbon. 

The effect of pressure on the kinetics of hydrogen evolution has not been studied in as 

much detail. Bircher and Harkins" studied hydrogen evolution on Ni, Pb, and Hg electrodes at 

hydrogen pressures between 0.014 and 1 atm, Knobel64 studied Pt, Pb, Cu, and Ni between 

0.029 and 1 atm. and Cassel and Krumbein" and Cassel and Voigt66 studied hydrogen 

evolution on Pt, Ni, and Ag at higher pressures up io 19 atm. All of these studies showed no 

effect of pressure on the cell voltage required to maintain a given current density. Thus, 

pressure had no effect on the forward rate 'erm (hydrogen production), and the surface 
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overpotential simply followed the offset in thermodynamic potential at the various pressures. 

Hills and Kinnibrugh67 studied hydrogen production on Hg for pressures ranging from 2S0 to 

1500 atm. In these experiments they fixed the concentration of molecular hydrogen in the 

solution. Relative to a constant current density, they found small differences in the surface 

overpotential, on the order of 8 mV difference between the two cases of 250 atm and 1500 atm. 

Thus, the reactor pressure will have a negligible effect on the forward rate term, but possibly a 

substantial effect on the reverse term. 

Returning to the limiting-current analysis given above, we see in figure 3-4 the qualitative 

variation of the solution potential tram front to back of the electrode. The minimum 

concentration attainable6* in the porous electrode will be the concentration of lead that would be 

in equilibrium with the potential at the exit of reactor. At -0.322 V vs. the normal hydrogen 

reference electrode, figure 3-5 yields a minimum attainable lead concentration of 0.05 <ig Pb/cc 

This value corresponds to the wall concentration, however, and the actual bulk exit 

concentration will be greater. 

We could polarize the porous electrode to arbitrarily lar'je negative values in order to 

decrease the effluent lead concentration, but as pointed out above, the rate of secondary 

hydrogen evolution will limit reactor performance. Even if the loss of current efficiency is 

tolerated, at least three other effects must be considered. The first is Unit some evidence was 

seen that the lead deposition reaction and hydrogen evolution reaction do not occur in parallel 

(independently) at high current densities. Second, the additional current generated by the 

increased potential may all go into hydrogen evolution and none into lead deposition; the 

differential current efficiency may be zero. Third, the onset of gas nucleation causes a stirring 

of the solution, "wetting the concentration profile within the reactor. Equation 3-22 shows the 

exponential dependence of bulk concentration on distance through the porous bed. The majority 

of reactant is removed in an entrance region of depth \/a — v/akm where the exit to inlet 

concentration ratio is reduced to a value of 1/e. Each added "penetration" length to the 
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reactor decreases the effluent concentration by another factor of 1/V. Thus, although the back 

end of the electrode has a relatively low current for the main reaction, significant reductions in 

effluent concentration can still be obtained. This exponential variation in composition is easily 

upset, however, by any gas nucleation, especially at the exit of the reactor. 

Trainham and Newman** extend the governing equations presented above to include the 

effect of a side reaction, eg. hydrogen evolution. The gas is assumed to remain dissolved in 

solution so that the hydrodynamics and mass-transfer coefficient are unaltered. The reaction 

rate, current efficiency, wall concentration, and bulk concentration are all presented as functions 

of distance through the electrode. The ohmic potential drop through the reactor was calculated 

as a function of the exit potential driving force *i - $2(£). This reduces to the value given by 

equation 3-26 only for large negative polarizations with no side reaction. The onset of hydrogen 

evolution causes a sharp increase in potential drop at the higher polarizations, especially if the 

hydrogen evolves preferentially at the rear of the electrode. 

3.2.2. Experimental System 

The experimental system was initially setup to study the removal of mercury from brine 

solutions.17 In these experiments, mercury was cathodically deposited during the experimental 

run and then anodically stripped in preparation for the next run. Roughly, eleven mercury 

experiments were run over a period of 9 months. Each experiment ran for one to two days, 

processing approximately IS liters of brine feed. At the end of the last run, the mercury was 

not stripped from the bed in preparation for the lead experiments. A film of mercury on the 

bed, even if nonuniformly distributed through the bed, would help reduce hydrogen evolution or; 

the porous cathode. The experimental apparatus was not altered in any way for the lead removal 

runs; the brine solution was simply purged from the experimental apparatus by running a lead, 

sulfuric acid feed through the system. 
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3.12.1. Cell Design 

A schematic of the experimental cell is given in figure 3-6, and a photograph is given in 

figure 3-7. The anode was placed on top of the working electrode, which corresponds to the 

upstream-counterelectrcde configuration discussed above. The cell proper was composed of four 

parts: an anode chamber, a feed ring, a cathode chamber, and a catholyte outlet flange, all 

fabricated from tucite. Adjoining pieces were bolted together (flange to Mange) with six, 10-32 

socket-head, stainless steel screws. All fluid seals were made with Viton* O-rings; a 1/8 inch 

wall, 3 1/4 inch ID O-ring sealed the cathode compartment to the catholyte exit flange, a 1/8 

inch wall, 2 3/8 inch ID O-ring sealed the cathode compartment to the bottom of the feed ring, 

and a 3/32 inch wall, 1 13/16 inch ID O-ring sealed the feed ring to the anode compartment. 

An inert, Pt-Rh screen spot-welded to a 1/4 inch tantalum rod was used as an anode for 

oxygen evolution. To prevent back mixing of the oxygen into the catholyte, a Nation'* (DuPont 

Company) perfluorosulfonic acid ion-exchange membrane was placed near the top of the feed 

ring. A separate porous lucite disk (cress-hatched in figure 3-6) was "force-fit" over the ion-

exchange membrane, holding it in place during cell operation. A vent tube was placed just 

below the Nafion membrane in the side of the feed ring. This tube allowed for the removal of 

gai when filling the cell or during reactor operation. 

Upstream and downstream reference-electrode compartments were tapped into the side of 

the feed ring and catholyte exit flange respectively. (See figure 3-7.) Either Beckmann Quartz 

Fiber Junction Saturated Calomel or Beckmann Saturated (KjSO,) Mercurous Sulfate Sleeve 

Junction (#40435) reference electrodes were used to monitor the solution potentials. The 

upstream reference electrode controlled the applied voltage to the cell. During operation a glass 

capillary tube was attached to the mouth of the electrode port and fed down to the top of the 

porous bed. In this manner the majority of ohmic drop between the top of the bed and the 

reference-electrode tap was eliminated. The downstream reference electrode was below the exit 

of the bed, and no ohmic potential drop corrections were necessary. Fluid was restriaed from 
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Figure 3-6. Schematic of the atmospheric, porous-electrode experimental cell. 
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Figure 3-7. Photograph of the experimental cell showing the reticulated vitreous carbon 
bed, anode compartment, feed ring, and reference electrodes. Also seen are the 
inert flow distributors. 
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flowing out the reference-electrode ports by glass stopcocks. Electrical continuity was insured 

by simply wetting the stopcock. 

The cathode compartment held the porous packed bed, the current collector, and the flow 

distributors. The cross-sectional area of the cell measured 20.27 cm2, and reactor lengths up to 

10 inches could be used. Inert glass beads were placed before and after the porous bed to 

provide an entry and exit region for Quid flow. A uniform flow distribution is necessary to 

prevent the channeling of fluid around active portions of the bed. 

The cathode current collector was a 3/32 inch thick tantalum plate bored with an array of 

number 56 wire drill holes to allow for fluid flow. A 1/4 inch tantalum rod, welded to the 

center of the plate, was used to provide electrical continuity to the bed. The rod was fed out of 

the bottom of the cell and sealed with a polypropylene compression fitting. A small amount of 

Pl-Rh screen had been spot-welded to the current collector face for protection against hydrogen 

embrittlement This was highly undesirable in the lead experin» ,is, however, because of 

platinum's catalytic activity toward hydrogen evolution. The back of the current collector plate 

and rod were Kynar* (Pennwalt Corporation, Philadelphia, PA) coated to eliminate 

electrochemical reactions below the porous bed. The separate pieces of the cell are shown in 

figures 3-8 and 3-9. Figure 3-8 shows the anode chamber, feed ring (with vent tube and 

capillary tube), and lucite disk that held the Nafion* membrane. Figure 3-9 shows the catholyte 

outlet flange, current collector (bottom view), and cathode chamber. 

3.2.2.2. Cathode Material 

The cathode material used was a reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC) porous matrix 

purchased from ERG, Incorporated, Oakland, CA. This material is a an open-pore, glassy-

carbon "foam" material, which combines the properties of glass and normal industrial caroons. 

It has a rigid, porous structure of high void volume (97 percent) and high specific surface area 

(66 Ctrl'/cm1). The material is very brittle, but it can be machined (shaved or cut to length) if 

done carefully. A photograph of the RVC matrix is given in figure 3-10. 
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l'igurc 3-8. Photograph of the anode chamber, feed ring, and lualc disk. 
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Various types of porous carbon electrodes have been studied over the years. Heise,™ in 

1939, described several applications for porous carbon electrodes in electrochemical operations. 

Recently, reticulated vitreous carbon has seen applications in electrochemistry as a new 

electrode material." RVC has a high electrical conductivity and is resistant to corrosive 

environments. It is presently being evaluated, for example, as as a current collector in a 

molten-salt, sodium-sulfur, ceramic electrolyte cell (Na/NajO-xAIjCySCIjAlClj in AlClj-NaCl. 

T—250°C) being considered for electric-vehicle applications. 

RVC has also seen applications in analytical chemistry. Blaedel and Wang73 have studied 

the anodic stripping voltammetry of Cu(II), Pb(IT), Cd(II), and Zn(II) on a mercury-coated 

RVC electrode. Lead concentrations in the range of 5 X 10"' M could be analyzed. They first 

deposited a mercury film on the RVC from a 0.5 X 10 - 3 M HgCl2, 0.1 M KCI solution held at a 

potential of -0.8 V vs. a Ag/AgCl/0.1 MKCI reference electrode. If necessary, plating was 

done in a quiescent solution to promote a uniform distribution of mercury throughout the 

volume. In their work, anodic sweeps were kept below +0.1 V to prevent mercury dissolution. 

When deliberately stripping off the mercury, the voltage was maintained at +1.0 V for at least 

30 minutes. This may be important when considering how to regenerate a bed that has degraded 

in performance. Very recently Wang and Dewald7' report on the use of a flow-through RVC 

electrode for the removal of metals. Effluents were monitored with anodic stripping 

voltammetry on a mercury-coated RVC electrode. Good removal of lead from nitrate solutions 

was reported, but the details of the competing hydrogen side reaction and the mass-transfer 

coefficients are not given. 

The reticulated vitreous carbon used for these experiments was five inches long with an 

outer diameter machined to fit the cathode compartment. When pressed into the cathode 

chamber, the RVC was a tight fit, and a separate mechanical seal was not necessary to prevent 

channeling around the outside of the packed bed. A photograph of the cathode chamber 

showing the RVC bed in the cell is given in figure 3-11. 
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3.2.2.3. Flow System 

The flow system was designed so that the reactor could be run with either an upstream or 

downstream counterelectrode. Data were taken only for the upstream configuration, however, 

where reactam was pumped into the feed ring above the inert glass spheres. During the reactor 

operation, the feed solution was sparged with nitrogen to eliminate interference with oxygen 

reduction on the cathode. Deoxygenated feed solution was pumped through a Gilmont flow 

meter and into the experimental system with a Fluid Metering pump. Pulsations in flow caused 

by the pump were reduced with a flow damper before entering the reactor. All tubing was made 

from Bev-A-Line* (Thermoplastic Scientific, Incorporated), and all fittings were made of 

polypropylene. The anode compartment was upstream of the cathode, separated by a Nation 

ion-exchange membrane. A separate metering pump was used to circulate anolyte continuously 

through this chamber. As oxygen evolved on the screen, the bubbles rose and were swept out of 

the anode chamber as the electrolyte circulated. Anolyte make-up was the same as the feed 

solution and was replenished from time to time to maintain feed pH. 

3.2.2.4. Electrical Setup 

A schematic of the instrumentation is seen in figure 3-12. The potential of the woricing 

electrode relative to the upstream reference electrode was controlled with an AIS (division of 

Floyd Bell Associates, Incorporated) model V-2LR-D potentiostat. This potcmiostat operates by 

floating all potentials off earth (case) ground. The reference electrode is shielded and driven to 

prevent leakage currents and capacitive pickup. A working-sense lead is provided as a separate 

voltage tap to eliminate errors due to ohmic potential drops in the working-electrode lead. 

Current and applied voltages were read directly from the digital meters after checking for 

agreement between the output meters and independent measurements. A Keithley model 173A 

multimeter with an input impedance of I0 9 ft was used to monitor the ohmic drop through the 

bed. 
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Figure 3-12. Schematic of the electrical instrumentation used in the atmospheric porous-
electrode experiments. 
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The entire fluid system was isolated from all ground potentials. The Fluid Metering pump 

head, for example, was made out of ceramic and was electrically isolated from its case. No fluid 

came into contact with any metal outside the electrochemical cell. These considerations assured 

that ground-loop problems would be minimized. 

A photograph showing the entire apparatus is given in figure 3-13. 

3.2.3. Procedure 

Electrolytic solutions were made up from J. T. Baker reagent grade lead sulfate and 

Mallinckrodt analytical reagent sulfuric acid. Dilutions were made from deionized water 

(SYBRON/Bamstead model D36I3 reverse osmosis and ion exchange) with a specific resistance 

greater than 16 Mft-cm. Feed solutions were "pre-sparged" with nitrogen in a 50 liter holding 

lank to remove dissolved oxygen. Solutions '.vere transferred from the holding tank to a six liter 

Erlcnmeyer flask where deoxygenation continued with a nitrogen sparger and magnetic stirrer. 

(See figure 3-13.) The nitrogen was left on throughout the run, and feed solution was 

transferred from the holding tank to the flask as necessary. 

No special treatment of the reticulated vitreous carbon was done. The mercury that had 

been plated during the last series of mercury experiments was left on the RVC electrode to help 

inhibit hydrogen evolution. In this sense, the electrode was not well characterized because of 

the nonuniform distribution of mercury through the bed. 

The system was completely purged of brine solution before data was taken on the lead 

system. At least 10 bed volumes of lead feed solution were passed through the reactor for each 

point taken. The flow rate was monitored from a flow meter at the pump exit, but the actual 

flow rates recorded were always measured with a graduated cylinder and stopwatch. Samples 

were taken at the exit of the catholyte in polyethylene vials that had been soaked in 6 M nitric 

acid for at least 24 hours. 
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Figure 3-13. Pholograph of the entire porous-electrode experimental system. 
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3.14. Results 

The results obtained on the RVC electrode are very promising but not conclusive. Four 

relevant experimental runs are described in some detail below. 

Run A was the first set of data taken on the RVC electrode after the mercury-removal 

experiments. The results of a polarization curve taken for a flow rate of 115 cc/min are given in 

figure 3-14. The data plotted are the partial lead currents, calculated from the measured 

effluent concentrations. The flow rate used was the maximum that the pump could deliver and 

corresponded to approximately O.S bed volumes per min. This high flow rate was used to help 

sweep fluid past the electrode bed before the onset of hydrogen nucleation. The knee of the 

limiting-current curve is seen to occur at approximately -1.0 V vs. a saturated calomel reference 

electrode. At this point the ohmic drop was measured to be !75 mV, and the back of the 

electrode was at a potential of -0.825 V relative to a saturated calomel reference electrode. 

Although no nucleation of hydrogen was observed throughout this run, the current efficiency was 

still very poor. Figure 3-15 shows the total measured current and the calculated partial 

hydrogen current for this run. At limiting current (or very close to limiting current) the current 

efficiency is approximately 7.5%. After termination of this run, the potential relative to the 

reference electrode was approximately -O.S V. This open-circuit value is very likely a corrosion 

potential, as it lies between the potentials for the anodic formation of lead sulfate and the 

cathodic reduction of hydrogen ions. Furthermore, the reactor bed showed trapped gas after 

sitting for 24 hours. Since thi bed was flushed with fresh feed solution after shutdown, the 

trapped gas could not have come from hydrogen that was produced during the experiment: the 

gassing must have come from the corrosion reaction. The negative plate of the lead-acid battery 

undergoes self-discharge processes where lead is converted to lead sulfate and hydrogen gas is 

produced. Thus, a corrosion reaction of lead to lead sulfate can be expected to occur to some 

extent while sitting at open circuit. The corrosion reaction may occur to a greater extent here 

than in a lead-acid battery because of the available surface for hydrogen evolution on the 
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Figure 3-14. Calculated partial lead currents vs. applied potential (relative to a saturated 
calomel reference electrode). 
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Figure 3-15. Measured total current and calculated partial hydrogen current vs. applied 
potential, demonstrating the poor current efficiency. Applied potential is 
relative to a saturated calomel reference electrode. 
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current collector. 

At the start of run B (approximately 36 hours after completion of run A), the working vs. 

reference potential had risen to approximately +0.2 V. It is not clear what half cell or 

corrosion potential the reference electrode was sensing. This potential lies in the 

thermodynamic region where lead sulfate would be expected to be the only stable solid phase. 

Since the potential has been driven positive, it is likely responding to some dissolved oxygen in 

the solution. 

A polarization curve was taken for a flow rate of 48 cc/min, beginning at a potential of 

-0.5 V. At this potential the measured effluent concentration was greater than the feed 

concentration. These observations support the conclusion above that the measured potential of 

-0.5 V at the end of run A was a corrosion potential. The start of run B, then, was dealing with 

trying to reduce the lead sulfate that had formed from run A. At -0.6 V polarization, the outlet 

concentration dropped down to the feed value. This can be compared to figure 3-14 where some 

lead had been removed at -0.6 V on the fresh carbon bed. 

A series of flow rates was run at polarizations of -0.9 and -0.95 V to determine how well 

the reactor could remove lead at lower flow rates. Lowering the Row rate increases the 

concentration of molecular hydrogen in solution and therefore also increases the probability of 

bubble nucleation. Although some bubble formation was observed, there were no major upsets 

to the fluid flow. 

No bubble nucleation was ever observed to occur on the RVC bed. This observation 

combined with approximate onmic calculations suggested that most or all of the hydrogen 

evolution was occurring on the tantalum current collector. In an effort to try to plate lead on 

the current collector, the fluid flow was reversed for the start of run C (downstream-

counterelectrode operation), A flow of 120 cc/min at -0.975 V was passed through the reactor 

for 1 hour. The observed total current was not significantly different from the current observed 

for other runs at this polarization. There was also no decrease in current with time that would 
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have indicated formation of a lead layer. The reactor was returned to normal upstream-

counterelectrode operation, and a series of limiting current vs. flow rate points were taken. 

Gassing became more of a problem in this run than had previously been observed. 

Nucleated bubbles periodically dislodged up through the bed causing a stirring of the solution. 

No loss of potentiostatic control occurred, however, and the process maintained a quasi-steady 

state. The inaccuracies in Bow rate caused by the bubble evolution made limiting-current 

measurements difficult or inaccurate. Only two reliable points were retained. The behavicr of 

the bed degraded in performance in this run relative to the performance of the above two runs. 

The rate of hydrogen nucleation increased, and the efficiency of lead removal decreased. 

In an effort to "regenerate" the bed and possibly improve the lead kinetics, the electrode 

was deliberately run alternately as an anode and cathode, as might be done in cycling a lead-

acid battery. The applied potential was cycled between -O.018 V and -1.1 V with respect to a 

saturated mercurous sulfate reference electrode. (The potential difference between the 

Hg/HgjS0 4 and Hg/Hg3Cl2 reference electrodes was +0.45 V, measured in the feed solution.) 

At an applied potential of -0.018 V, the bed was acting as an anode, and at a potential of -1.1 

V, the bed was a cathode. The anodic potential should not have been high enough to form any 

lead oxides, but it is well into the thermodynamically stable region for lead r j'fate. The 

:ential was changed back and forth every 10 to 20 minutes for 2.5 hours. At the end of 

c :ng, the polarization was set at -1.1 V for 3.25 hours (23.5 bed volumes) before the first 

data were taken, (run O) A polarization curve was taken from -1.1 V to -1.55 V in increments 

of -150 mV. No hydrogen evolution was observed, and the point at -1.55 V was taken as 

limiting current 

The data for the four runs described above are summarized in table 3-1. Only the points 

where gas nucleation did not upset the flow regime are presented. 

Figure 3-16 summarizes the limiting-current results of runs A-D by plotting the Sherwood 

number vs. the Peclet number. The Sherwood number is the product of the average mass-
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Figure 3-16. Sherwood number vs. Peclet number for the mercury-removal data and four sets of lead-removal runs. 
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Table 3-1: Lead Removal Data 

Run Sample Q(cc/min) I(mA) V - * r f c L /c o 

A-l 112 12 -0.2 1.0 
A-2 112 14 -0.3 1.0 
A-3 114 16 -0.4 1.0 
A-4 HI 19 -0.5 1.0 
A-5 111 25 -0.6 0.83 
A-6 112 34 -0.7 0.61 
A-7 116 45.5 -0.8 0.36 
A-3 111 59.5 -0.9 0.18 
A-9 116 78.5 -1.0 0.096 

B-l 47 9 -0.5 1.27 
B-2 48 15 -0.6 1.0 
B-3 49 26 -0.7 0.63 
B-4 48.5 37.5 -0.8 0.28 
B-5 
B-6 73 52 -0.9 0.17 
B-7 70 60 -0.95 0.031 
B-8 92 61 -0.95 0.056 
B-9 62 48 -0.9 
B-10 45 48 -0.9 0.0174 

C-3 72 56 -0.975 0.187 
C-4 51 55 -0.975 0.142 
C-6 100 54 -0.975 0.128 

D-l 33.5 115 -1.101 0.902 
D-2 30 25.5 -1.252 0.443 
D-3 25 43 -1.401 0.127 
D-4 31 67 -1.550 0.107 

transfer coefficient and the porosity divided by the produa of specific area and free-stream 

diffusion coefficient. It represents a dimensionless mass-transfer rate. The mass-transfer 

coefficients are calculated from the effluent concentration data using equation 3-29. In general, 

tbe Sherwood number has a sep-ate functionality on the Reynolds and Schmidt numbers. For 

Reynolds numbers below 1, however, the velocity becomes independent of viscosity, and a 

separate dependence of the Sherwood number on Reynolds and Schmidt numbers is not 
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expected. 

Three curves are shown in figure 3-16. The circles represent data taken in the mercury 

removal system. Each of these points was very carefully measured and was reproducible, taken 

in neither increasing nor decreasing order of flow rates. The Sherwood number was calculated 

based on a measured mercury diffusion coefficient of 4,9 X Iff* cm2/s. (A value of 3.0 X Iff* 

cm2/s brought the data in line with those reported by Fedkiw." The RVC bed contains 97% 

voids, however, and may exhibit different mass-transfer behavior from the types of beds 

considered in Fedkiw's work.) 

The squares in figure 3-16 represent the data taken in runs A and B discussed above. The 

diffusion coefficient used in the lead calculations was 3 X 1CT* cm2/s, as reported in the 

rotating-disk experiments. The mass-transfer behavior is seen to follow closely the trend of the 

mercury results but is displaced from the mercury curve. By varying the lead diffusion 

coefficient within the experimental error of the rotating-disk experiments, the bend in the two 

curves could be made to line up at the same Peclet number. However, the mass-transfer 

coefficients for the lead experiments will lie below the corresponding values for the mercury 

results. Two factors could account for this. First, none of the calculated polarization curves for 

lead deposition had reached a definite, flat plateau at the polarizations used for the limiting-

current measurement (see figure 3-14). It is uncertain whether these results are completely at 

limiting current Second, effluent concentrations are subject to the uncertainties discussed in 

chapter 2 for the atomic adsorption measurements. 

The bottom curve of triangles represents data from runs C and D. A similar dependence 

of the Sh number on Pe number is observed, but the bed has degraded in performance relative 

to runs A and B. It is clear that the attempt to improve the behavior of the bed by cycling in 

run D failed. More hydrogen nucleation was observed in the last two runs than previously. The 

most likely reason for the degraded performance is the reduction of available surface area, either 

by channeling effects caused by the presence of hydrogen bubbles, or by lead sulfate crystals 
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that were not reduced. The routing-disk experiments showed that PbS0 4 could not always be 

reduced back to lead, even at extended periods of cathodic polarization. It is unclear why this 

may occur here (or on the rotating disk) when a lead-acid battery can maintain its capacity after 

a period of open circuit However, the lead-acid battery is best stored in a charged sute, where 

there is no PbS0 4 discharge product A phenomenon called sulfatation1* is sometimes observed 

in the lead-acid battery where under certain conditions the PbS0 4 recrystallizes in a form that is 

more difficult to reduce. Low charging currents for long periods of time arc used to try to 

regenerate the active material. Blaedel and Wang72 found a limited lifetime for the RVC disks 

used in the anodic stripping voltammetry studies. Failure was characterized by a sharp increase 

in background current The mechanism of failure was not examined, but regeneration with 

simple chemical or electrochemical treatments was unsuccessful. 

3.2.5. Conclusions 

The use of reticulated vitreous carbon porous electrodes for the removal of lead from acid 

solutions is promising. The best removal of 98.3% represents close to a factor of ten 

improvement in effluent removal compared to what has been previously observed.43'75 The 

current collector appears to have limited reactor performance by catalyzing hydrogen evolution. 

By changing to a current collector with a higher hydrogen overpotential, improvements in bed 

performance can be expected. Blaedel and Wang7' used a glassy carbon, current-collector rod fit 

to the RVC bed. This type of design would be ideal for discriminaticu against current-collector 

effects. Alternatively, the cathode current collector could be placed at the front of the 

electrode. In this case the current efficiency would still be poor, but the rising hydrogen 

bubbles would neither stir the bed solution nor increase the ohmic potential drop through the 

bed. The open-circuit corrosion reaction, however, will not be minimized. 

Both the rotating-disk and atmospheric porous-electrode experiments showed that lead 

sulfate formation should be avoided, if possible. A corrosion reaction will take place during 

open circuit as was observed at the end of run A The rate of this reaction can be minimized, 
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however, by selecting a current collector that has a high hydrogen overpotential. During 

operation, the applied potential should be maintained cathodic at all times. Deliberately cycling 

the electrode was shown not to improve the bed performance. 

The degradation of the bed was probably due to lead sulfate formation. It would be of 

interest to find a suitable means for bed regeneration. After stripping the bed at anodic 

potentials, mercury could be plated again to determine if there were reductions in gassing. 

Of most importance, however, is a change in current-collector material. The current 

collector limited the performance of the bed with respect to both hydrogen production and 

corrosion. 

3.3. High-Pressure, Porous-Electrode Experiments 

High-pressure, porous-electrode experiments were performed to investigate the effect of 

pressure on the current efficiency of the lead-removal process. The experimental system, 

procedure, and results are described below. 

3.3.1. Introduction 

Raising the pressure of the packed-bed electrode could have two important advantages, 

both related to the rate of the hydrogen side resttion. First, the solubility of hydrogen increases 

with pressure, allowing more hydrogen to be produced before nucleation occurs B'bole 

nucleation is undesirable because it upsets the concentration gradients through the packed bed 

causing increased effluent concentrations. Furthermore, the presence of an insulating gas phase 

causes the current lines to bend, thereby increasing the ohmic potential drop through the bed. 

The second advantage of high-pressure operation is the increase in kinetic overpotential that is 

gained by the catttodic shift of the thermodynamic open-circuit potential (see figure 3-5). The 

importance of this effect depends on the applied potential. If the applied potential is far into the 

Tafcl region for hydrogen production, cell pressure will have a negligible effect on the current. 

On the other hand, if the applied potential is near the open-circuit potential for hydrogen 
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production, the backward rate term (anodic term) will have a substantial effect on the amount of 

hydrogen produced. The disadvantages of the high-pressure cell are an increased complexity of 

the experimental system construction and operation and a higher capital cost for the industrial 

reactor. High-pressure operation requires high-strength materials. If metal is used, problems 

with corrosion and ground loops can occur. 

3.3.2. Experimental System 

The basic cell construction is a metal reactor that was coated with a resin to insulate the 

electrodes from the reactor walls. High-pressure operation up to 120 bar at flow rales greater 

than ten bed volumes per minute could be used in the reactor. The construction of the high-

pressure cell, the flow system, and the electrical set-up are described below. 

3.3.2.1. Cell Design 

A schematic of the cell is given in figure 3-17, and a photograph is given in figure 3-18. 

The cell was composed of five parts: two blind end flanges, two main electrode compartments, 

and a feed ring. Tne end flanges and anode and cathode chamber were fabricated to be 

interchangeable. The reactor was bolted together and sealed with four Viton* O-rings, one on 

each side of the feed ring and one in each end flange. A porous Kel-F* (3M Company, Ci r-aul, 

MN) plate was fitted in the feed ring to provide a support for the top of the reactor bed. A 

more detailed drawing of the side view of the feed ring, reactor compartment, and end flange is 

given in figure 3-19. The drawing is approximately to scale and shows a (maximum) reactor 

length of 4 inches. The end flanges were constructed from nominal 3/4 inch Carpenter 20 

stainless steel (C-20 SS), and the reactor chamber used 2 inch schedule 40 C-20 pipe (2.375 

inches OD. 5/32 inches wall thickness). The feed ring, however, was fabricated from l.S inch 

thick polyvinyl chloride (PVQ. 

A photograph of an electrode chamber and the anode end flange is given in figure 3-20. 

Also seen is the platinum anode screen. The electrode chamber flanges were fitted with either 
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Figure 3-19. Detailed side view of the PVC feed ring, reaaor compartmeni, and end flange. 
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Figure 3-20. Photograph of one of the reactor chambers and the anolyte end flange The 
insulating washers on the reactor chamber and the platinum anode screen arc-
shown. 
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six or twelve 3/8 inch clearance holes, drilled on a 3.873 '-;.". bolt circle. The flange with 

twelve holes mated with the PVC feed ring. The outer diameters were nominally 4.5 inches, 

and the inner diameter was cut to dt the final pipe ID after welding. The fluid exited the 

reactor via a 1/4 inch C-20 SS tube welded into the middle exit flange. The pipe used for the 

reactor compartment was welded to the two reactor flanges with C-20 filler rod from the inside 

of the flange. It was welded in a manner that gave a seamless joint after the assembly was 

bored true on a lathe. A seamless joint was important to good adherence of the subsequent 

Kynai* coating of the reactor walls. 

The end flange design is similar to the chamber flanges. Six 5/16 X 18 holes were drilled 

and tapped on the 3.875 inch bolt circle. An O-ring groove was cut to accommodate a 2.875 

inch ID, 1/8 inch thick Viton* O-ring, which sealed the reactor at the anolyte and catholyte 

outlets. The groove should have been (but was not) cut slightly oversize so that it could be cut 

down to the proper size after coating. A 1/4 inch pipe thread was tapped in the middle of the 

flange to accommodate a fitting that sealed against the 1/4 inch current-collector rod. This 

fitting was a 1/4 inch male pipe-to-1/4 inch male tube, C-20 SS, Swagelok* fitting drilled 

through with a letter F (0.2570 inch) drill. 

The top view of the PVC feed flange is given in figure 3-21. (Refer to figure 3-19 for a 

side view.) A 5/16 inch deep, 2 5/8 inch OD recess was machined on both sides of the PVC to 

hold the KelF* plate. The recess was slightly deeper than the thickness of the Ksl-F* so that 

the plate was held in place but did not interfere with the O-ring seal.* The same O-ring groove 

and bolt-hole circle (twelve clearance holes) were used in the PVC feed ring as were used in the 

end flanges. Later six sleeves were machined and press-fit into six of the twelve clearance holes. 

It was necessary to do this to reduce clearance between the 5/16 inch stud (which bolted the 

assembly together) and the PVC clearance hole. This helped minimize the expansion and 

contraction of the PVC during high-pressure operation. A 1/8 inch pipe thread was tapped into 

'A previous design or tbe reactor sealed directly on the Kcl-F* plate. This required an extra O-ring machined into 
each reactor chamber and caused the reactor to seal poorly under pressure. 
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Figure 3-21. Photograph of the PVC feed ring and the disassembled, three-part, current 
col lector. 
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the center of the feed ring, and a 1/16 inch hole was drilled from the pipe tap to the inside of 

the ring. Reactor feed entered the feed ring through the 1/8 inch male pipe fitting and was 

split into the anolyte and catholyte compartments. 

The interior of the reactor chamber, faces of the reactor flanges, and faces of the end 

flanges were all Kynar* coated by the R. J. Chase Company, Incorporated, Union City, CA. 

Kynar* is a high-molecular-weight polymer of vinylidene fluoride, containing 59% fluorine by 

weight. It is resistant to sulfuric acid solutions, and it provided electrical insulation of the 

reactor bed from the metal reactor surface. The presence of metal, in general, is undesirable in 

electrochemical applications (see appendix A). 

3.3.2.2. Current-Collector Design 

The current-collector design required several considerations. A way of providing electrical 

continuity to the porous bed outside the reactor while maintaining a fluid seal against 100 bar of 

pressure was needed. Furthermore, the reactor had to be electrically isolated from the current 

collector. These constraints led to an evolution of several current-collector designs, resulting in 

the final three-part assembly shown in figure 3-22. The actual current collector was a 16 mesh, 

316 SS screen, shown at the top of the figure The middle section consisted of a PVC support 

for the scr.-.n, and the bottom section was the current-collector rod. (See also the photograph in 

figure 3-21.) The current-collector rod was insulated with polyethylene tubing and was fed out 

the bottom of the reactor through a Swagelolc* fitting. The rod could then provide electrical 

continuity from outside the reactor into the porous bed. 

Electrical contact from the current-collector rod to the current-collector screen was made 

with a 3-40 SS screw (fabricated) spot-welded to the screen. During assembly, this screw was 

chreaded into the head of the current-collecting rod, assuring electrical continuity from screen to 

rod. The PVC has a machined recess to accctnmodate the head of the 5-40 SS screw, an O-ring 

to seal solution against the head of the screw, a stainless steel insert (cross-hatched in the 

figure) epoxyed into place, and a 1/4 X 40 female thread to match the 1/4 X 40 thread on the 
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head of the current-collecting rod. The stainless steel insert gave extra support for the threaded 

connections and additional assurance of electrical continuity through the current-collector 

assembly. An earlier design used only a simple press-fit of current-collector rod to the 5-40 

screw. In that design the S-40 female thread was in the PVC, instead of in the head of the 

current-collecting rod. This design failed due to the inability of the PVC threads to stand up 

under repeated use and under the stresses found in the high-pressure operation. Failure due to 

loss of continuity through the current-collector assembly was common until the present design 

was accepted. 

A 1/16 inch O-ring was used to seal the PVC at the reactor walls to prevent channeling of 

fluid around the packed bed. A series of holes were bored through the PVC with a number 71 

drill to allow for fluid Flow. 

Figure 3-21 shows a 1/8 inch ID, 1/4 inch OD polyethylene tube that is fitted over the 

1/8 inch SS current-collector rod. The polyethylene coating served two functions. First, it 

eliminated any electrochemical activity on the surface of the rod by electrically isolating the 

metal from the solution. Second, it electrically insulated the current collector from the the 

reactor metal. The current-collector rod exited the inside of the reactor through a 1/4 inch 

Swagelok* fitting in the end flange. To seal the reactor at high pressures, a permanent 

compression ferrule that squeezes into the rod must be used. If a 1/4 inch metal rod were used, 

the current collector would electrically short to the reactor wall. A short circuit at this point 

may appear harmless, but electrical isolation was required to prevent ground loops. Since the 

ferrule fitting squeezes into the rod and a single rod is not reusable from run to run (because of 

changes in bed height), the polyethylene tubing also served as an "easily" replaceable current-

collector coating. 

3.3.2.3. Flow System 

The flow system is shown schematically in figure 3-23. Rcactant was pumped from a 53 

gallon, linear polyethylene Nalgene* feed tank by a BIF model 1731-13-9821 high-pressure 
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metering pump fitted with a Winsmith speed reducer. A "surge" tank with a nitrogen/fluid 

interface absorbed pressure fluctuations caused by the piston pump. The surge lank was an 

Ernst Gage Company model EST-1203 sight gage re-fitted with C-20 stainless steel. If the surge 

tank was taken out of the system, wide flow fluctuations were observed at high pressures. Fluid 

flowed past the surge tank and into a Brooks 14S2 series high-pressure rotameter, also re-fit with 

C-20 stainless steel. A small side stream of reactant solution was split off through the upstream 

reference-electrode compartment, just before entering the reactor. The feed stream entered the 

reactor and was split into the anode and cathode compartments. The catholyte left the reactor 

through the downstream reference-electrode compartment and flowed past a thermometer (not 

shown), lab Crest flow meters monitored the anolyte and catholyte flows. 

An Ashcroft steel tube and socket pressure gage (0 to 250 bar) monitored the system 

pressure at the inlet of the reactor. The pressure gage was fitted with a diaphragm with a 

bottom housing of C-20 SS, so that no internal parts of the pressure gage were exposed to 

process fluid. The pressure gage was calibrated in the range of 5 to 150 bar, giving good 

accuracy in the operating range of the reactor. The maximum reactor pressure ever used was 

120 bar. The valves used in the sulfuric acid system were all Whitey # 3NTRF4, made of C-20 

stainless steel. Nupro 2 micron (if SS-4TF-P2). 316 stainless steel, inline filters were used to 

protect the valves and to help control the flow system at the anolyte, catholyte, and the upstream 

reference-electrode outlets. All tubing was 1/4 inch OD, C-20 stainless steel with the exception 

of three short sections of PVC, one at the reactor inlet and one at each exit. These (1/4 inch 

OD, 0 040 inch ID, 1.125 inch long) inserts provided electrical isolation of the reactor from the 

inlet and outlet metal piping. 

The entire flow system from the outlet of the pump to the reactor outlets was enclosed for 

safety. A 3/8 inch Lexan* (polycarbonate resin, General Electric Company) plate was used for 

the front and top, and 3/4 inch plywood was used around the sides, back, and bottom. Valve 

extensions were fabricated so that flow adjustments could be made outside the enclosure. A 
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photograph of the apparatus inside the enclosure is given in figure 3-24. 

3.3.14. Electrical Setup 

The electrical system used evolved with time as experimental difficulties were encountered. 

An overall system is shown in figure 3-25, although not all of this instrumentation was used for 

each run. In some of the runs a Hewlett-Packard 6101A DC power supply or a Pine Instruments 

RDE potentioslat was used in place of the AIS potentiostat shown in the figure. Potentiostatic 

control of the reactor was used for most of the runs by controlling the potential of the working 

electrode relatii e to the upstream reference electrode (USRJE). The downstream and upstream 

reference electrodes were Beckman Gold Label Lazaran if 19036 electrodes (silver/silver chloride 

internals), rated from -0.5°C to 100°C at 0 to 1034 kPa. Special electrode chambers were 

fabricated to hold the electrodes in the process stream. An indtpendent measu.ement of the 

current flowing in the cell could be made from the ohmic potential drop across the precision 

resistor placed in the anode lead. A similar resistor could be used in the cathode lead; however, 

potentiostatic control then becomes more difficult. This was done at times, however, to check to 

see whether the current flowing into the anode was the same as the current flowing out of the 

cathode. Two Keithley electrometers were used to monitor the two reference-c!ectrode potentials 

independently. Thes.j electrometers had an input impedance greater than 101 4 ohms, with a 

low-irr-.dance, unity-gain output that could be sent to the strip-chart recorders. Note that the 

positive lead of the electrometer should always be attached to the high-impedance source (the 

reference electrode) to minimize electrical interference (see appendix A). An isolation 

transformer is also shown in figure 3-2S. It was used in some of the runs when experiencing 

electrical difficulties A discussion of the isolation transformer also appears in appendix A 

3.3.3, Procedure 

Electrolytic solutions were made up from J. T. Baker reagent grade lead sulfate and 

Mallinckrodt analytical reagent sulfuric acid. The mixture was stirred continuously in a 55 
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gallon feed tank with a Lightnin* mixer. (Other support'.^ electrolytes used are noted below in 

the results.) Dilutions wer.- made from deionized water (SYBRON/Barastead model D3613 

reverse osmosis and ion exchange) with a specific resistance greater than 16 Mfi-cm. Feed 

solutions were sparged continuously with nitrogen to remove dissolved oxygen throughout the 

run. 

At the beginning of each run, the current-collector rod was fitted with a new polyethylene 

tube. The old ferrule (compression) Cuing and tubing were removed, and the new tubing was 

force-fit over the 1/8 inch rod with the aid of a heat gun. The current-collector rod, when fitted 

with tubing, was usually slightly oversize and had to be machined down to 0.250 inches on a 

lathe before it could be used in the reactor. 

The reactor bed was packed by hand at the start of each run. An attenv> was made to 

pack the spheres in a "close packed" configuration so that good electrical continuity would be 

maintained among the spheres from back to front of the bed. Any preparation procedure v.sd 

for the electrode spheres is described under the specific results below. When the packing; was 

complete, the feed ring and anode and cathode compartments were bolted together with twelve 

5/16 X 18 studs fitted with insulating washers. The insulating washers served to insu'ate the 

anode electrically from the cathode by breaking electrical continuity through the reactor bolts. 

After assembly, the current collector was adjusted so that the top of the active bed was pressed 

against the Kel-F* plate fitted in the feed ring. At this point, the Swagslok ferrule was installed 

and tightened down so that it crimped into the polyethylene tube. A measurement of che ohmic 

resistance of the tap of the bed relative to the current-collector rod could be made before the top 

anolyte flange was installed. 

It took approximately 45 minutes to pack and assemble the reactor. It wai installed in the 

flow system and filled with feed before applying a potential. The pressure of the reactor was 

controlled by adjusting the three outlet valves and the pump flow rate. 
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3.3.4. Results 

Many of the earlier experimental runs were plagued by both mechanical and electrical 

problems. Host of the mechanical failures centered around the loss of electrical continu ty 

either through the bed or through the current-collector assembly, particularly at high pressure. 

Numerous electrical grounding and shielding problems were jianifested in various ways. Much 

of the discussion in appendix A ou j.-ounding and shielding considerations is a direct result of 

the problems encountered in lie high-pressure system. In general, it should be stated at the 

outset that one should minimize or eliminate any m-.L-J from the experimental system, even if 

the metal poten al floats. 

The earlier runs used a different reactor and current-collector design from those given in 

figures 3-19 and 3-22. The earlier reactor design used a metal, Kynar -̂coated feed ring that 

electrically insulated the inside of the reactor, but allowed electrical continuity through the 

outside of the reactor. Current could flow through the outside walls of the reactor leading to 

current loopr through the electrolyte and reactor as discussed below. Earlier current-collector 

designs relied on a press-fit of the 5-40 SS screw to the head of the current-collector rod, i.e. the 

screw did not thread into the top of the rod as shown in figure 3-22. This particularly caused 

problems when the current-collector rod was stressed while sealing at high pressure. 

Experimental runs discussed below fall into the two general classes of old and new reactor 

designs. Results from experiments ushig the old reactor design are presented first Problems 

that occurred are discussed, and a motivation for changing the design is given. These results 

are followed by a discussion of the results using the new reactor and current-collector designs. 

The first experimental runs used a 0.8 M Na^SO, electrolyte, instead of a sulfuric acid 

electrolyte. Gains in surface overpotential through the shift the equilibrium potential from a pH 

of 0 to a neutral solution can be seen in figure 3-5. v opper-coated, stair ess steel, 1/8 inch 

spheres cleaned with stannous oxide in a jewel tumbler were used as the electrode bed. The 

copper spheres bad been previously coated with a copper cyanide strike, followed by plating 
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from an acid copper bath in a porous electrode.77 The spheres were first tumbled in a stannous 

oxide solution for a day and then rinsed and tumbled in detergent for another day. Some of the 

spheres lost part of the outer copper layer so that electrochemical reactions took place on a 

combined copper/stainless steel surface. A Hewlett-Packard 6101A power supply fixed the cell 

potential. The cathode potential relative to a downstream reference electrode was monitored 

with a Keithley electrometer. This run processed approximately 80 liters of saturated lead feed 

solution cv« 2 days of operation at approximately 20 bar pressure. One temporary shutdown 

was necessary to repair a short between the anode and outside reactor wall, and the run ended 

when electrical continuity was lost through the cathode current collector. A breakdown of the 

reactor showed good lead deposition throughout the bed with «.o apparent variation of deposit 

from front to back of the bed. However, as a loss of cathode continuity ultimately caused the 

electrode failure, there is some question as to whether the bed maintained good electrical 

continuity throughout the run. These runs were "preliminary," and no effluent samples were 

tal.-n. Other early runs failed mainly due to lack of good bed continuity either between the 

packed spheres or through the current-collector assembly. 

Electrolyte was changed to 1 M H.SO, in order to simulate more closely an industrial 

lead-acid battery electrolyte. This had both advantages and disadvantages to the operation of 

the reactor. A major disadvantage was the corrosion of the apparatus (largely before changing 

components to Carpenter 20 stainless steel) from the sulfuric acid electrolyte. Even 316 SS is 

attacked after repeated exposure. An advantage of the electrolyte is a reduced ohmic variation 

through the bed (equation 3-27) due to its higher conductivity. At the same time, however, the 

higher hydrogen ion concentration decrea,js the magnitude of the ohmic variation that can be 

tolerated before the onset of hydrogen evolution. An added benefit of the acidified solution is 

the reduced tendency for oxide formation in the acid environment No separate acid dip is 

required to remove oxide layers before packing the bed since the electrolyte itself was sulfuric 

acid. 
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The first experiments with acid electrolyte used copper-plated 316 SS spheres, plated from 

an Industrie cyanide bath in a barrel plater. The spheres were degreased with 

trichloroethylene, anodically cleaned in an acid bath, rinsed with HjO, rinsed in a 50% HC1 

acid dip, plated with nickel from a NiCl2 bath, rinsed with water, and then plated from a 

Cu(CN)2 plating bath. Copper coatings were estimated to be 0.1 to 0.3 mil thick. This 

procedure was found to work well for activating the surface in preparation for copper plating at 

limiting current" and is a standard procedure in preparation for lead plating from a lead 

fluoboraf bath. Plating procedures and bath compositions are found in Metal Finishing1* fiid 

Electroplating Engineering Handbook.19 The barrel plating was done in the plating shop of 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 

A Pine Instruments RDE 3 potentiostat was substituted for the power supply. This 

enabled control of the potential of the working electrode relative to a reference electrode, 

instead of control over the total cell voltage. In this way, the potentiostat automatically 

compensates for excursions in the anode half cell. This potentiostai normally floats the working, 

counter, and reference potentials on" earth ground. 

The current-voltage behavior of a 2.5 cm long bed at 100 bar pressure is given in figure 3-

26. The limiting current corresponding to complete conversion is 2 mA. A 50 percent reactant 

conversion corresponds to a limiting current of 1 mA and is still a factor of 10 ten larger than 

the apparent limiting current in figure 3-26. Furthermore, not all of this current necessarily 

flowed through the cathode bed (see discission below). Thus, we see very small currents for 

very large applied potentials. 

A breakdown of the reactor showed a variation of lead deposition through the porous bed, 

heaviest at the back of the electrode. The current-collector screen also showed evidence of some 

lead deposition. The variation of deposit is opposite to what would be expected from a limiting-

current distribution and therefore indicates a poorly conducting bed. A partial break in 

continuity within the current collector would account for the low currents and the large negative 
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Figure 3-26. Current vs. applied potential data at 100 bar pressure. 
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applied voltages; the actual applied voltage would be equal to the values given in figure 3-26 

plus a positive ohmic term that depends on the current and resistance through the current 

collector. 

A 0.8 M Na^SO, electrolyte with enough sulfuric acid added to reduce the pH to 3 was 

tried in another run. This experiment was fraught with difficulties, and no lead was observed to 

deposit on the bed. However, two important experimental observations were made in this run 

that led to design changes. 

First, an "inversion" of potential was observed periodically throughout the experimental 

run. During an inversion the downstream reference-electrode potential became more positive 

than the measured upstream reference potential. This indicated an apparent reversal of current 

through the packed bed. A direct measure of the current entering the anode and leaving the 

cathode showed that the current was flowing in the correct direction. Furthermore, the total 

current entering the anode was equal to the total current leaving the cathode. Second, an 

interesting "passivation" phenomenon was observed where, upon raising the cell pressure at 

constant cell voltage, the current dropped significantly. For example, a current of 0.5 mA at 20 

bar pressure dropped to approximately 3 tiA at 100 bar pressure. When the pressure was 

decreased back to 20 bar, the current correspondingly increased to roughly the previous value. 

The trend, but not the exact values of the current, was reproducible. 

The potential inversion observed can be explained by considering a secondary current loop 

Rowing through the outside of the reactor. The metal tubing at the anolyte exit is electrically 

conducting with the metal tubing at the catholyte exit via the outside of the reactor wall. The 

potential of this metal is Moating from the potentials of the electrodes in the reactor. Therefore, 

the solution potential gradient from anode to cathode will induce the floating metal to act as a 

bipolar electrode. Electrochemical reactions such as the reduction of oxygen at the anolyte 

tubing and the oxidation of hydrogen at the catholyte tubing will now occur. The circuit is 

complr-zd through the outside of the reactor. Thus, current may flow in two parallel paths from 
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anode to cathode. As more current bypasses the reactor by flowing through the path of the 

bipolar electrode, the ohmic potential drop through the bed will decrease. It stilt would not be 

expected, however, that the potential from the front to back of the bed would ever become zero 

or negative. The reference electrodes, however, are not placed right at the entrance and exit of 

the packed bed. The downstream reference electrode was downstream of the exit catholyte 

tubing and therefore sensed all the ohmic drop caused by the current flowing back toward the 

bed from the current loop. The upstream reference electrode was placed close to the front of tie 

bed and therefore did not sense the ohmic variation from the anode to the inlet of the cathode. 

Thus, a potential inversion can be measured even though the packed bed is acting as a cathode. 

The actual potential variation that would be measured by local reference electrodes placed just 

upstream and downstream of the bed would be a positive number as shown in figure 3-4. It is 

clear, however, that the current loop degrades the performance of the bed. Appendix A 

describes this current loop in more detail. 

The effect of pressure on the reactor current could arise from several sources. An increase 

in pressure decreases the total current flowing through the cell due to the oxygen reduction and 

hydrogen oxidation in the secondary loop. This effect is not large enough, however, to account 

for a factor of 100 decease in current. It is likely, then, that a mechanical partial break in 

continuity through the current-collector assembly caused the decrease in current when raising 

the pressure. Recall that the current-collector design still relied on a simple press-fit of the 5-40 

SS screw to the head of the current-collector rod and did not actually thread into the rod as 

shown in figure 3-21 

Thus, two important design changes were made before startup of the next experimental 

runs. A PVC feed ring with insulating washers was fabricated to break electrical continuity 

through the bolts and outside of the reactor. (A metal feed ring could be used if cart was taken 

to insure that the faces of the metal ring were completely coated and that the reactor bolts were 

insulated from the outside of the reactor.) Insulting the two reactor chambers broke the current 
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loop described above. The new current-collector design and C-20 reactor design have been 

described above. 

In summary, in the runs with the old reactor and current-collector design, lead was 

visually observed to deposit from 0.8 M NajSO, electrolytes and 1 M HjS0 4 electrolytes on a 

copper or a copper/stainless surface. Lead was also observed to form a coating on the 316 SS 

current-collector screen. The best measured effluent removals, however, were only 44% from a 

Na 2 S0 4 electrolyte at 110 bar pressure and 48% from a sulfuric acid electrolyte at 20 bar 

pressure. Frequently, measured effluent concentrations were larger than feed concentrations, 

especially during reactor upsets (such as during potential inversions). 

The new reactor design, including the PVC inserts, was used only with sulfuric acid 

electrolytes. All these runs employed an AIS model V-2LR-D potentiostaL The first runs used 

copper-coated spheres for the electrode bed as described above. 

Increases in currents greater than a factor of ten were observed over previous results for 

similar applied potentials. This is attributed to the improved current-collector design and the 

elimination of the current loop through the outside reactor wall. At these large currents, Lhe 

reactor operated under ohmic control. Thus, raising the pressure at constant applied potential 

increased the total current due to a lowering of the solution resistivity as the solubility of 

hydrogen increased. Data over a period of 104 hours at various pressures and applied potentials 

showed essentially no lead removal. This gave evidence that the lead deposition reaction and the 

hydrogen reaction did not occur in parallel at these high currents. One envisions a case where 

all the available reaction sites are being used for hydrogen evolution so that there is no active 

surface area available for lead deposition. Furthermore, the severe turbulence at the electrode 

surface could cause mechanical detachment of any lead that does deposit Previous successes on 

copper with the old reactor can be attributed to a poorly conducting bed which minimized the 

hydrogen reaction, but allowed lead deposition. 
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In an effort to inhibit hydrogen evolution, a SO parts per million Hg 2 + , I M sulfuric acid 

solution was used as feed to the electrode. Approximately 40 liters of solution were processed 

over 24 hours. The observed currents at polarizations more negative than -0.6 V were not 

significantly lower than the corresponding currents for the lead solution. This indicated that the 

hydrogen reaction was not inhibited by the mercury on the surface or that not enough mercury 

had been plated. 

The measured effluent concentrations of mercury gave support to the hypothesis that 

hydrogen production and metal deposition do not necessarily occur in parallel. At an applied 

potential of -0.2 V and a current of 45 mA, 54% of the mercury was removed, but increasing 

(cathodically) the potential to -0.4 V (1—201 mA) removed only 25% of the inlet mercury. 

These data were for the same Sow rate and pressure (40 bar) and were taken in succession. The 

current efficiency for the first point is approximately 24% and drops to only 2.5% for the second 

point Possible improvements in bed performance could be gained from using more concentrated 

mercury feeds in an electrolyte with a higher pH. Longer processing times may also be needed 

if removal efficiencies are low. 

The lead, sulfuric acid feed stream was resumed and processed over 90 hours. Data taken 

after the mercury process are given in figures 3-27 and 3-28. Figure 3-27 is for moderate 

pressures of approximately 40 bar for a catholyte flow rate that varied around 25 cc/min, and 

figure 3-28 is for a pressure of 100 bar at 30 cc/min. The curves are reproducible from forward 

to backward sweeps and are approximately linear. The higher slope for the 100 bar data reflects 

the increased electrolyte conductivity; the solubility of hydrogen increases with pressure, and 

the reduction of the nucleated phase decreases the ohmic potential drop. 

Effluent measurements showed that no significant reductions in lead occurred throughout 

the run. Reactor breakdown showed some metal deposition with no apparent giadients through 

the bed. Black, gray, and copper areas were seen on the spheres. No liquid mercury was 

obser'ed in the bed; any mercury that was deposited amalgamated with the copper. Some of the 
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metal adhesion was good, but flakes and particles broke off. The gray areas, probably a copper-

mercury amalgam, showed good resistance to scraping. The black spheres were less resistant to 

scraping, but had a thicker coating. There appeared to be a layer of grey coating underneath 

the black layer. The current-collector screen was discolored with what appeared to be a lead 

deposit. This is surprising, however, as the ohmic drop limited the back of the electrode to 

potentials more anodic than -0.35 V during all the lead deposition runs. 

As mechanical and electrical improvements were made to the high-pressure system, reactor 

currents increased and reactor performance decreased. The success or partial success of the 

previous runs can be attributed to poor bed or current-collector conductivity. Poor adhesion in 

this last run could account for the lack of reactor improvement over the eight days of lead 

processing. This run made it clear that a copper substrate should not be used for plating lead 

from a low pH, sulfuric acid electrolyte. Improved pretreatments such as mercury plating could 

be used, but more success is likely using a different electrode substrate with a higher hydrogen 

overpotential. 

Two alternative electrode substrates are lead and carbon. Lead may appear to be the ideal 

electrode substrate because of its high kinetic resistance to hydrogen production. Furthermore, 

any electrode substrate chosen will eventually become a lead bed after continued processing; the 

reactor bed would have to be regenerated only after the pores became restricted. Lead, however, 

easily forms an oxide layer when exposed to air. Therefore, a careful cleaning and preparation 

procedure must be performed before packing the reactor. 

A coating of lead plated from an industrial fluoborate plating bath at Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory was applied to the copper-coated SS spheres. Lead plating over copper usually 

proceeds by first dipping the copper substrate in 10 to 20 volume percent fluoboric acid or 10% 

sulfuric acid solution to removal oxide films. Lead plating is then done in a lead fluoborate 

bath. It is important to note, however, that when lead is plated over lead, the plating cycle 

involves a mechanical and electrochemical cleaning followed by both a nickel and copper strike 
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before the lead plate; it is not recommended to plate lead directly over lead. The operating 

formulas for industrial plating baths have been established with the quality of the deposit in 

mind. They use currents below the limiting current to inhibit the formation of powdery deposits 

and additives to improve bath performance. The quality of the deposit is not of concern in the 

porous-electrode experiments unless the deposit is so loosely adherent that it will not stay on the 

electrode. Thus, lead-coated spheres were tried in the reactor for a series of runs. 

Mechanical polishing of the lead-coated spheres was done in a tumbler with 600 grit 

silicon carbide abrasive in distilled water. The spheres were then transferred to a solution of 

25% fluoboric acid (HBF,) and tumbled for 5 minutes. This preparation left the surface bright, 

but approximately 5% of the spheres showed some exposed copper. The spheres were packed in 

the reactor under deionized water to help prevent any re-oxidation of the lead surface. 

The reactor was carefully packed to insure electrical continuity, and the feed was started. 

Before applying a potential to the system, the reference electrodes measured a potential 

difference of +0.13 V from the downstream reference electrode to the upstream reference 

electrode. This potential variation could be due to streaming potentials through the PVC or 

could arise from two different corrosion potentials setup at different ends of the bed. For 

example, a lead/hydrogen corrosion couple on copper toward the front of the bed and a 

lead/hydrogen corrosion couple on stainless steel at the back of the bed would setup a potential 

variation from the back to the front of the bed. The potential difference measured showed some 

time dependence and is therefore not likely due only to streaming potentials although they may 

contribute to the potential variation. 

None of the runs that started with lead-coated spheres showed effluent concentrations less 

than inlet values, even for short reactor beds. Effluent concentrations exceeded inlet 

concentrations if the applied potentials were allowed to become too positive. But even under the 

highest cathodic polarizations, lead deposition was inhibited, and even low dissolution rates were 

indicated from the affluent concentration measurements. The fact that dissolution rates did 
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increase under more anodic potentials indicated that electrical continuity was maintained 

through at least part of the bed. 

Potential inversions were observed to occur at times throughout the experimental runs with 

the lead-coated spheres. Recall, however, that the new reactor design broke the current-loop 

pro Diem that was causing the potential inversion in the previous runs. We must look for other 

causes for the inversion and ask if the inversion is hurting the performance of the bed. Also, no 

inversions were ever seen with the new reactor design when copper spheres were used (and total 

currents were much higher). It is likely, then, that the potential inversion may arise from more 

than one cause, but remains relatively constant so that it can be obscured by large ohmic drops 

through the bed. 

In order to determine reasons for the inversion, voltage differences were monitored across 

the inlet and two outlet PVC inserts during the experimental run. The voltage differences were 

always positive with respect to the side closest to the two micron SS filter. As this filter is 

upstream of the inlet PVC and downstream of the exit PVC the measured potential difference 

could not be due to only a streaming potential through the PVC inserts. The potential 

differences across the inserts varied throughout the experimental run, but were greatest when the 

SS filten were observed to leak and corrode. These measured potentials are therefore likely due 

to an impressed corrosion potential. If no current passes through the solution, the reference-

electrode potentials are unaffected, and the bed performance is unaffected. Upon electrically 

bridging the PVC at the catholyte exit, the working minus reference potential was 

experimentally observed to become more negative, which was expected from the observed 

voltages differences. Thus, this imposed corrosion potential could lead to a potential inversion if 

a ground loop existed that electrically connected both sides of the PVC. If the voltage 

difference arose only from streaming potentials, no difference would have occurred upon 

electrically bridging the PVC inserts. 
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A concentration cell could develop across the two micron Slter during high-pressure 

operation. Hydrogen saturated at ICO bar upstream of the Piter and saturated at I bar 

downstream of the filter would lead to current Bow through the the filter. However, the current 

flow would be in a direction that would drive the working minus reference potential more 

positive, an opposing effect to the potential inversion. 

Corrosion within the bed has been mentioned above during open circuit As the bed is 

polarized cathodically, these corrosion processes will be minimized. It is possible, however, to 

run an overall cathodic current through the bed while maintaining a potential inversion that 

results from the local corrosion potentials. The potential variation would be negative from the 

front to back of the electrode, progress through zero, and become positive as the cirrent is 

increased. 

If the bed loses continuity with the current-collector screen, but maintains some continuity 

within itself, a bipolar electrode can be induced from a potential gradient, arising say from the 

generation of hydrogen on the current-collector screen. The front of the electrode begins to act 

as a cathode and the back of the electrode as an anode. The amount of current flowing through 

the solution could be reduced as it bypasses the solution by flowing through the bed. As lead is 

used up at the back of the electrode more current is forced through the solution. This increases 

the ohciic drop, which will offset any constant tenaency for a potential inversion. 

In one of the runs using the lead-coated spheres, it was observed that there was more of a 

tendency for potential inversions when increasing the pressure, for constant volumetric flow 

rates. Almost all the pressure drop is through the exit valves, and under high-pressure operation 

these values had to be almost shut A streaming potential could develop across the valves during 

high-pressure operation "chat did not exist at the lower pressures for a wider valve orifice. 

3.3.5. Conclusions 

The reactor and current collector were well designed for an electrode bed of hard spheres. 

The reactor could be packed to give good electrical continuity through the bed, and it 
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maintained hydrostatic pressures up to 120 bar. (Eventually, the current collector may limit 

reactor performance as found in the low-pressure experiments, although lead was observed to 

plate on thr current collector in some of the runs.) Many of the difficulties with the high-

pressure system were directly related to the presence of metal. A h-"er design would eliminate 

all metal-fluid contact throughout the system. 

As the design of thr reactor improved, it became apparent that copper was not a suitable 

electrode substrate for plating lead, even for very long processing times where the current 

efficiency might have been expected to improve with time. The severe hydrogen evolution on 

the bed prevented lead from plating for auy of the applied potentials. (The current efficiency of 

the lead fluoborate plating bath is reported to be near 100%.) 

A lead bed proved very difficult to work with. It readily forms an oxide layer in air and 

requires a very carefully performed cleaning procedure. In all experiments with the lead 

spheres, lead dissolution was observed to occur. Once the bed has become poorly conducting for 

whatever reasons, lead corrosion can be expected to continue, even at high applied potentials. 

The presence of another metal that can catalyze hydrogen evolution speeds up the dissolution 

process. If a lead bed were to be investigated further, a coherent sintered matrix that would not 

lose electrical continuity even if partially dissolved should be used. 

A reticulated vitreous carbon bed would be an ideal choice for further investigations in the 

high-pressure cell. This is not recommended, however, until it is fully characterized at 

atmospheric pressure. It is especially important to investigate the effect of periods of open 

circuit or other types of reactor upsets on the subsequent performance of the bed. 

3.4. Flow-By Porous-Dectrode Co Jguratioa 

We should mention here an alternative porous-electrode configuration seen at ti.* bottom of 

figure 3-3. The How-by configuiation could find use in helping to circumvent the ohmic 

limitation of the flow-through i.'ecirwie. Since the fluid and current flow are perpendicular, the 

electrodes can be made thin to minimize the ohmic potential drop, and they can be made long to 
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achieve high conversions. The disadvantage of the flow-by configuration is the necessity of 

including a separator to avoid anolyte and catholyte mixing. The mathematical analysis is also 

inherently more complicated due to the two-dimensional nature of the problem. Two-

dimensional modeling work has been done by Alldre and Ng." They treat a cylindrical packed-

bed electrode surrounded by a concentric counterelectrode. Trainham and Newman" present an 

engineering model that compares the performance on an economic basis of the two porous 

electrode configurations for redox energy storage. The results of the computer optimization 

show that the Sow-by configuration is superior in this case, where the dimensionless quantity 

tnFD0c,,/sKicAQi is large. For dilute solutions (small values of <nFD0c<!/iR»A<f^l the Bow-

through configuration may continue to have merit Fedlriw83 presents a comparison of the 

performance of flow-through and Bow-by electrodes operated at limiting current for an electrode 

of a given dimension. No cost differential was considered between running the reactor in the 

Bow-through and Bow-by configurations. Far a given maximum ohmic potential drop and desired 

conversion, he concludes that a flow-by electrode with a length to width aspect ratio greater than 

5 will have a higher processing rate than a flow-through electrode. Risch*3 compares the 

limiting-current performance of the best flow-through electrode and best Bow-by electrode on the 

basis of cost The geometric dimensions of the electrodes are both optimized over cast within 

the constraints of a given reactant conversion and a maximum allowable potential drop through 

the bed. He concludes that Fedkiw's aspect ratio of 5 is only approximately correct, and he 

shows that for dilute concentrations, the flow-through electrode is preferred over the flow-by 

electrode. At higher concentrations, the Sow-by electrode is preferred. An ultima'e design of 

either a Bow-through or flow-by electrode must recognize that they can be run below the limiting 

current 

It is clear that the Row-by system holds sufficient promise that more detailed mathematical 

modeling and scale-up criteria are needed. The zinc-bromine secondary battery system as well 

as flow-redox energy storage systems have evolved to flow-by configurations. 



Chapter 4. Porous Battery Electrodes 

4.1. Introductioa 

Let us now focus attention on the use of porous electrodes for battery applications. 

Several levels of mathematical sophistication can be used to examine battery systems. Initially 

we should like to develop guidelines for screening prospective systems. Then, as development of 

both old and new systems continues, we resort to more sophisticated mathematical models for 

the design and scale-up. Before going into details, let us consider some general aspects of 

battery systems.*4 

4.2. 0»eni*w 

We wish to examine desirable characteristics for batteries so that we may define inherent 

limitations or areas needing development for new and existing systems. One recognizes that 

listing a set of desirable characteristics implies a particular application. In examing a new or 

old system we wish to took at advantages and disadvantages in terms of cost (perhaps amortized 

cost/cycle), energy and power density, shelf life, reversibility, energy and coulombic 

efficiencies, material utilization efficiency, cycle life, reliability, portability, safety, and 

availability of materials. 

One of the first characteristics of a battery to be considered is its voltage and specific 

energy. Knowledge of the overall reaction allows calculation of the open-circuit potential from 

thermodynamic data. Dividing the potential by the equivalent weight (kg/coul) yields the 

theoretical specific energy of the electrode pair. Thus, more energetic electrode couples with 

lower equivalent weight will increase the theoretical specific energy. From a practical viewpoint, 

the advantage of more energetic couples must be weighed against the more severe materials 

compatibility requirements in the more corrosive environment. For new batteries the specific 

energy quoted is often a theoretical energy based only on the mass of active materials. The 
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theoretical specific energy of the lead-acid battery is 218 W-h/kg based on the active materials 

Pb02, Pb, and H ;S0 4 . Including the weight of the solvent (for an initial concentration of 5 

molal HjSO^ decreases the energy to approximately 100 W-h/kg. The final specific energy 

including the weights of current collectors, excess active materials, separators, container, and 

connecting posts and including potential losses (three-hour discharge rate) is approximately 40 

W-h/kg. A rule of thumb that the final specific energy is 25 to 30 percent of the theoretical 

specific energy has been found to fcs approximately true for several systems. This rule should be 

used with caution, but it does illustrate the performance penalities associated with battery 

packaging and scale-up. 

Knowledge of the specific energy of the system can be used to assess the promise of a 

given system. Data on the specific power of the system are also needed to determine the ability 

of the battery to deliver energy at different rates. The maximum specific power that a battery 

can deliver can be approximately calculated by {U/2)2/Ri where U is the open-circuit potential 

and Rf is the total internal area-specific resistance (Q-cm2) times the total loiding density of 

material (kg/cm2). Contributions to the internal resistance arise from ohm:c, kinetic, and 

mass-transfer resistance. The ohmic area-specific resistance can be estimated on the basis of 

electrolyte conductivity and separator thickness. Battery designs with large current densities 

should keep overall area-specific resistances down to approximately 1 Q-cm2 and keep area-

specific resistances of the separator itself down to about 0.2 Q-cm2. These calculations become 

more refined as we obtain more information on a system. Higher specific energies and specific 

powers are important in applications where total weight or volume are important. In electric-

vehicle applications, for example, a battery may not have enough energy or power to carry itself 

and its support structure. 

Three system efficiencies characterize the performance of a battery. Coulombic efficiency 

is a measure of the reversibility of the electrodes or the presence of side reactions. It is given 

by the ratio of the number of coulombs released during discharge to the number of coulombs 
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required to charge the system back to its initial state. Energy efficiency is calculated by 

multiplying the coulombic efficiency by the ratio of average discharge voltage to average 

charging voltage. Differences in charge and discharge voltages are due to irreversibilities 

associated with the ohmic potential drop in the solution and matrix and overpotentials associated 

with electrode kinetics and mass-transfer resistances. Coulombic efficiencies can often approach 

100 percent, while energy efficiencies are typically 50 to 80 percent The method of charging 

and discharging the battery will affect both of these numbers. 

The material utilization efficiency is the ratio of the actual coulombs passed during 

discbarge to the theoretical amount of active material available. Utilizations depend on the rate 

of discharge as well as any imposed cut-off voltage. Utilization efficiencies vary widely between 

systems. The positive electrode of the lead-acid battery has a Pb0 2 utilization of SO to 60 

percent in automotive plates and a utilization of only 25 percent in traction plates. Utilizations 

of the positive electrode in the lithium-aluminum/iran sulfide battery are greater than 80 

percent. Material utilizations often decrease with cycling. Among the factors that can lead to 

material utilizations less than 100 percent are the isolation of active materials, solubility 

problems with rcactants and products, and, as mentioned above, any imposed voltage cut-off. 

Isolation of active material can occur when an insoluble, insulating reaction product covers the 

active material. Highly nonuniform reaction distributions can lead to pore blockage. 

Differences in the molar volume of reactants and products cause porosity changes which can lead 

to matrix fracture. 

The solubility of reactants and products is important to material utilization as well as 

cycle life and shelf life. Dunning el a / . u identify a range of approximately S X 10~5 to 11.4 X 

10~* molar for the desirable solubility range of a sparingly soluble reactant. The lower limit of 

solubility is based on the need to diffuse the reactant to the active sites from sparingly soluble 

crystallites. The ability to store the reactant in close proximity to the active site was listed as 

one of the advantages of porous elearodes. The upper limit of solubility can determine the shelf 
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life of the cell because of self-discharge processes. In general, a soluble reactant on discharge 

will react if it can diffuse to the other electrode, while a soluble reactant on charge will be 

substantially inert if it diffuses to the other electrode. A soluble discharge reactant can be 

permanently incorporated into the other electrode and not be recoverable on charge. The 

magnitude of solubility also influences the redistribution of active material. The relatively high 

solubility of ZnO in KOH leads to marked concentration changes on cycling, and these can 

couple with the fluid flow to produce zinc shape change.*4-*7 

We have mentioned above that the method of charging can affect the efficiencies of a 

given system. Ideally the charging process will restore the battery to its state at the onset of the 

discharge cycle. In general the charging process plays an important role in the cycle life and 

performance of a battery. Two common charging methods that may be used are constant current 

and constant voltage. These can be combined with voltage or current limits to help minimize 

side reactions, or for thermal management. Side reactions, however, often do occur on charge. 

If these reactions occur preferentially on one electrode, an imbalance in state-of-charge occurs. 

The ability of the system to accept overcharge then becomes important. More sophisticated 

charging procedures can be developed, but may be prohibitively expensive depending on specific 

applications. In some redox energy storage systems, for example, a third electrode is used to 

correct for imbalances in state-of-charge. 

Porous battery electrodes can be constructed in a variety of configurations. Often 

individual electrodes are constructed with a highly conducting, inert substrate (grid) that 

mechanically holds the porous matrix in place. It should be s:, ong enough to withstand volume 

changes on cycling, and it should be inert over the operating temperature and voltage ranges. 

For a battery plate with poorly conducting active materials, the grid is necessary to act as a 

current collector to conduct electrons to or from the reaction site. For moderately conducting 

active materials it can act as a secondary current collector. In electrode configurations using 

grids the current is collected from each plate and is connected in parallel with an 
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interconnecting bus. The optimal design of the current-collecting grid and i.ncrccll connectors 

is a scale-up problem that will be considered later. Another ba'.iery configuration that can be 

considered is a bipolar arrangement Such an arrangement eliminates the n<«d for a separate 

current-collecting grid for each electrode and may possibly minimize the railage and weight 

performance penalties associated with the grid. Here the positive and negative active materials 

are put on opposite sides of an inert, conducting substrate. Current flows straight through the 

cell stack and is collected at the ends. The materials constraints for the conducting substrate 

are severe, it must be substantially inert to both the oxiJuing and reducing environment. 

Corrosion of the substrate will lead to short circuits. 

Materials compatibility is often a major problem in new or old battery systems. Materials 

constraints may limit cycle life or prohibitively increase the cost of a system. For example, 

corrosion of the current-collecting grid is cited as a major failure mechanism for the lead-acid 

battery. Active material in ambient temperature Li electrodes becomes electronically isolated 

from its substrate, presumably due to reaction with impurities and the electrolyte itself." In 

general we look for a battery system where the active materials are compatible with each other 

and the other support materials required in the battery. We require the electrolyte, separator, 

battery container, interconnecting bus and post, current collectors, ere. to be stable over the 

operating voltage and temperature ranges of our system while not catalyzing side reactions or 

otherwise reacting adversely with the system. 

A separator is a major component of the battery package. It is required to separate the 

positive and negative electrodes in the battery so that they may be in close proximity without 

shorting. A common failure mechanism in early battery development is shorting of the positive 

and negative electrodes by dendritic growth of material through the separator.M Separators 

must be electronic insulators, but have relatively high ionic conductivities. A separator with a 

high area-specific resistance (Q-cm2) leads to a high ohmic potential drop with subsequent poor 

performance. Separators may also be required to have other desirable properties. Often they 
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should be specifically conducting to only certain ionic species"'*7 or must contain additives that 

increase electrolyte wetting. 

Costs, of course, must always be considered within a particular application. Besides the 

costs of raw materials, some other factors can be considered. Costs associated with safety, 

recycling (particularly if availability of materials is low), and associated environmental factors 

need to be considered. A common basis for comparison of various alternatives of secondary 

batteries is the amortized cost of the system in J/W-h-cycle. 

4.3. Micro-modeling results 

Scale-up of porous electrodes is not straightforward. Simply increasing the thickness of an 

electrode, for example, does not necessarily bring about proportional increases in performance. 

We wish to develop a micro-model of the porous-electrode system so that we can predict the 

effects of changing parameters such as electrode thicknesses on the behavior of the system. 

Having this information in hand then leads us to couple the micro-modeling to further scale-up 

considerations of plate area and lengths of intercell connectors. 

In examining the micro-modeling of porous electrodes let us first consider the zero-time 

behavior90 where concentrations are assumed to be uniform throughout the pore volume. 

Further let us ignore double-layer charging effects. Four dimensionless ratios govern the current 

distribution. These can be staled as a dimensionless current density 

a dimensionless exchange current 

the ratio of transfer coefficients in the polarization equation a , / ^ . and the ratio of effective 

solution and matrix conductivities «/<r. 5 and f' are ratios describing the competing effects of 

ohiruc potential drop and slow electrode kinetics. For large values of & or J>2, the obmic effect 
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dominates with a nonuniform reaction distribution. For small values of «/"• the reaction occurs 

preferentially near the electrode-separator boundary at the expense of the region near the 

backing plate. 

The nonuniformity of the reaction distribution for Tafel Hnetics can be seen in figure 4-1. 

For Tafel kinetics the current distribution depends only on the parameter 8 and the ratio t/a. 

Curves for linear polarization would exhibit similar behavior as in figure 4-1. For linear 

behavior, the distribution becomes nonuniform for large * and is independent of the total 

current For both cases, the ratio of */<r serves to shift the reaction distribution from one face 

to the other. 

The distance to which the eaction can penetrate the electrode determines how chicle an 

electrode can be utilized. This penetration depth is characterized by 

L_ _ f RTKO 

» | ( °<« + <Xr)"'o''(« + ") 

Beetroots much thinner than the penetration depth behave like plane electrodes with an 

enhanced surface area. Electrodes much thicker are not fully utilized because of ohmic 

limitations. For high current levels, in the Tafel range, the ratio L/5 will be more 

characteristic of the penetration of the reaction. 

To continue to follow the discharge behavior of a porous electrode through the v".nsient 

behavior, we need to consider the time derivative in equation 3-1. Porous electrodes used in 

primary and secondary batteries invariably involve solid reactants and products, and the matrix 

is changed during discharge. Consequently, no steady state is strictly possible. We may 

nonetheless examine a steady-state operation of a porous electrode. Just above we have 

considered the irreversibilities associated with electrode kinetics and ohmic potential drop. As 

the reaction proceeds, reactant is depleted at the pore-solution interface. This then represents 

an additional irreversibility. Newman and Tobias90 also treat a redox reaction in a porous 

electrode. Convection is assumed to be absent, and migration is neglected due to an excess of 

supporting electrolyte. The stoichiometric coefficients of the reactant and product species are 

(4-3) 
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conductivities. 
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taken to be +1 and -1 . For a redox reaction equation 3-8 is often written as 

Vi 2 - a i 0 £^[^.*].^[^_„] (4-4) 

Now i°0 is a constant representing the exchange current density at the composition cp, c° . The 

potential difference *i - *j is equal to i), plus an additive term which depends on the local 

solution composition. A new dimensionless group TI "* SilL/nFtDic? can be formed due to the 

introduction of the diffusion coefficient of each species and a characteristic concentration. 

Another special case that can be treated is deposition from a binary electrolyte. The binary 

electrolyte formulation can be applied to sulfuric acid in lead-acid batteries or to tbe polysulfide 

in the sodium-sulfur cell if the melt is taken to be composed of Na^S and S. This formulation 

also applies to systems with concentrated KOH electrolyte such as in Ni-Fe and Ni-Zn cells, 

although the solubility of ZnO must be ignored. 

Often a system cannot be approximated by one of the limiting cases presented above. Full 

treatment of the complicated factors governing the behavior of the porous electrode requires the 

use of high-speed digital computation. Newman and Tiedemann** suggest a computational 

method for battery electrodes involving a binary electrolyte. In general, reactant species are 

depleted during the course of discharge, and time must be included as a variable. Thus the 

coupled equations are solved simultaneously at each time step, ftjllard and Newman" treat tbe 

transient behavior of the lithium-aluminum/iron sulfide high-temperature battery for a 

constant-current discharge. Concentration distributions across the cell sandwich are presented 

at various times throughout the discharge. 

In summary we can list a number of factors which can affect the performance of porous 

electrodes: 

1. Charge and discharge methods afreet battery efficiencies and cycle life. 

2. The solubility of reactants and products can limit cycle life and shelf life. 

3. Higher current densities yield higher overpt. .entials, and thus a given cut-off potential is 
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reached sooner. 

4. The pores may become constricted or even plugged with solid reaction products. A 

nonuniform reaction distribution will accentuate this problem at the mouth of the pores. 

5. Utilization of the solid fuel can be limited by covering of the reaction surface with reaction 

products. 

6. Rates of mass transfer between crystallites and the reaction surface may become more 

limiting as the discharge exhausts the front part of the electrode. This could account for 

changes in the apparent limit of utilization with current density. 

4.4. Experimental Method 

Until now we have considered the mathematical modeling of porous battery electrodes. 

Experimental data are needed, of course, to insure that our understanding of the system is 

substantially correct In constructing an experimental cell we want to eliminate any scale-up 

effects not included in the mathematical modeling so that we can directly compare experimental 

and theoretical results. The scale-up effects of the current collector and interconnecting bus and 

post will then be considered separately. 

The experimental system can be arranged in a mono-cell configuration with one positive 

and one negative plate or as a bi-cell with a single positive electrode and two negative 

electrodes. The bi-cell arrangement represents a "section" of a positive and two half negatives 

that would be found in the scaled-up battery. The construction and symmetry of discharge of 

this cell would be similar to the scaled-up version. The mono-cell's main advantage over the bi-

cell may be in the ease and cost of construction. 

A schematic of a bi-cell developed at Argonne National Laboratory43 is shown in figure 

4-2. This figure shows heavy, highly conducting current-collecting sheets in the center of the 

positive electrode and at the back of the two half negative electrodes. These current collectors 

promote a uniform current distribution across the face of the electrode by mirprizing the ohmic 

potential drop in the current-collecting sheet. This is important for comparison to one-
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Figure 4-1 Bi-cell design of a positive and two half negative electrodes designed to promote 
a uniform current distribution across the electrode face. Reproduced from 
reference 92. 
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dimensional micro-modeling results or for use as data in subsequent scale-up calculations. 

Separate voltage and current taps should be used to eliminate any error in voltage readings due 

to ohmic potential drop in the cell leads. Reference electrodes should be used in the 

experimental cell so that the total cell potential can be decomposed into contributions associated 

with iNi positive and negative electrodes. Although we will see that this decomposition is not 

necessary for our scale-up calculations, research efforts at improving the battery need to be 

largely directed to the limiting electrode. Batteries are often designed so that the positive 

electrode limits the battery capacity. This should then be the case with the experimental cell as 

well. In general it is important to use the same electrode thicknesses, amount of active material, 

excess electrolyte, temperature, separator material, tic. that is being considered for the scaled-

up version. Micro-modeling results can be used a a guide in the selection of some of these 

parameters. The cross-sectional area of the test cell is not important since our experiment is 

designed to be one dimensional. 

The current is measured during discharging or charging with a current-interruption 

technique. The cell potential during current Sow (<J>p - • . ) and after IS seconds' of 

interruption is interpreted according to the equation 

/ -Y(U-<tp + * „ ) , (4-5) 

where i is the current density from negative to positive plate (A/cm 1 ) , Y is the conductance of 

a cell element (ST'-cm'2), U is the apparent open-circuit potential (V), ip is the potential of the 

positive plate (V), and * , is the potential of the negative plate (V). This relationship assumes a 

linear polarization curve; however it can also be regarded as a step in the linearization of a non

linear problem. Values of V and Y can be determined as a function of the state of charge for a 

given constant current density. Data for a lithium-aluminum/iron sulOde high-temperature cell 

taken at Argonne National Laboratory91 are given in figure 4-3. Tits use of reference electrodes 

rwbeo the total external current ia interrupted, we can identify three transients: relaxation of the douhle-layer 
capacity, a (oca! equalization of charge and concentration from front to back cf the electrode, and a reduction of 
concentration gradients in the whole cell by diffusion across the separator. In the current-interruption technique, we 
wish to wait long enough for double-layer charging to relax. A characteristic time for this is OaC/u. The apparent 
open-circuit potential will continue to rise as the other transients continue. We choose 15 seconds here so that we may 
more dosdy approximate (he result! that would be obtained with a 15-second power test 
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Figure 4-3. Electrochemical characteristics (t /uid Y) on discharge for Lj, — 0.32 cm and 
30 percent excess capacity in the negative electrode. Reproduced from 
reference 92. 
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allows the decomposition of the cell potential and specific conductance into values for the 

individual electrodes. These values are related to the cell values by 

U-U+-U. (4-6) 

and 

These results form a basis both for comparison to micro-modeling results and now for scaling up 

the plate size. 

4.5. Scale-up of Grid 

Cost, weight, and volume considerations dictate that the current collectors will not be the 

heavy plates used in our test cell. The mass of the current collector that should be used for a 

given plate area is a scale-up consideration that is subject to optimization. Our goal is to 

develop a discharge curve for the plate as a whole (with current collectors) based on individual 

cell elements shown in figure 4-3. Two common configurations for the current collector is the 

sheet current collector and a grid current collector. Tiedemann and Newman treat the 

nonuniform current and potential distributions in composite sheet electrodes93 and in battery 

plates with grid configurations.** 

The lead-acid battery uses a current-collecting grid with the active material pressed 

between the ribs. A honeycomb grid has been used in experiments with the lithium-

aluminum /iron sulfide battery. We choose as an operational current-collector model a 

rectilinear grid with horizontal and vertical elements. A one-dimensional micro-model9''" or 

data as in figure 4-3 is coupled to a two-dimensional model of the grid. Equation 4-3 can still be 

used, where the current, area, and potentials are now local values for node points on the grid. 

The polarization parameters, U and K, are curve fit as functions of depth of discbarge and local 

current density. KirchhofTs current law is used with equation 4-5 to solve for the local potential 

distribution across the face of the plate during discharge. 
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Results of this analysis give the overall plate behavior as a function of state of charge. 

The current distribution across the face of the electrode is nonuniform at the beginning of 

discharge and becomes more nearly uniform as discharge proceeds because of the dependence of 

the electrochemical resistance and apparent open-circuit potential on the state of charge. The 

overall behavior can now be represented by 

U - V - C,V - (J^ + i ) i , (4-8) 

where AK is the voltage displacement from open circuit, and Rj is the resistance of the grid. 

Since \/Y and R, vary through discharge in ways that depend on the specific system, a general 

formulation of results cannot be made. However, we can consider the zero-time behavior of a 

system with constant polarization parameters and formulate the problem. For the primary 

variables, W the voltage displacement from open circuit, / the total current leaving the grid, A 

the area of the plate, Y the conductance of the cell element, M the mass of the grid, a the grid 

conductivity, p the grid density, and Lp the positive electrode thickness, four dimensionless 

groups govern the system. One of these, L}jA, does not have direct relevance to the problem. 

We are left with 

I „ Ma . „ M 

III represents a ratio of overall conductance I/AV to electrochemical conductance 1AY. Stated 

another way, Ht is the ratio of the actual current leaving the tab to the current that would leave 

the tab if there were no ohmic resistance in the grid. The factor of two in H reflects the fact 

that the total current leaving the grid tab is being collected from both sides of the plate. n 2 

Attr represents a ratio of grid conductance —— to electrochemical conductance AY. II) is the 
pA 

volume fraction of grid material. 

Other minor dimensionless parameters must now be chosen before the results of the grid 

model can be plotted. These include the ratio of the tab width to plate width, relative tab 

position, aspect ratio of plate height to plate width, ratio of total grid material on horizontal 
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elements to that in vertical elements, and the number of horizontal and vertical elements, 

Further, results can be presented for an infinitely conducting negative grid, a symmetric 

negative grid with equal conductivity, or a complete description of a positive and negative with 

different conductivities. 

Figure 4-4 is a plot of dimensionless plate current vi. dimensionless plate area for the 

beginning of discharge." The volume fraction of grid material has been taken to be zero so that 

Lf does not enter as a parameter in this figure. Here the horizontal and vertical grid elements 

have the same amount of grid material, and a symmetric negative grid with equal conductivity is 

used. Figure 4-5 is an example of an improved grid. Extra conducting material has been added 

to the two columns of vertical elements below the tab and die horizontal elements across the top 

of the grid. The two center vertical elements are heavier by 3 factor of 11, and the top 

horizontal elements have 4 times the mass of the base elements. Figure 4-4 is a dimensionless 

graph of plate current vs. plate area for this grid design. Here the negative grid has been 

assumed to be infinitely conducting. A comparison of figures 4-4 and 4-6 s'.-ows the 

improvement in overall conductance for the improved grid design. This improvement is actually 

due to two major effects, the reduction of ohmic potential drop in the improved grid design and 

the neglect of ohmic potential drop in the negative grid. 

Figure 4-7 is a dimensionless correlation of the same data as in figure 4-6. The 

dimensionless groups have been adjusted so that all the data closely follow the same curve. 

Here it is recognized that the grid necessarily displaces some active material, reducing the area 

for current within the bed. The active bed cross-sectional area is therefore A - Af/pLp. The 

area for current Row through the separator is A. Thus we correct the electrochemical 

conductance AY0 by an additive contribution of separator resistance based on area A, and the 

rest of the electrochemical resistance based on area A - M/pLp. The electrochemical resistance 

becomes 
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Figure 4-4. Dimensionless plate current as a function of the dimensionless plate area at the 
beginning of discharge. Height to width ratio equals 0.8. Ten percent tab is 
located 30% from the edge of the plate. L, is taken to be infinite. Reproduced 
from reference 94. 
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Figure 4-5. Improved grid design with extra conducting material in the two vertical 
elements (11 tiroes heavier) and top horizontal elements (4 tiroes heavier). 
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(4-11) 

in plotting this figure. The value of the separator resistance R, (Q-cm1) can be estimated on the 

basis of electrolyte conductivity. The data plotted in this manner fall very closely on the same 

curve and have unity intercepts on both the ordinate and abscissa. The values of these 

intercepts can be seen by examining asymptotic limits. Consider the case where the grid 

conductivity approaches infinity for a constant grid fraction. The value of the dimensionless 

plate area clearly goes to zero. The total plate conductance I/AV includes the effects of both 

the electrochemical conductance and grid conductance. Since the resistance of the grid goes to 

zero for an infinitely conducting grid, the total plate conductance reduces to only the 

electrochemical conductance. Thus, the dimensionless plate conductance goes to unity. Now, 

for a finite grid conductivity and a grid fraction approaching unity, we again have the 

dimensionless plate area approaching zero. As the active material reduces to zero relative to the 

grid, the resistance of the grid must become negligible compared to the electrochemical 

resistance in the active bed. The dimensionless plate conductance behaves like 

!± JV*. 1/AV 
2AYa 1 . M (4-12) 

and must approach unity as M/pLfA approaches unity. A third limit easily seen is for the 

cross-sectional area approaching infinity. The ordinate approaches zero while the dimenstoniess 

plate area becomes infinite. By the nature of the way the abscissa is plotted, this infinite point 

is pulled back to a unity intercept. Furthermore, we expect this graph to behave linearly in this 

region. 
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As pointed out above, figure 4-7 is strictly valid for zero-time behavior. Our alternative to 

performing complex grid calculations to map out the overall conductance during discharge is to 

assume figure 4-7 is valid throughout discharge, replacing Y0 with Y and (/ /AK) 0 by 1/kV. 

Here we are recognizing the dependence of the polarization parameters on the average depth of 

discharge, but still assume that they are constant across the electrode face. Y and V actually 

depend on the local current density and local depth of discharge. This method should give a 

good approximation to the actual behavior of the plate and reduces to an exact solution to the 

complete grid formulation as the current densities become more uniform. Results showing the 

effect of the grid are given in figures 4-8, 4-9, and 4-10. The overall plate conductance and 

electrochemical conductance are plotted as functions of the depth of discharge. Both are made 

dimensionless with YQ, the electrochemical conductance at the beginning of discharge. Also 

plotted in figures 4-8 and 4-9 are the apparent open-circuit potential (see figure 4-3) and the cell 

voltage. V is determined by calculating the cell voltage as a function of depth of discharge for 

an average current density. Figure 4-8 is for a 12X12 cm2 plate with a grid weight that has 

been optimized for maximum specific energy. At the beginning of discharge we see that the 

plate conductance is only 42.8% of the value that would be obtained for no grid resistance. 

(Strictly speaking we are also assuming that the grid volume fraction is zero.) As discharge 

continues, the importance of the electrochemical resistance relative to the grid resistance 

I/&V increases, and ' becomes a larger fraction of Y/Yn. Figure 4-9 is a similar plot for a 
LA YQ 

12X12 cm2 plate, but a grid weight thai corresponds to maximum specific power. The heavier 

grid offers a smaller grid resistance, and therefore the dimensionless plate conductance is 66.3% 

of the value for no grid resistance. V and Y/Y0 remain unchanged, and the cell voltage V is 

slightly higher due to a higher overall cell conductance. Figure 4-10 shows the effect of plate 

area. All three plate areas correspond to comp.omisc grid weights (see figure 4-11 and 

discussion following). As the plates become smaller the grid penalty is seen to become less. 

However, the final specific energy of the cell will not continue to increase as the plates become 
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Apparent open-circuit potential, cell voltage, dimensionless electrochemical 
conductance, and dimensionless plate conductance vs. depth of discharge for a 
12X12 cm3 plate. Grid weight is optimized for maximum energy. 
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Figure 4-9. 
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Apparent open-circuit potential, cell voltage, dimensionless electrochemical 
conductance, and dimensionless plate conductance vs. depth of discharge for a 
12X12 cm3 plate. Grid wsight;:- optimized for minimum power. 
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Figure 4-10. Dimensionless electrochemical conductance and dimensionless plate 

conductance vi, depth of discharge for three plate areas. Grid weights are 
taken to be the compromise weight for each plate. 
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smaller because of the reduction of total amount of active material. A computer program can 

now be developed that uses data as u figures 4-3 and 4-7 to generate scale-up predictions for 

energy and power. 

For a given plate size and grid weight, we can now calculate the specific energy and 

specific power through discharge. The calculations vary the average depth of discharge to a 

specified cut-off potential for a four-hour discharge rate. The results of these calculations, using 

the correlation in figure 4-7 and the data iu figure 4-3, are given in figure 4-11. We immediately 

see a conflict in trying to optimize simultaneously the battery system for maximum energy and 

maximum power. Instead we choose an intermediate grid weight that gives a ratio of power to 

energy equal to the ratio of maximum power to maximum energy. For the 18X18 cm2 plate this 

corresponds to 80.1 grams. Alternative compromises could be selected based on the particular 

applications at hand. 

For a given plate area we can explain the maximum in specific energy as follows. For 

small values of grid mass, the specific energy is low due to severe voltage penalties. As the grid 

weight increases, energy increases because of the higher average discharge voltage. Increases in 

grid weight, however, necessarily displace active material for a fixed plate area, which tend? to 

decrease the specific energy. If the density of the grid is greater than the density of active 

material, the specific energy will decrease because of the added weight of the grid itself. Thus, 

the specific energy reaches a maximum where further increases in grid weight displace active 

material (and add weight) faster than can be compensated for by higher average cell voltages. 

The grid weight corresponding to maximum power (halfway through discharge) is much higher 

than the value for maximum energy because of the higher current at maximum power. Grid 

weights past the maximum power are becoming a significant factor in the total cell weight, 

tending to decrease the specific power. *'e also see from this figure that the maximum energy 

for the 12X12 cm2 plate is higher than for the 18X18 cm2 plate. This again represents a trade

off of average cell voltage and amount of active material. 
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4.6. Scale-up of Bus and Post 

Having selected a natural system ratio for determining the grid compromise, we now 

recognize that our small plates must still be connected together in parallel with an 

interconnecting bus and that the cell must be connected in series to another cell with an 

interconnecting post. Two important new parameters of the length of interconnecting bus and 

length of interconnecting post must now be considered. Figure 4-12 shows a symmetric 

arrangement of interconnecting buses for three positive electrodes, l^, a approximately equal 

to the sum of the widths of the positive electrode, negative electrode, and two separators. The 

post represents the cell terminal plus intercell connector that extends from one cell to the next 

cell. In our calculations we take Lpc to represent only that part of the post associated with one 

cell, ie. the length of the terminal plus half of the length of intercell connector. The lengths of 

interconnecting buses for the positive and negative plates are taken to be the same, as are the 

post lengths. Given the post and bus lengths needed to connect our cells, an optimization of the 

distribution of conducting material among the parallel bus connections and the post connections 

can be made independently of other scale-up considerations. For a positive and negative plate 

combination 

fffcu "but "pott "pott 
where %«, is the weight of the positive bus connector plus negative bus connector, and ffpa,, is 

the corresponding quantity for two post lengths. R' is the resistance of the bus and post 

combination. Minimizing R' with respect to the total weight of bus and post held constant 

yields 

where 5 - RW/IOOO (8-kg) and W - W^ + W^, (g). (W^,, here, is that part of the 

post associated with one positive electrode.) The important quantity that results from this 

optimization is 
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Figure 4-12. Symmetric arrangement of interconnecting buses and interconnecting posts for 
three positive electrodes. 
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Mer+Mtrr 
If the density of the bus and post are taken to be equal, we see that only the sum of the bus and 

post length is important to the scale-up predictions. We also note that the number of positive 

electrodes per cell is subject to variation. The number used will affect the final results for the 

power and energy, but does not affect the optimum distribution of material over the bus and post 

per cell "section." 

For a system of positive and negative plates, the equations become 

l+a ("inuPlnu J 

(4-16) 

(4-17) 

and 

Wr - W^ + T V W^ . (4-18) 

Here RT is the total resistance of the parallel bus and series post connections, and Wj is the 

total weight of all bus and post connections. (WJon, here, is the total weight of all post 

connections.) The optimum distribution of bus and post weight for the positive and negative 

plate system is the same as in equation 4-14 with Rr replacing R' and W? replacing W'. 

For a given plate size and grid weight, the calculated specific energies vs. specific powers 

will form a loop in the same manner as in figure 4-11 as the mass of the bus and post is varied 

from very small values to larger values. Thus, for each plate area and grid weight we can find a 

mass of bus and post that maximizes either the specific energy or specific power. As we 

investigate different grid weights (and thus different optimum post and bus weights) we can find 

values of the mass of grid, bus, and post that yield the maximum power. Similarly we search 

for values of grid weights and bus and post weights that yield the maximum energy. Now our 

compromise ratio is the value of the maximum power to this maximum energy. Thus, for each 

plate size our compromise design is for values of the mass of grid, bus, and post that give a 

power to energy ratio equal to the compromise ratio. More than one combination of grid and 
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bus and post weight will yield a power to energy ratio equal to the compromise value. The 

largest values of energy and power are selected from this collection of results to represent the 

best compromise design for a given plate area. 

The value of R optimized to yield the maximum power is 

>< - f ibLV ' 
where R* is the electrochemical plus grid resistance (Q) halfway through discharge (see figures 

4-8 to 4-10), and Wbm, is the base weight of the positive plus two half negatives "section." 

wu* includes the weight of the grids, active material, electrolyte, a percentage of container 

weight (based on the number of positive electrodes), etc., but not the weight of the bus and 

post Thus, once the plate area, current-collector weights, number of positive electrodes, and 

bus and post lengths are chosen, R' can be calculated from equation 4-19 above to optimize the 

system for maximum power. 

The value of R' that optimizes for maximum energy takes the form, 

RhUxE 
Tkslil-*)«*» 

l + l + 3siff'[u.. R } d D 0 D 

(4-20) 

where R is the sum of the electrochemical plus grid resistance (derived from figure 4-7). These 

optimums are always bounded by the boundary condition that the cell voltage can never fall 

below the cut-off voltage. For any depth of discharge the cut-off voltage can always be reached 

by setting R' as 

For any grid weight we can also search for a value of R such that the resulting power to 

energy ratio is equal to a value selected as the compromise ratio. Here R is the solution of the 

quadratic equation 
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AR +BR' + C -0. (4-22) 
where 

A - IDOD , 
BOO 

B - AR„ - / (£/ - RftdDOD , 

and 

2 DOD 

C j - r- - R„ J (U - RI)dDOD . 

go is the loading of active material in the positive electrode (C/cm 3 ) . 

Figure 4-13 shows the specific energy of a 12X12 cm2 plate with a post length of 2.0 cm, a 

bus length of 1.0 cm, and a grid weight of 23.75 grams. For low depths of discharge, the 

maximum energy is obtained for a bus and post resistmce optimized from equation 4-20. The 

energy that would be obtained for a value along the cut-off curve (equation 4-21) is lower. As 

the depth of dischai ?e increases, the maximum energy and cut-off curves become tangent where 

the energy calculated is the same. Depths of discharge greater than the tangent point along the 

maximum energy curve violate the side condition that the cell voltage is not allowed to fall 

below the cut-off voltage. This is indicated in the figure by the dashed lines. Thus the 

maximum energy that can be obtained by optimizing the system for maximum energy is given 

by the value at the tangent point. We see, however, that slight increases in energy can be 

gained by selecting R to have the value that corresponds to the side condition. For depths of 

discharge greater than this absolute maximum, the energy falls off rapidly. Also shown on this 

curve is the specific energy corresponding to values of R' selected for maximum power or the 

compromise. Depths of discharge past the intersection of these curves with the cut-off curve 

again violate the side condition and zre represented by dashed curves. 
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Figure 4-13. Specific energy vs. depth of discharge for the post and bus weight calculated to 

give the maximum energy, maximum power, the compromise ratio of power to 
energy, or the cut-off voltage. The figure is for a 12X12 cm1 plate with a grid 
weight corresponding to the compromise value of 25.75 grains. 
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4.7. Results 

Figure 4-14 represents the composite prediction of specific energy vs. specific power as 

they relate to the size of plates and lengths of bus and post The results presented are for an 

iron current collector, taken to have a density of 7.86 g/cc and a conductivity of 19,000 Q-1-

cm"'. Recall that each point given represents the best compromise of specific energy and specific 

power for each plate area as discussed above. The performance penalty (weight and voltage) of 

including the interconnecting bus and post is readily seen. This graph can now be used to select 

the plate area which will give adequate performance at a suitable cost The grid weights and 

plate areas used to generate figure 4-14 are plotted in figure 4-15. Also shown are the grid 

weights that correspond to maximum power and maximum energy. This figure, then, yields the 

grid weight that gives the maximum power, maximum energy, or compromise for each plate area 

and length of bus and post It is seen that the optimum grid weight is not greatly dependent on 

the length of the bus and post, and that this dependence is actually undetectable for maximum 

specific power. These results suggest that wc can improve our grid design without concern over 

interaction with the optimum post, and bus lengths and that improvements may be independent 

of depth of discharge as well. We also see that the optimum grid weight should be increased 

roughly in proportion to A1'2. 

Figure 4-16 represents the composite prediction of specific energy vj. specific power for a 

nickel current collector taken to have a density of 8.90 g/cc and a conductivity of 32.520 ff'-

cm'1. The higher conductivity of nickel over iron will lead to lower associated voltage losses, 

but the nickel current collector will weigh more than the iron current collector for a given grid 

volume fraction. The percent improvement of nickel over iron varies from 1.5 to 5.7 percent for 

specific energy and 4.7 to 15.2 percent for specific power. The larger plates with the higher post 

lengths show the best improvement as these are the cases where the voltage losses are most 

important. Thus, we can construct larger cells with nickel before reaching the same voltage 

penalty. Figure 4-17 plots the dimensionlcss grid fraction vs. dimensionless area for the nickel 
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current collector. Also shown for comparison are the data for an iron current collector from 

figure 4-15. For a given grid volume fraction, we can construct plates with a larger area for 

nickel than for iron, while remaining along any of the three curves. 

4.7.1. Minimum Oirrtnt-Collector Constraints 

Until now no consideration has been given to any minimum current-collector weight that 

may be necessary to support the active materials through cycling. Figure 4-15 shows an 

additional curve labeled minimum current-collector mass. This was calculated on the basis that 

a certain thickness and area of current collector was needed to contain the active materials 

independent of other considerations. For these calculations, the minimum current-collector 

thickness was taken to be 0.010 inch. From figure 4-15, it is seen that for the larger plate sizes, 

the grid weight corresponding to maximum power is greater than the minimum current-collector 

weight, and the grid weights corresponding *.o the maximum energy all lie below the minimum 

cur -t-collector weight. For the smaller plate sizes all calculated optimum or compromise grid 

weights lie below the minimum. Computationally, then, any time a grid weight is chosen that 

lies below the minimum grid weight, its value must be increased. Thus the grid weights 

corresponding to the maximum energy all lie along the minimum curve, and the grid weights 

corresponding to the maximum power lie on two curves. Figure 4-18 shows these results. 

Figure 4-19 shows the predictions of specific energy vs. specific power for an iron current 

collector subject to the minimum currenwnllector constraints. Three families of curves are 

shown, and within each family, a curve corresponding to maximum energy and a curve 

corresponding to maximum power is givrn. The curves corresponding to the maximum energy 

are the same as the constraint curves since alt grid weights corresponding to the maximum 

energy are the minimum grid weights as seen in figure 4-18. The curves corresponding to 

maximum power are discontinuous; the smaller plate sizes follow the constraint curve for 

maximum power, and the larger plate sizes seek their own intrinsic maximum. The constraint 

curves along the maximum power and maxi.num energy are the same for £*«, - L^, — 0, but 
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Figure 4-19. 
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Predictions of specific energy vs. specific power for an iron grid subject to the 
minimum current-collector constraints. Results are shown for optimizing for 
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are two separate curves for finite post and bus lengths due to the separate optimization of R 

(given in equations 4-19 to 4-21). In general, for smaller cells it may be stated that a current 

collector that is large enough to contain the active material will have a weight large enough to 

approach or exceed the value corresponding to the design for maximum power. More detailed 

scale-up considerations are needed for bigger plate sizes. Finally we should note that the value 

of the grid weight corresponding to maximum specific energy will depend on the discharge time. 

As we decrease the discharge time from the four-hour value used here, the grid weight will move 

upvard toward the value for maximum specific power. 

4.7.2. Effect of Discharge Time 

The effect of the average discharge time on the specific energy and maximum specific 

power is seen in figure 4-20 for a 15X15 cm3 plate with a post length of 2 cm and an bus length 

of 1 cm. The grid weights are varied from 10.0 grams to 120.0 grams. The grid weight 

corresponding to maximum energy for the 4-hr discharge time lies just to the left of 25 grams at 

22.6 grams. The maximum energy for the 2-hr discharge rate is shifted to a higher grid weight 

of approximately 30 grams. The grid weight corresponding to maximum power lies at 80.0 

grams for both cases. The value of the maximum power increases for the 2-hr discharge time 

because the cut-off voltage is reached sooner; subsequently the open-circuit potential halfway 

through discharge is slightly higher for the 2-hr discharge curve than for the 4-hr discharge 

curve. Thus, we see that increasing the average discharge rate increases the optimum grid 

weight for maximum energy up towards the value for maximum power. We have already seen 

that minimum current-collector constraints are also weighting the current-collector mass upwards 

toward the maximum power. Thus in choosing a compromise value of grid weight we may want 

to weight the compromise more in the direction of maximum power. 
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Effect of discharge time on the specific energy and specific power of a 15X15 
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4.7.3. Design for Delivered Capacity 

In the designs presented so far, the delivered ampere-hour capacity of the battery has been 

a dependent variable. We have chosen the cross-sectional area and then varied the mass of grid 

and bus and post to give energy and power predictions. The depth of discharge of the cell at the 

cut-off voltage then yields the delivered capacity. An alternative design sequence is to specify a 

value for the total delivered capacity. In this case the area of the plate is varied until the 

optimum values of grid weight and bus and post weight are found so that the specified capacity 

is reached at the cut-off voltage. The results are shown in figure 4-21. The solid points 

represent the delivered capacity for a 4-hr discharge rate optimized for the maximum energy or 

maximum power. For a constant grid mass and delivered capacity, the depth of discharge for 

the bus and post optimized for maximum power will be slightly larger than for the optimization 

for maximum energy. Thus the cross-sectional area will be slightly less for the maximum power. 

The grid mass along the absolute maximum power curve, however, is greater than the 

corresponding value for the maximum energy. This tends to increase the plate area for a 

constant delivered capacity. Thus the maximum energy and maximum power curves lie close to 

each other with the maximum power curve giving slightly higher plate areas. Having specified 

the total delivered capacity then yields the plate area along either the maximum energy or 

maximum power. The two curves labeled maximum energy and maximum power can then be 

used to determine the best energy or best power that can be obtained from a design at the 

specified capacity. For example, a 200 A-h delivered capacity yields a plate area of 13.5X13.5 

cm3 and a maximum obtainable energy of 113.6 W-h/kg, or a plate area of 13.9X13.9 cm3 and a 

maximum obtainable power of 131.7 W/lcg. Compromise values could be plotted on this curve 

to give values of power and energy that correspond to the same grid and bus and post weights. 

The example above assumed that we have one string of cells. If we specify two parallel 

strings of cells, the total delivered capacity of each string is 100 A-h. This reduces the cross-

sectional area of plates needed to approximately 9.5X9.5 cm2. At the same time, we have 
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increased the maximum deliverable power and decreased the maximum obtainable energy. 

Thus, this figure can also be used to examine the effect of varying the number of parallel strings 

of cells in the battery. 

All the results presented above for complete cells have used three positive electrodes. 

Figure 4-21, for example, can be used to determine the effect of multiple strings of three 

positive electrodes, but it should not be used to determine the effect of using more positive 

electrodes in parallel in one string. The computer program, however, is general and not 

restricted to using three positive electrodes; other results can be easily generated. 

In summary, we have shown how to account for the performance penalties associated with 

the grid and interconnecting bus and post. 



Notation 

a specific interfacial area per unit volume of porous electrode, cm"1 

A cross-sectional area of the battery plate or electrode area, cm 2 

AQ constant defined by equation 3-10 

B quantity defined in equation 3-22 

c, concentration of species i per unit volume of solution, mol /cm 1 

cf reference concentration of species i per unit volume of solution, mol/cm 3 

c t o local surface concentration of species i, mol /cm 3 

c„ feed concentration to flow-through electrode or surface concentration, mol/cm 3 

cL exit concentration of reactant, mol/cm 3 

C4 electrical double-layer capacity, F / c m 2 

D dimensionless dispersion coefficient defined in equation 3-22 

D, dispersion coefficient, c m 2 / } 

D, diffusion coefficient of species i , c m 2 / s 

DOD depth of discharge, dimensionless 

F Faraday's constant, 96487 C/equiv 

i current density. A / c m 2 

/ . transfer current per unit of interfacial area. A / c m 2 

I'O exchange current density, A / c m 2 

i i superficial current density in the matrix. A / c m 2 

i j superficial current density in the pore phase. A/cm 2 

/ current density. A/cm2, or total current leaving tab, A 

/ „ pore-wall flux of species f, mol/cm2 

k„ local mass-transfer coefficient between flowing solution and electrode surface, cm/s 

149 
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km average mass-transfer coefficient between flowing solution and electrode surface, 

cm/s 

L length of porous electrode, cm 

Lf thickness of positive electrode, cm 

Ltu length of interconnecting bus, cm 

Lpa, length of interconnecting post, cm 

m, molality of species i, mol/kg solvent 

M current collector weight, g 

M, molecular weight of species / , g/mol 

n number of electrons transferred in electrode reaction, equiv/mol 

Npc. number of positive electrodes 

N i flux of species i, or superficial flux of species /, mol/cm2-s 

Qo loading density of active material in the positive electrode, C/cm3 

R universal gas constant, 8.3143 J/mol-K, or the electrochemical plus grid resistance, 

a 
R electrochemical plus grid resistance, Q 

Ait electrochemical plus grid resistance halfway through discharge, Q 

R' effective ohmic resistance of bus and post, Q 

A'r total resistance of parallel bus and post connections for the complete cell, Q 

Rg resistance of grid, Q-cm2 

R, rate of homogeneous production of species i, mol/cm3-s, or sum of internal area 
specific resistances, Q-cm2 

R, separator resistance, Q-cm2 

R,A anode matrix resistance, Sl-cm2 

R,i anolyte solution resistance, Q-cm2 

R,,j cathode matrix resistance, Q-cm2 

R,,i catholyte solution resistance, S)-cmz 

Rf faradaic charge-transfer resistance, Q-cm2 
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s, stoichiometric coefficient of species / in electrode reaction 

Sc — •£-, dimensionless Schmidt number 

tic 
Sh ~ . 7 , dimensionless Sherwood number 

' time, s 

T absolute temperature, K 

u, mobility of species I, cm 2-mol/J-s 

V apparent open-circuit potential, V 

U* standard electrode potential of reaction j , V 

» solution velocity or superficial fluid velocity, cm/s 

V electrode potential or cell potential, V 

&V voltage displacement from open circuit, V 

W weight of positive and negative posts for a positive and negative plate combination, 
8 

Wr weight of positive and negative posts for a cell composed of N^, number of positive 
electrodes, g 

Vlm, base weight of cell, excluding weight of interconnecting buses and posts, kg 

fffe, weight of two interconnecting buses, g 

WSKn weight of two interconnecting posts, or weight of all posts, g 

x distance through porous electrode, cm 

plyA 

+ Y^R,, correction factor for cross-sectional area 

y — akmx/v, dimensionless distance 

Y electrochemical conductance, ST'-cm"2 

I'll electrochemical conductance at start of discharge, ff'-cm"2 

i, valence or charge number of species i 

GREEK LETTERS 
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a — akm/v, reciprocal reaction distance, cm'1 

a. traiufer coefficient in anodic direction 

a,. transfer coefficient in cathodic direction 

! dimensionless current density defined in equation 4-1, or — R'W, defined in 

equation 4-14, Qlcg 

< porosity or void volume fraction, dimensionless 

i), surface overpotential, V 

S — ci/co, dimensionless concentration 

SL — Ci /c 0 , dimensionless exit concentration 

i effective conductivity of solution, ff'-cm*1 

X, absolute activity of species i 

\f property related to the secondary reference state, kg/mol 

li viscosity, g/cm-s 

M) electrochemical potential of species i, J/mol 

r kinematic viscosity of the solution, em'/s 

y2 dimensionless exchange current given by equation 4-2 

fJi — II1AYW, dimensionless plate current 

IIj -• Ma/pVA2, dimer-sionless ratio of grid conductance to electrochemical 

conductance 

Hj — M/pLfA, volume fraction of grid, dimeasionless 

p density, g/cnr1 

p„ pure solvent density, ji/cm1 

a effective conductivity of the matrix phase, or the conductivity of the current 
collecting grid, ff'-cm'1 

* electrostatic potential, V 

#i electric potential in the matrix, V 

*2 electric potential in the solution, V 

* , potential of the positive plate, V 
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* , potential of the negative plate, V 

Q rotational velocity, rad/s 

SUBSCRIPTS 

bus interconnecting bus (parallel plate connections) 

post interconnecting post (series cell connections) 

0 electrode surface, reactor inlet, or beginning of discharge 

1 porous electrode matrix phase 

2 porous electrode solution phase 
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Appendix A. Instrumentation in Electrochemical Systems 

A.1. Introductioa 

Problems with ground loops are encountered frequently in the experimental investigation 

of electrochemical systems. This appendix is concerned with the analysis of the causes of 

ground loops occurring in experimental systems and methods that may be used for their 

elimination. Resistive, capacitively coupled, and inductively coupled ground loops are 

discussed. Particular attention is paid to electrochemical systems by way of example in the text. 

The end of the appendix discusses instrumentation that is commonly used in electrochemical 

experimentation, with emphasis on important aspects for system design. 

Several references can be consulted for information on grounding considerations.96"102 

Malmsladt, et a/." present a complete text on instrumentation for scientists with an appendix 

(including bibliography) on grounding and shielding. Morrison97 presents a comprehensive 

treatment of grounding and shielding problems in analog and digital instrumentation. Reference 

98 includes complete system design practices including power-site locations and installations as 

well as noise and grounding problems. References 100, 101, and 102 deal specifically with 

instrumentation in electrochemical systems. 

A. 1.1. Ground Loop* 

Ground (or current) loops are broadly defined here to mean any DC or AC current flowing 

in a closed path that is not desired. This includes the ionic flow of current within an electrolyte 

as well as electronic flow in metals. Ground loops can be separated into those arising from 

resistive coupling within the system and capacitive and inductive coupling of system components 

with each other and with the external environment. The la.'ter coupling is often referred to as 

noise. Experimentally, a current loop could manifest itself in several ways. It can cause an 

instrument to read improperly or cause the control circuit of a potentiostat to overload. In most 

16S 
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cases a ground loop will be obvious, due to a potentiostat overload or inability to control the 

system. Some ground loops are subtle, however, in that they are not readily detected by the 

experimental instrumentation; simply monitoring the applied potential and total cell current may 

not detect a current loop Bowing within the experimental system, or 60 Hz noise flowing in 

signal 'ines may remain undetected without the use of an oscilloscope. 

It is useful to remember that ground loops can "originate" within the system or can be 

imposed on the system from outside interference. Let us first look at the types of noise 

encountered in instrumentation. 

A. 1.2. Noise Sources 

Electronic noise is any unwanted disturbance or spurinus signal which affects the response 

of the experimental system. Noise sources in measurements result in several types of interfering 

signals. The noise source is generally separable into fundamental noise which cannot be 

eliminated'09 and excess noise which may be el.minated with careful design. The types of noise 

considered below are white, flicker, and interference noise. 

White noise has a power spectrum that is flat. It can be considered to be a combination of 

all frequencies with the same amplitude, arising from Johnson (thermal) and shot noise. 

Johnson noise is produced by the random motion of electrons in a resist-ir due to thermal 

agitation. Shot noise arises in the random motion of charges across an interface, such as a 

junction in a semiconductor. Johnson and shot noise are considered fundamental noise, which 

cannot be completely eliminated. 

Bicker noise has a power spectrum with an amplitude that falls off with increasing 

frequency. Flicker noise is an excess noise arising from imperfect instrumentation such as 

amplifier drift. Hopefully, this noise will be minimized by manufacturer design. 

Interference noise is of most concern here. This is also an excess noise which can be 

minimized by careful design of the experimental system. It can lead to incorrect measurements 
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or problems with potential control. 

Interference noise arises from electromagnetic radiation. It has a power spectrum centered 

on particular frequencies. For example, electromagnetic interference from a power cord will 

give interference power spectrum] centered at 60 Hz and also at harmonics of 120 Hz, 180 Hz, 

etc. The amplitude of the interference is less at the harmonic frequencies than at 60 Hz. 

It is also possible to pick up noise sources at radio frequencies. This pickup can be caused 

by fluorescent lights, power hand tools, hood exhaust fans, lab refrigerators, etc. These noise 

sources can have significant components in the 30 to 300 MHz range. Elimination of the radio 

frequency interferences (RFI) is more difficult than lower frequency pickup, and the rules for 

shielding against this noise are different These interferences also have a wider power spectrum 

than the discrete frequency noise. In order to be affected by this interference, the experimental 

system must have a component that is sensitive enough to react to the high frequencies. 

Electrochemical systems arc more likely affected tv signals at 60 Hz than signals at 300 MHz, 

but the particular experimental system should always be kept in mind. 

In summary, of the types of noise considered above, interference noise is of the most 

concern to the experimentalist. This interference is a result of capacitive and inductive coupling 

of electromagnetic radiation and the experimental system. It is emphasized that :.-. 'his kind of 

interference, no direct connections exist between the interfering source and the measurement 

system. In some cases the measuring system itself can be the interfering source. (Note that we 

have not considered some of the other types of noise, such as quantizing noise that arises in the 

conversion of analog to digital signals.) 

Now consider in more detail electromagnetic interference arising from capacitive and 

inductive coupling of the system and the surroundings. 
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A.Z. Electromagnetic Interference 

Any conductor can act as an antenna for the pickup of electromagnetic interference 

through electrostatic and magnetic coupling. These are two separate effects that must be 

considered when designing an experimental system. 

A.2.1. Bwtrostatic Effects 

The tendency to pickup electrostatic interference is roughly proportional to the conductor's 

length and cross section, the voltage amplification which follows, and the resistance to common 

at the particular point in the circuit Since electrochemical systems usually deal with high-

impedance reference-electrode circuits, this last point should be particularly well taken. 

To understand c?.pacitive coupling and how to shield against these effects let us review 

some of the basic principles. A charged conductor when brought into close proximity to another 

conductor will induce a potential on that conductor. This is a result of the electrostatic fields 

that surround charged bodies and is referred to as capacitive coupling. A shield is used to 

overcome electrostatic interactions. Any conducting medium which totally encloses a system 

will completely shield that system from outside influences. The outside surface of Che shield 

interacts with the external environment while the inside surface of the shield is affected by only 

the internal conductors. There can be no capacitive coupling of the conductors within the shield 

to conductors outside the shield, although there will be mutual-conductance interactions of the 

system within the shield. This is independent of whether the shield is grounded, floating, or at 

some other fixed potential. The shield, however, is not likely to surround the measuring 

instrumentation completely so that the inside shield surface takes on the same potential as the 

outside of the shield. A) a practical matter, due to these influences we will want to fix the 

shield potential. This will be discussed below. 
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A.2.1 Magnetic Effects 

An induced electric current is generated when a conductor cuts a varying magnetic field 

(or if the conductor itself is moving through a magnetic field) if the current can flow in a closed 

path. This is referred to as inductive coupling. The magnitude of this effect is dependent on 

the loop areas of the conductors, the rate of change of the magnetic field, and the distance 

between the magnetic field source and circuit. Magnetic fields can be generated from a variety 

of sources including AC power lines and AC motors and transformers. The electrostatic 

shielding discussed above is generally not helpful for shielding against inductive pickup. 

Magnetic field lines are only partially attenuated by metallic enclosures. Whereas electrostatic 

shielding does not depend on the type of conducting surface, the effectiveness of shielding 

against magnetic fields depends on the permeability of matt rial as well as its thickness. 

In summary, noise can arise from electromagnetic interference through inductive and 

capacitive coupling. Both of these effects can be minimized by physically removing the 

disturbing signal from the experiment. Electrostatic pickup is inversely proportional to the 

circuit separation, .did magnetically induced voltages are inversely related to the flux path 

(distance). Often, capacitive coupling is a much larger effect than inductive coupling. 

Electrostatically induced voltages from a power line may be an order of magnitude greater than 

the corresponding magnetically induced voltage from the same power line. 

We should also mention that interference can pass through an instrument through coupling 

of its own power supply with other components. Thus, noise problems can be present even when 

no external interfering lines are present. 

A.3. Resisdne Ground Loop* 

Before considering ground loops fur. her, it is useful to define the difference between an 

earth ground, represented by*; (you "rake" the earth) and a system common, represented by ^. 

A system common is that point in the system that is chosen to be a reference for all or at least 

some voltages. There may be more than one common in an instrument, but from a user 
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standpoint probably only one of these will need to be considered. This system common may or 

may not be tied to the earth ground, depending on the design of the instruments being used. 

Some potentiostats are designed so that one of the electrodes is at or near the circuit common. 

The circuit common may be the chassis ground, which is connected to the third prong on the 

power cable. Often the output voltage and current monitors of a potentiostat are *eferenced to 

(in common with) the working electrode. 

Resistive ground loops Sow due to an unexpected potential gradient In electrochemical 

systems, a potential gradient can exist in any metal phase or the solution phase as well as at 

metal/solution interfaces. Current may flow in a loop through both metal and solution phases 

by coupling with an electrochemical reaction at the metal/solution interface. In the general 

sense, the metallic phases include both the instruments' chassis and wires and any other metal 

present in the experimental system. Thus, among the problems that may occur, we can consider 

instrument-to-instrument, metal-to-metal (other than the instruments), fluid-to-fluid, and fluid-

to-metal (which can include a bipolar cell induced reaction) ground loops. The ground loops 

can result from a design error or from outside interferences. Some examples of ground loop 

problems are given below. 

Instrument-to-instrument ground loops are suspected when the operation of one instrument 

seems to have an effect on another instrument This interaction can be a result of a potential 

difference between the two instrument commons, which are frequently found to be at different 

potentials. The induced current can cause a variety of measurement errors or system problems. 

(If two instruments are affecting each other, it may also be due to capacitive coupling of an 

interfering line with the instrument signal lines.) 

An obvious mctal-to-metal ground loop would occur in the construction of an 

electrochemical cell made of steel, where the anode and cathode could both conduct electricity 

to the cell wall. All the current delivered to the electrodes would bypass the solution and flow 

through the metal cell wal'J. Another example is the flow of current through two instrument 
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chassis that have been connected together, but are at slightly different earth potentials. This is 

particularly important in instrumentation that is designed to use the chassis as the signal 

common. 

A Buid-tc-fluid current leakage might occur when the exit anoiyte and catholyte streams 

are is contact with each other or when an exit hose is fed directly back into the feed tank. In 

this case, a potential gradient is formed in the solution phase. This allows current to flow in 

more than one path from anode to cathode. The current loop might not manifest itself in a 

potentiostat overload, but instead as an unexpected potential reading in soljtion. A practical 

current-loop problem is encountered in bipolar cells where shunt currents bypass the electrodes 

by flowing through the solution.,0* 

Fluid-to-metat current leakage is a bit more subtle. Consider a case where the potentiostat 

earths the working electrode through the third prong of the power cord. Now any continuous 

path through the fluid that contacts any conductor which is also earthed can lead to current 

leakage. An exit hose placed down a drain pipe could serve as a source or sink for electrons. 

Any other system component that is earthed can have the same effect. A non-insulated pump 

that '* ji common with the working electrode (both may be earthed with the third prong) can 

act as a second working electrode. Current flows in the electrolyte between the counterelectrode 

and any of several working electrodes. (Refer to figure A-l.) In the short-circuited example in 

the paragraph above, if instead of connecting both the anode and cathode to the metal container 

only the working electrode is connected, the whole container can serve as a source for current 

leakage. Thus, metal piping tin; ii in common with the working electrode may draw current 

Continuing this example of the cell with metal walls, now isolate both the working and 

•wunterelectrodes from the container. Mow the container is "floating" as it sees no applied 

potential. Now it might seem that we are safe from current-lea*age problems. However, at 

least two problems can still occur. The first is due to the presence of the potential gradient in 

solution. This gradient, when applied across a conductor will induce a potential in the 
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Figure A-l. Alt example of current flow to multiple working electrodes Jue to incorrect ground connections. 
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conductor as is done in bipolar cells. The eel! wall can then carry on unwanted electrochemical 

reactions. Secondly, the presence of the floating metal wall is an invitation to induced currents 

from surrounding electromagnetic radiation. This in turn then affects the cell voltage. 

Chapter 3 of this dissertation reports on experiments performed on the removal of lead 

from sulfuric acid solutions in a high-pressure porous electrode. During these experiments, a 

"potential inversion" was observed where the downstream reference-electrode potential became 

more positive than the measured upstream reference-electrode potential. This is the reverse of 

what would be expected for the flow of current through the porous-cathode bed. (See figure 3-

4.) Independent measurements of the current flowing into the anode and out of the cathode 

showed that an overall cathodic process was taking place in the electrode bed. Furthermore, the 

current entering the anode was the same magnitude as the current leaving the cathode. This is 

an example of a more subtle ground-loop problem involving a bipolar-induced electrochemical 

reaction. It is worthwhile to look at this problem in more detail. 

A schematic of the high-pressure reactor undr. consideration here is shown at the top of 

figure A-Z The interior walls and faces of the entire reactor assembly were insulated from the 

solution with a Kynar* coating. This included the cathode chamber, anode chamber, and feed 

ring, but not the two small sections of metal tubing at the anolyte and catholyte exits. These 

were made of Carpenter 20 stainless steel for corrosion resistance to the sulfuric acid, but they 

were not electrically insulated from the solution. The reactor in figure A-2 is an earlier design 

than the reactor shown in figure 3-19. The important difference is the manner in which the 

reactor was held together at the feed ring. In earlier experiments (figure A-2) the reactor 

chambers were bolted to a threaded, metal feed ring. This allowed a path for current Sow 

through the outside of the reactor. The two sections of metal tubing at the reactor exits, 

therefore, are not insulated from either the solution or each other. 

During reactor operation, a potential gradient is formed from the anode to cathode. This 

is represented in the bottom of figure A-2 by a straight line. The potential in solution at the 
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anolyte exit is positive with respect to the potential in solution at tbe catholyte exit Since the 

metal tubing (and outside of the reactor) is floating from any ground or common, the potential 

gradient in solution can induce the metal to act as a bipolar electrode. The outside of the 

reactor completes the circuit; if the outside of the reactor was not conducting, no current would 

flow. The bottom of figure A-2 shows the electrode potential relative to the gradient of potential 

in solution. The anolyte exit tubing becomes a cathode, and the catholyte exit tubing becomes 

an anode. 

Current now has the opportunity to flow in two parallel paths from anode to cathode, 

thereby bypassing much of the bed. It is still not clear, however, why a potential inversion 

would be measured. To understand the potential inversion, a simplified equivalent circuit is 

given in figure A-3. Of particular importance is the placement of the reference electrodes 

relative to the path of current through the cell. Current entering the counterelectrode undergoes 

an electrochemical reaction to give oxygen. Normally, current flows through the solution 

resistance Rs> reacts at the cathode, and leaves the cathode bed through the current collector. 

In the alternative parallel path, current reacts at the counterelectrode, flows through solution 

resistance R u , electrochemically reacts at the anolyte exit tubing (cathodic reaction), flows 

through the outside of the reactor, electrocbemically reacts at tbe catholyte exit tubing (anodic 

reaction), flows through solution resistance R , reacts at the working electrode, and flows out 

the current collector, ("he charge-transfer resistance of the reactions taking place at tbe exit 

tubing is shown as an added resistance for current flow through the outside path. No mention 

has been made yet as to what reactions take place at the tubing. If the solution in contact with 

the tubing was the same at both the anode and cathode exits, we might expect to need a 

minimum potential gradient from counterelectrode to working electrode of 1.23 V to drive a 

water decomposition reaction in the outside current loop. Here, however, the system acts more 

like a fuel cell in that oxygen produced at the counterelectrode can be reduced at the anolyte 

exit, and hydrogen that is produced at the working electrode can be oxidized at the catholyte 

exit Thus, to predict bow the current will distribute itself between the two parallel paths, a 
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Figure A-3. Equivalent circuit illustrating tie current loop of figure A-2. Subscripts a and 
c represent the anode and cathode compartments, and subscript s refers to the 
solution. Rpj represents (he charge-transfer resistance. 
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more detail drawing than figure A-3 can be introduced. This drawing would include a voltage 

source for each electrochemical reaction under consideration. 

The potential inversion can now be explained by looking at the flow of current through the 

outer loop. The downstream reference electrode is located in the catholyte exit stream. In this 

location, the reference electrode senses all the current flowing through R^c. The solution 

potential, therefore, is positive relative to the exit of the pac' \ bed. The upstream reference 

electrode, however, is placed near the top of the packed bed. It senses only a small fraction of 

the ohmic drop through R. Thus, its potential is positive relative to the bed exit only by an 

amount equal to the ohmic drop through ' je bed. Therefore, even though the potential variation 

is positive from front to back of the bed, the potential difference as measured with the reference 

electrodes can be negative. The magnitude of the potential inversion depends on the amount of 

current that flows in the outer loop. Oearly, the performance of the bed is hurt by the presence 

of the current loop. 

A.4. Grounding and Shielding 

Now consider some ways to eliminate some of the grounding and pickup problems. Of 

most importance is to try io eliminate ground loops that flow through instrument signal lines. 

As mentioned above, two commons are not necessarily at the same voltage. This is 

sometimes true within the common of one instrument, but is especially true when considering 

earth grounds. The earth is unavoidably involved in all instrumentation systems and in the 

power generation of electricity. It is often used as a zero reference potential in instruments and 

is used as a source and sink for electrons in safety grounding. It is not safe to isolate power 

systems from earth, and the National Safety Code requires neutral connections to earth at 

certain prescribed locations. Trc utility currents flowing in earth vary considerably. Since the 

earth's conductivity is a function of geographic location and weather, etc., it is clear that 

potential differences will exist between one earth ground and another. (In the design of an 

instrument facility, the placement of underground copper or iron pipe along primary power lines 
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for trapping ground currents would be considered.) 

Figure A-4 shows a voltage amplifier with gain, where the source common and amplifier 

common are at different voltages. The noise voltage is added to the signal voltage and then 

amplified to give an erroneous output voltage. One method for overcoming the ground-loop error 

in figure A-4 is through the use of a differential amplifier, shown in figure A-S. Any voltage 

difference that exists between grounds is canceled so that amplifier ground and source grounds 

need not be the sac... The output of the differential amplifier can even be single-ended, where 

the common is tied to earth ground. Figure A-5 represents an isolated differential amplifier in 

the sense that the input signal lines are completely isolated from the output signal lines and 

chassis ground. Not all differential amplifiers are isolated. Differential amplifiers can be 

purchased with differential inputs and single-ended outputs, such as the Keithley model 604 

electrometer/differential amplifier. 

Another approach to the grounding problem in figure A-4 is to insure that the voltage 

amplifier common and signal common had only one connection, with a highly conducting wire or 

strap. Figure A-ti illustrates the elimination of ground loops in an amplifier by connecting the 

two commons to a single point at the signal source. Thus, we may state a general rule that the 

circuit should be connected to only one common point. This rule applies to the shields of 

instruments as well. 

Shielding is tie technique used to help minimize ground-loop problems arising from 

electromagnetic pickup. Instruments often use the outer chassis for a shield, and instrument 

lines can use coaxial or triaxial cable as a shield. If the outer braid of the coaxial cable is used 

for signal processing as well as a shield, the noise rejection will be inferior than using triaxial 

cable where the signal lir>'3 and shield can be kept completely separate. General rules should be 

followed witi regard to shielding. All shields, including the electrometer shields, should be 

connected to one point, if possible. This point should be the system common. The top of figure 

A-7 illustrates the way ground loops may occur when grounding the shields at several points. 
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T jure A-4. Scbemauc of • voltage follower with gain amplifying a voltage difference 
between commons. 
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Figure A-5. Bimination of the ground loop of figure A-4 with a differential amplifier. 
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Here three instruments are shown that have been designed io operate with the circuit common 

connected to the chassis, which in turn is connected to the third prong on the power plug. The 

instrument are plugged into different outlets so that each common is at a different ground 

potential. Coaxial cable is shown where the outer braid of the cable acts as a shield as well as 

the return path for current fliw. As a result, ground loops Sow through the chassis and 

instrument wires. To prevent this, all shields should be connected together and grounded at 

only one point- the same point as the circuit common. (See the bottom of figure A-7.) If 

necessary, separate paths to the circuit common can >v. made to avoid errors due to ohmic drops 

in the return circuit. In the case of connecting instrument chassis together that are earthed 

through the third prong, it is recommended to connect all power cables to a multiple-outlet 

power bus, and then connect the bus to the utility power at one point. It is important to 

maintain a good ground (third-prong) connection through the bus. Now suppose in this exsmple 

that both input lines are floating off earth ground and that separate shields connect the 

instrument chassis together Ground loops that flow in the shields are not flowing directly 

through the instrument lines. This is leu harmful, although shield currents can still 

capacitively couple with the instrument lines. It is best to minimize shield currents, if possible. 

As a final note on figure A-7 we observe that removing the third prong from the power 

outlet eliminates the ground-loop problem. Doing so, however, not only removes the shield of 

the instrument, but bypasses the safety feature of the instrument. 

We nave said above that it is best to connect all shields to one system common. This is 

not always possible, however. If the chassis of an instrument is earthed, it cannot be connected 

to the system common if it is necessary to float the system common from earth ground. Some 

potcntiostats, for example, Goat ;he electrodes off ground and use the working-electrode potential 

as the system common. In this case, a shield on the high-impedan<- , reference-electrode line 

should be to the potemiostat common, instead of earth. Again, the reference-electrode shield 

should be terminated at one end only or shield currents could affect the instrument line. 
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There is an exception to the rule on shield connections when shielding against high-

frequency noise. As the frequency of the signal increases, the impedance and inductance of the 

center of the conducting wire increase so that the current flows on the surface of the wire (the 

skin effect). The impedance of the conductor is increased, and effective shielding now requires 

multiple connections of the shield to common, instead of one connection. Thus, two shields may 

OK required when shielding against low and high-frequency interference. 

We have mentioned above that triaxial wire is useful for separating the current-carrying 

lines from the shield. When this setup is used, the input lines are often twisted. Twisting the 

wires minimizes both magnetic and electrostatic pickup. Recall that magnetic pickup is 

proportional to the circuit loop area and ths rate of change of the magnetic field. Thus, 

magnetic effects are minimized because the loop areas have been reduced. (The limitation in 

reducing the loop area to zero is the thickness of the insulation surrounding the wires.) It is also 

fc-iod practice to route and twist the AC power cords together to a nee! out magnetic fields. The 

effects of capacitive coupling of the input wires to a disturbing line are also minimized by 

twisting the wires. If both input leads capacitively couple in approximately the sajiB way, the 

same interference is presented to both lines. If a differential amplifier is used, the induced 

noise will cancel. 

In very high-impedance circuits, the signal cable can limit the performance of system. A 

coax cable, for example, has a characteristic resistance and capacitance from center conductor to 

outer braid. Thus, current can leak from the inner to outer connector through resistive or 

capacitive coupling. Resistive coupling occurs when current flows through the cable insulation. 

High-frequency signals become distorted as they pass through the cable due to the cable 

capacitance. Both of these problems can lie solved by driving the shield of the cable to the same 

potential as the signal. This is done with the low-impedance output of a separate "guard" 

amplifier. Since the voltage difference between signal and shield is zero, no resistive or 

cap&citive coupling can occur. Also, since the shield is driven from a low-impedance source, the 
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tendency to pickup electrostatic voltages is small. A sepan < outer shield can be used if 

necessary. The AIS potentiostat used in the experimental work in chapter 3 drives the outer 

braid of the coaxial reference-electrode input In using an electrometer to make pH 

measurements, Keithley102 recommends using the unity gain output of their electrometer to 

guard the shield on the pH electrode. 

We should stress again that capacitive and inductive coupling are reduced when the 

disturbing source is removed from the instrument lines. In general, all power lines should be 

routed together to minimize the magnetic fields generated, and all instrument lines should be 

routed as far away from the power lines as possible. 

An isolation transformer can be useful for the isolation of AC signals. An instrument 

isolation transformer is shown in figure A-8. The new common line is now isolated from the 

common inlet, eliminating any DC ground loops due to two ground connections. Isolation 

transformers can also be used on the inlet power line to help eliminate ground loops between the 

system ground and power-company ground. There is a rejection of any DC interference or 

voltage that may be carried along a power line. The rejection of AC interference depends on 

the design of the transformer. Generally, fluctuations in input voltage in the primary winding 

would magnetically couple to the secondary winding and be seen as fluctuations in output 

voltage. The isolation transformer, however, does attenuate certain noise frequencies. It can 

filter out much of the high-frequency noise that is carried along the main power line, such as 

radio and television signals, automotive ignition, etc. if they are properly shielded. If no 

electrostatic shielding were used, the high frequencies would capacitively couple across the 

isolation transformer. The shielding is not completely effective, and there may still be ground 

loops due to capacitive coupling from the primary to secondary side of the coil. 

The isolation transformer gives the opportunity to reference a system to a known ground, 

instead of the power-company ground. Since the neutral wire of the power line is tied to earth 

ground at the power company or somewhere along a subsfion, the earth potential varies with 
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Use of an isolation transformer for the isolation of AC signals from DC interference. 
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the neutral-line potential. In the absence of the isolation transformer, fluctuations or 

interferences in line voltage may he seen by the case of the instrument Use of the isolation 

transformer helps to stop the power-line noises caused by motors, relays, etc. from being carried 

through the instrumentation. Again, if the transformer is shielded well, electrostatic coupling 

from primary to secondary windings will be minimized. As a final note an isolation 

transformers, one should not use them indiscriminately. In some cases one can change from one 

ground-loop problem to another (through capadtive coupling across the transformer). Also, 

transformers or regulators can change the impedance of the AC line so that equipment that was 

designed to see the power-company voltages, has trouble with the regulated voltages."13 

Problems with power-line grounds and interference could be eliminated by using 

instruments that are battery powered and operate on DC current. In general, it is recommended 

that battery-powered instrumentation be used, if possible. This is especially true when trouble

shooting the elearical system. If needed, battery packs can be purchased that convert DC to 

AC current Avoiding the generation of any AC signals, however, has the added benefit of 

eliminating the possibility of electromagnetic interference from the AC line to the instrument 

Lines. 

In summary, grounding and shielding of instruments should be considered in some detail 

when setting up the experimental system. Manufacturer specifications apply to very clean 

environments, and it is up to the user to insure that the system is as noise-free as possible. In 

extreme situations it may be necessary to fabricate a special amplifier for isolation. A variety of 

isolation amplifiers are now available that can be used in place of operational amplifiers, even 

for LC signal). They use optical isolators or DC-io-DC conversion techniques to achieve very 

high isolation. 

A.S. Qecfrocbemkil Instruments and Design 

Generally, it is useful to draw a circuit diagrams of the experimental apparatus and 

instrumentation. All electrical connections should be included with particular attention paid to 
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how the instrument or other electrical component (such as a pump or thermocouple) is 

grounded. Since electrochemical systems also include a conducting electrolyte phase, it is 

necessary to include the solution path through the apparatus in these diagrams. In this manner, 

ground loops that are shown in figure A-l become apparent. The circuit diagrams can also be 

useful for keeping in mind which instrument lines are high impedance and therefore the most 

susceptible to noise. 

Sometimes the interact:.™ of instruments need to be considered in detail. An ideal 

voltage amplifier, for example, can supply unlimited current to a load source, and the amplifier 

itself does not load the source voltage because of an infinite input impedance. Furthermore, the 

output voltage can be considered to be isolated from the input voltage completely. The mere 

realistic voltage amplifier has a finite input and output impedance, and the output stage of the 

amplifier can be loaded by another instrument. Furthermore, not all amplifiers have isolated 

outputs. It is sometimes desirable, then, to consider explicitly the input and output impedance 

of the various system components when deciding on how the electronics will interact when 

connected to a particular system. Instrument specifications usually give both the output 

impedance of the instrument and the minimum input impedance required of any measuring 

instrument. The specifications of potentiostats give the maximum output voltage and current 

that can be delivered to an electrochemical cell. 

The following is a discussion of some of the instrumentation frequently used in 

electrochemical systems. An example of some considerations of system design is given based on 

the previous discussion. 

An electrometer is an important instrument used in the reference-electrode measurements. 

One type of voltage electrometer is shown schematically in figure A-6 as a voltage follower with 

gain. It accepts a differential input, indicates the voltage, and provides an output The 

electrometer input impedance must be very high so that reference-electrode polarization is 

minimized. Generally, it might be stated that a good reference electrode can tolerate a nanoamp 
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of current draw. Thus an input impedance of at least 10' ohms is important. The electrometer 

shown in figure A-6 references the output low to the input low, so that an isolation of input to 

output commons is not achieved. The output, however, would be considered buffered from the 

input in that current would have to flc through a large resistance before the source voltage 

would be affected. 

One might now ask how to make a pH measurement (figure A-9) with an electrometer 

based on the circuit diagram of figure A-6. For example, is it important to worry about which 

lead should be connected to the glass electrode and which lead to the reference electrode? 

Interference considerations aside, it seems that it makes no difference how the leads are 

connected since the electrometer input will see the series resistance of the glass and reference 

electrode. Since the electrometer 'jutput is buffered, which lead passes through the system low 

is not important. Note, however, the the high-impedance input to the electrometer is the + lead 

in figure A-6. This input is the most sensitive to interfercice pickup. Since an interference in 

the source voltage will most likely be dissipated through the lowest impedance line, and since we 

want to keep the bigh-impedance input from seeing interference that will be amplified, it follows 

that the highest impedance line should be connected to the high input- Furthermore, if the 

high-impedance line was connected to input low and the voltage output was sent to a recorder, 

we would end up with a very long high-impedance line that could pick up interference from 

several pieces of equipment. Thus, the high-impedance line should be connected to the high-

impedance input. An incorrect hookup of an electrometer to an electrochemical cell is given in 

figure A-10. 

A potentiostat is used quite often in electrochemical measurements. It is often useful to 

draw one of the equivalent, operational-amplifier circuits for the potentiostat as shown in figure 

A-11. This potentiostat is shown with an internal power source for setting the reference voltage, 

and explicitly shows the working electrode as a system common. Different manufacturers have 

different grounding systems for their potentiostats. One model earths the common rail of their 
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Figure A-9. Equivalent cireuit of a pH system. The glass pH electrode is taken to have a 
resistance of ! MJ1 and the reference electrode a resistance of 25 kfl. 
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Figure A-10. Incorrect connection or an electrometer to an electrochemical cell. 
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Figure A-l 1. One possible equivalent circuit Tor a potentiostat using operational-amplifier notation. 
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output monitors, while floating all the electrodes. However, either the working or 

counterelectrode can be earthed if desired. Another model floats their electrodes off earth 

ground, but has the common rail of the output monitors at the working-electrode potential. 

Here, the working electrode could be earthed if desired. Some potentiostats tie the working 

electrode to earth ground. To float the working electrode one would have to use an isolation 

plug and bypass the safety feature of the instrument. Thus, it is seen that for more than ths 

most simple potentiostatic experiments, one must be careful in choosing the correct potentiostat 

to control the cell. 

As noted above, the tendency to pick up electrostatic interference is related to the 

impedance of the line and the length and cross section of the line. In this sense, Princeton 

Applied Research Corporation has a good system with their potentiostat. They provide a 

"remote" high-impedance electrometer to measure the reference voltage. This avoids long lines 

from the reference electrode to the potentiostat so that less pickup should occur. Another way to 

eliminate the long reference-electrode tines is to measure the reference-electrode voltage with an 

electrometer and then use the low-impedance output to drive the input to the potentiostaL Since 

the low-impedance output is in parallel with the high input impedance of the patentiostat, the 

line will be a tow-impedance line. Proper connections must be maintained as discussed above. 

Buffer amplifiers, with a high input impedance and low output impedance can also be purchased 

for this use. 

In summary, care should be taken at the early stages of the experiment to follow certain 

rules governing the grounding and shielding of instrumentation. Simple design considerations, 

such as the routing of power cables away from instrument tines and maintaining a correct 

connection of instrument commons, can prevent problems later on. 



Appendix B. Computer Programs 

The following is a list of variables used in the computer programs for chapter 4. 

Variable Listing 

AMPHR capacity of one positive electrode, A-hr 
BASEWT base weight, see below equation 4-19. kg 
CANTHK total width of container, cm 2 

CANWT total weight of container, g 
CAP delivered capacity of 1 string, A-hr 
CUR current, A 
DFLTA see equation 4-14, Q-kg 
DOD depth of discharge 
DODD derivative of apparent open-circuit potential (OPEN) with respect tr> DOD 
DODMAX depth of discharge reached for no bus or post resistance 
DRDD derivative of RESIST with respect to DOD 
EBISEC subroutine, looks for grid weights for maximum specific energy or 

maximum specific power 
EPSP porosity of separator 
FEEDWT feedthrough weight, g 
FRACWT grid weight fraction in positive electrode 
FUNC subroutine, curve-lit of figure 4-7 
GRID subroutine that calculates RESIST 
HEIGHT height of plate, cm 
IBFLAG flag for bisection routine 
MOD Bag, - 1 for maximum energy, —2 for maximum power, and —3 for the 

compromise design 
MODE flag 
MODECC Sag for including a minimum current-collector weight 
NPOS number of positive electrodes per cell 
NSTRNG number of parallel strings of cells 
OPEN apparent open-circuit potential, V 
OY subroutine, calculates YI and OPEN 
PHALF maximum power halfway through discharge, W/kg 
PNOW maximum power at present depth of discharge, W/kg 
QO loading of total positive electrode, coul /cm 3 

QFRACT fractional state of charge 
QLBUS length of bus, cm 
QLPOST length of post, cm 
QLS separator length, cm 
QMAX loading of half of positive electrode, coul /cm 3 

RATI ratio of maximum specific power to maximum specific energy for a 2 cm 
post length 
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RAT2 ratio of maximum specific power to maxmimum specific energy for 
post length 

RESIST AK//, see figure 4-7, 0 
RHBUS density of bus, g/cm3 

RHC-RID density of positive grid, g/cm3 

RHPOST density of post, g/cm3 

RHPOST desity of post, g/cmJ 

RPRIME bus and post resistance, see equations 4-16, 4-19, 4-20, and 4-21, Q 
SI 'ntegral of open-circuit potentials 
S2 intergral of resistances 
SBUS conductivity of bus, IX'-cnY1 

SEPEFF separator resistance, Sl-cm2 

SGRID conductivity of grid, ff'-cm"1 

SPCST conductivity of post, ff'-cm"1 

THICK thickness of positive electrode, cm 
TAMPHR total capacity of cell, A-hr 
TIl"fED time of discharge, sec 
TOTCAP total delivered capacity wanted (mode — 2 or 4), A-hr 
UO initial apparent open-circuit voltage, V 
VCUT cutoff voltage, V 
WAMN weight of active material in the negative electrode, g 
WAMP weight of active material in the positive electrode, g 
WBUS weight of two bus lengths for complete battery, g 
WELEC weight of electrolyte, g 
WIDTH width of plate, cm 
WN negative grid weight, g 
WP positive grid weight, g 
WPOST weight of two post lengths per positive, g 
WPRJME total weight of buses and post for a complete cell, g 
Yl array of values of Y as a function of depth of discharge, ST'-cm'2 

YO initial value of electrochemical conductance, ff'-cm"2 
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The following program was used to predict the behavior of the lithium-aluminum / iron 

sulfide battery. 

PROGRAM DESIGN 

PROGRAM DESIGN(rNPUT,OUTPUT) 
101 FORMAT (I4.5E12.5.2F5.3) 
102 FORMAT (XF6.4,F11.4,2F10.7,6F10.4,F10.7) 
103 FORMAT (1H1) 
104 FORMAT (8H0QLPOST-,F5.3,5X6HQLBUS-.F6.3) 
105 FORMAT(14HOPLATE HEIGHT-,F6.2,12H CM, WIDTH-,F6.2,16H CM THICKN 

1 ESS-,F6.3,18H CM, GRID WEIGHT-.F10.4.2H G) 
1 « FORMAT (9H0DEPTH OF.2X7HCURRENT,3X6HR£SIST,4X6HRPRIME,4X6HENER 

1 GY,8X20HSPECIFIC POWER, W/KG.7X6HWEIGHT/ X9HDISCHARGE, IX1HA. 
2 8X3HOHM, 7X3HOHM,5X7HW-HR/KG,5X4HZERO,6X4HHALF,6X3HENT>. 6X6 
3 HKG/POS) 

107 FORMAT (28XFI0.7.6F10.4) 
108 FORMAT (19H WP/RHO/THICK/AREA-,F 7.4.5X 5HDIM1-.F 8.4.5X5HNPOS-. 

1 13.5X20HAREA*Y0/THICK/SGRID-,F8.4) 
109 FORMAT (9E8.4) 
110 FORMAT ( 8H RATTOP-,F6.3,2X7HRATCTR-.F6.3) 
111 FORMAT (7H0WPMIN-,F9.4,2X6HWNMIN-,F9.4,2X3HWN-,F9.4,2X5HWAMP-, 

1 F9.4,2X5HWAMN-,F9.4,2X6HWELEC-,F9.4.2X/7H CANWT-.F9.4.2X10HAMPH 
2 R/POS-,F9.4.2X7HTAMPHR-,FSU) 

112 FORMAT(1X , WBUS- , ,F8.4,2X - WPOST-«,F8.4,2X , CSAB-' ,F8.4,2X 
1 •CSAP-',F8.4) 

113 FORMATdX) 
114 FORMAT (7H0WPMIN-,F9.4,2X6HWNMIN-,F9.4,2X3HWN-,F9.4.2X5HWAMP-. 

1 F9.4,2X5HWAMN-.F9.4,2X6HWELEC-,"J.4,2X/7H CANWT-,F9.4,2X 
2 9HNSTR1NGS-,I2,2X10HAMPHR/POS-,F9.4,2X,7HTAMPHR-,F9.4,2X 
3 7HAAMPHR-.F9.4) 

115 FORMAT (IX'MAXIMUM ENERGY*) 
116 FORMAT (IX'M«X1MUM POWER*) 
117 FORMAT (F6.4.F10.4.F10.6,F6.4.F10.4,F10.6,F6.4,F10.4,F10.6) 
118 FORMAT (IX'COMPROMISE*) 

DIMENSION Sl( 100),S2( 100),RESIST( 100),OPEN( 100),QFRACT( 100),YI( 100 
I ) 

COMMON /GRID/NDATA.HEIGHT,WIDTH,WP.RESIST.RHGRID.SGRID.THICK,YI. 
1SEPEFF 

COMMON/OY,'QFRACT,QMAXOPEN,VCUT 
C0MM0N/EBI/LMAXE,ENERG1,ENERG2,ENERG3,WP1,WP2,WP3,IFLAGG 

1 .IBISECPMAXP.IPFLAG 
C MODE - 1 IS FOR NO AMPHR CONSTRAINTS, MUST READ IN THE AREA 
C MODE - 2 IS FOR A TOTAL AMPHR CONSTRAINT 
C MODE - 3 IS SAME AS MODE - 1, EXCEPT PICKING UP BITS CF DOD FOR 
C MAX POWER 
C MODE - 4 IS SAME AS MODE - 2, EXCEPT PICKING UP BITS OF DOD FOR 
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C MAX POWER 
C MODECC - 1 IS TO INCLUDE MTN CC WEIGHTS ACTUALLY INTO THE CURRENT 
C COLLECTOR 
C MODECC - 0 IS WHEN YOU DONT WANT TO DO THIS 

MODECC-1 
MODE-3 
IBFLAG-0 

C TO USE BISECTION ROUTINE, SET IBFLAG-1 
C FOR BiSECTION, NOTE THAT LMODE IF STATEMENTS HAVE TO BE ADJUSTED 

MOD-1 
ENERG3-0.0 
POW3-0.0 
WP3-0.0 
IFLAGG-0 
IPFLAG-0 
IBISEC-0 

C USING A IRON CURRENT COLLECTOR 
N ° O S - 3 
RHGRID-7.86 
SGRID-19000.0 
SEPEFF-1.0/7.1 
RHPOST-RHGRID 
SPOST-SGRID 
RHBUS-RHGRID 
SBUS-SGRID 

C 5-.POST-235300.0 
C THE NEGATIVE IS ASSUMED TO BE INFINITELY CONDUCTING 

Y0-1.0/0.613 
UO-1.34 
QLS-.16 
EPSP-0.5 
QO-1.4'3600.0 

C Y0-1.0/0.21 
VCUT-1.0 
HOLD-0.0 
TIMED-4.0'3600.0 

5 CONTINUE 
READ 101. NOATA,HEIGHT,WIDTH.THICK,WP,AMPPL,RATTOP.RATCTR 
IF(NDATAEQ.O) STOP 
!F(ABS(HEIGHT-HOLr).GT.0.00l> WPOLD-0. 
IF ((MODECC .EQ. 1) .AND. (WPOLD .GT. WP)) GO TO 5 
IF(ABS(HEIGHT-HOLD).GT.C.00l) GO TO 28 
GO TO 29 

28 CONTINUE 
PRINT 103 
READ 109, RAT1.RAT2 
ENERG3-0.0 
POW3-0.0 
WP3-0.0 
IFLAGG-0 
1PFIAG- '• 
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IBISEC-0 
29 HOLD-HEIGHT 
83 CONTINUE 

QLPOST-O.OOI 
QLBUS-0.001 
IF (MODE .EQ. 4) MOD-1 

84 CONTINUE 
IF ((MODE .EQ. 1) OR. (MODE .EQ. 3)) GO TO 13 
DOD-1 . 
NSTRNG-1 
TOTCAP-200. 
CAP - TOTCAP/FLOAT(NSTRNG) 

12 AREA- CAP'SSOO.OAQO'DODTHICK'FLOAnNPOS)) + WP/RHGRID/THICK 
HEIGHT-SQRT(AREA) 
WIDTH-HEIGHT 
DODOLD-DOD 

13 CONTINUE 
C THE NEXT FOUR UNES ARE FOR AN 18 MIL CURRENT COLLECTOR CAGE 
C WPMIN-2.0'(HEIGHT ,WIDTH-0.45 ,(HEIGHT-0.3)*(WIDTH-0.3) +2.0TH1CK* 
C I (HEIGHT+WIDTH))-0.01S*2.54*RHGRID 
C WNMIN-WPMIN+4.0 ,(l.O94058«THICK-O.89406 ,WP/HEIGHT/WIDTH/RHGRID) 
C 1 •(HEIGHT+WIDTH)*0.018 ,2.54 ,RHGRID 
C THE NEXT FOUR LINES ARE FOR A 10 MIL CURRENT COLLECTOR CAGE. 

WPMIN-2.0•(HEIGHT•WIDTH-0.4S•(HEIGHT-0.3)•(WIDTH•0.3)+10•THIC1C• 
1 (HEIGHT+WIDTH)) ,0.010 ,2.54«RHGRID 

WNMIN-WPMIN+4.0 ,(1.0M058*THICK-0.89406'WP/HEIGHT/WIDTH/RHGRID) 
I •(HEIGHT+WIDTH)*0.010 ,2.54«RHGRID 

QMAX-QOTHICK/2.0 
C WEIGHT OF ACTIVE MATERIAL IN POSITIVE 
C FACTOR SHOULD BE (4.J54E-4) WITHOUT CARBON ADDITIVE 
C FACTOR SHOULD BE (5.158E-4) WITH 10 VOL PERCENT CARBON. 

WAMP-QMAX ,20 ,(4.354E-4) ,(HEIGHT*WIDTH-WP/RHGRID/THICK) 
C ASSUME 33 PERCENT EXCESS OF UAL IN NEGATIVE 
C 49 ATOMIC PERCENT U 

WAMN-1.33*WAMP'0.797 
WN-WP«1.2 

C WAS WN-WPM.829 
C THE NEXT LINE IS FOR 20 PERCENT EXCESS UAL IN NEGATIVE 
C THE FACTOR 0.962 IS FOR 10 VOL PERCENT ELECTROLYTE COLD 
C PRESSED INTO NEGATIVE AND 10 VOL PERCENT CARBON IN POSITIVE 
C WAMN-I.20 ,WAMP«0.962 
C W N - W P 
C WEIGHT OF ELECTROLYTE. DENSITY - 1.6477 

WELEC-0.60 ,WAMN+0.40 ,WAMP+2.0*QLS ,1.6477«( HEIGHT-WIDTH) 
C WAS WELEC-0.17'WAMN+0.21'WAMP+2.0 ,QLS'l.6477 ,(HEIGHT«WIDTH) 
C ASSUME 10 PERCENT EXCESS OF ELECTROLYTE 

WELEC-WELEC'M 
C THICKNESS OF SYSTEM 

CANTHK-(THICK+2.094THICK-0.8941 ,WP/HEIGHT/W1DTH/RHGRID 
1 +2.0'QLS) ,FLOAT(NPOS) 

C WAS CANTHK-(THICK +1.63THICK+2.0 ,QLS) ,FLOAT(NPOS) 
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C CAN MATERIAL, 0.061 CM THICK 
CA^^W^-(CANTHK•(10•(HEIGHT+l.5)+2.0•(WID^H+0.4))+(HEIGHT+1.5)• 

1 (WIDTH+0.4)«2.0),7.86'O.OS1 
AMPHR-C<nHEIGHT*WIDTH'THICK-WP/RHGRlD)/3600.0 
TAMPHR-AMPHR,FLOAT(NPOS) 
IF (MODECC .EQ. 0) GO TO 46 
WPOLD-WP 
IF (WPMIN GT. WP) WP-WPMIN 
IF (WP .GT. WPOLD) GO TO 84 
IF (WNMIN .GT. WN) WP-(0.0926303*(HEIGHT+WIDTH),RHGRIDTHICK 

I +WPMIN/1.2)/(l. +0.07S69I,(HEIGHT+WIDTH)/HEIGHT/WIDTH) 
IF (WP .GT. WPOLD) GO TO 84 

46 FEEDWT-50.0 
BUSWT-20.0 
WEIGHT- (CANWT+FEEDWT+BLISWT)/FLOAT(NPOS) +WAMP+WAMN+WP+WN+WELEC 
IF(WPMIN.GT.WP) WEIGHT-WEIGHT+WPMIN-WP 
IF(WNMIN.GT.WN) WEIGHT-WEIGHT+WNMIN-WN 
BASEWT-WEIGHT/1000.M.02/FLOAT(NPOS) 
CALL GRID 

27 CONTINUE 
DIM1-HEIGHT*WIDTH*SQRT(RHGRID*Y0/WP/SGRID) 
FRACWT-WP/RHGRID/THICK/HEIGHT/WIDTH 
DIMGT- FRACWT,DIM1"2 
IF ((MODE .EQ. 2) .OR. (MODE EQ. 4)) GO TO 15 
PRINT 113 
PRINT 113 
PRINT 105. HEIGHT, WIDTH,THICK,WP 
PRINT 110 , RATTOP.RATCTR 
PRINT 111, WPMIN, WNMIN, WN.WAMP,WAMN,WELEC,CANWT,AMPHR,TAMPHR 
PRINT 108, FRACWT.DIMl.NPOS.DIMGT 
PRINT 113 
PRINT 106 

15 CONTINUE 
SKD-0.0 
S2(l)-0.0 
E2-0.0 
E4-0.0 

1 DELTA-0.004«(QLBUS*SQRT(RHBUS/SBUS)+QLPOSr,SQRT(RHPOST/SPOST))«2 
IF (QLPOST .LT. 0.5) LMODE-0 
IF ((QLPOST .GT. 0.5) .AND. (QLPCCT .LT. 4.)) LMODE-2 
IF (QLPOST .GT. 4.) LMODE-5 
IF ((MODE .EQ. 2) .OR. (MODE .EQ. 4)) GO TO 16 
PRINT 113 
PRINT 104, QLPOST.QLBUS 

16 IF ((MODE .EQ. 4) .AND. (MOD .GT. 1)) GO TO 24 
DO 2 I-2.NDATA 
DOD-1.0.QFRACT(I) 
UODD-( OPEN( I)-OPEN( I-1) )/(QFRACT( I-1 )-QFRACT( I)) 
DRDD-(RESIST(I)-RESIST(I-1))/(QFRACT(I-1)-QFRACT(I)) 
CUR-DOD/TIMED'QOTHICK'tHEIGHT'WIDTH-WP/RHGRID/THICK) 
V-OPEN(I)-RESIST(I)»CUR 
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RPRIME-( V- VCUR/CUR 
IF(QLPOST.GT.0.5)GO TO 7 
E3-E4 
E4-OPEN( D-VCUT-RESIST( I) »CUR 
SI(D-Sl(H)+(OPEN(I)+OPEN(H))/l«(QFRACT;r-!)-QFRACT(l)) 
SZdJ-S^I-D+tRESISKD+RESISKHH/l'CQFRACrd-D-QFRACTd)) 
IF(E4.GT.0.0) GO TO 2 
F2--E4/IE3-E4) 
GOTO 8 

7 E1-E2 
F2-0.0 
IF(DODXT.0.S) GO TO 2 
IF(DOD.LT.0.64 .AND. FRAC WT.GT.0.08) GO TO 2 
IF(DOD.GT.DODMAX) F2-(DOD-DODMAX)/(QFRACT(I-l).QFRACT(I)) 
F3-F2 
DO II K-1,3 
IF(K.EQ.2) E3-E2 
DOD-l.-QFRACT(I)-F2,(QFRACT(I-l)-QFRACT(I)) 
CUR-DOD/TIMED«Q0THICK,(HEIGHT,WIDTH-WP/RHGRJD/THICK) 
RES-RESIST(I)+F2'(R£SIST(I-1)-RESIST(I)) 
OP-OPEN(I)+F2,(OPEN(I-1)-OPEN(I)) 
RPRIME-(OP-VCUT)/CUR-RES 
SUM1-S1(I)+F2'(SI(I-1)-S1(I» 
SUM2-S2(I)+F2«(S2(M)-S2(I)) 
E2-(BASEWT,RPR1ME+DELTA),RPRIME'CUR'(VCUT+CUR'RES-DOD''DODD+IX>D'CUR 

1 •DRDD-CUR/DOD'Sl^MSl'Ml/DOD-CUR,RPRlME-CUR/DOD,SUM2) "CELTA* 
2 (OP-VCUT-DOD'DODD+DOD^CUR'DRDD) 

IF(E1GT.0.0 .AND. K.EQ.1) GO TO 2 
DF—E2/(E1-E2)*(1.0-F2) 
IF(K.EQ.l) GO TO 11 
C-E2M.0-F2)*(F2-F3) 
A—E2 
IF(K.GT.2) A-A+(EI '(F2-F3) +E3'( l.-F2»/( 1.-F3) 
B-(E1-E2)«(F2-F3)-A'(l.-F2) 
IF(B"2.LT.4.'A'C) GO TO 11 
DF--2.0'C/(B+SQRT(B"2-4.«A,Q) 

11 F2-F2+DF 
8 SUM1-S1(I)+F2,(S1(M)-S1(I)) 

SUM2-S2(I)+F2'(S2(H)-S2( I)) 
OP-OPEN(I>+F2*(OPEN(I-l)-OPEN(l)) 
RES-RESIST(I)+F2'(RESIST(I-1)-RESIST(D) 
DOD-1 .-QFRACT(I)-F2,(QFRACT( I-1 )-QFRACT( I)) 
IF(QLPOST.LT.0.5) DODMAX-DOD 
HALF-1.0-DOD/2. 
IF ((MODE .EQ. 1) .OR. (MODE .EQ. 3)) GO TO 14 
IF (ABS(DOD-DODOLD) .GT. 0.0001) GO TO 12 

23 AAMPHR-DODTAMFHR 
PRINT 113 
PRINT 1)3 
PRINT 105, HEIGHT. WIDTH.THICK.WP 
PRINT 110, RATTOP.RATCTR 
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PRINT 114, WPMIN,WNMIN,WN,WAMP,WAMN,WELECCANWT,NSTRNG.AMPHR. 
1 TAMPKR,AAMPHR 

PRINT 108, FRACWT,DIMI.NPOS,DIMGT 
PRINT 113 
PRINT 106 
PRINT 104, QLPOST.QLBUS 
IF (QLPOST .LT. O.J) GO TO 14 
IF ((MODE .EQ. 4) .AND. {MOD .EQ. 1)) PRINT 115 
IF {(MODE .EQ. 4) .AND. (MOD .EQ. 2)) PRINT 116 
IF ((MODE .EQ. 4) .AND. (MOD .EQ. 3)) PRINT 118 

14 IF ((MODE .EQ. 4) .AND. (MOD GT. I)) GO TO 9 
CUR-DOD/TIMED'Q0THICK ,(HEIGHT*WIDTH-WP/RHGRID/THICK) 
RPRIME-(OP-VCUT)/CUR-RES 
RMAX-(SUM1/CUR-SUM2)/D0D 
RMAX-RMAX/( 1.0+SQRT( 1.0+BASEWT/DELTA'RMAX)) 
MOD-I 
IF(RMAXLT.RPRIME) RPRIME-RMAX 
R3-RMAX 
WEIGHT-BASEWT+DELTA/RPRIME 
DO 3 K-2.NDATA 

3 IF(QFRACT(K).LT.HALF) GO TO 4 
K-NDATA 

4 L - K 
F-(HALF-QFRACT(L-l))/(QFRACT(L).QFRACT(L-i)) 
RHALF- 1.0/(1.0/RESIST(L-1)+F*(l.0/RESIST(L)-1.0/RES1ST(L-1))) 
OHALF-OPEML-O+F'tOPE^D-OPEIsKL-l)) 

9 PNOW-OP"2/4.0/(RES+RPRIME)/WEIGHT 
P0-OPEN( 1) "2/4.0/(RESIST( 1)+RPRI ME) /WEIGHT 
PHALF-OHAU r"2/4.0/(RHALF+RPRIME)/WEIGHT 
W-OP-CUR'RES-CUR'RPRIME 
ENERGY-QO ,(HEIGHT ,WIDTH ,THICK-WP/RHGRID)/WEIGHT'(SUM1-DOD'CUR'RPRI 

I ME-CUR'SUM2)/3600.0 
WPRIME-DELTA/RPRIME'IOOO.'FLOA^NPOS) 
XX-QLPOST/QLBUS'SQRTtSBUS'RHPOST/RHBUS/SPOST) 
WBUS-WPRIME/( 1. T X X ) / F L 0 A T ( N P 0 S ) 

WPOST-WBUS«XX*FLOAT( NPOS) 
CSAB-WBUS/RHBUS/(Z 'QLBUS) 
CSAP-WPOST/RHPOST/( 2. 'QUOST) 
RCUT-(OP-VCUT)/CUR-RES 
lF(MOD.GT.l) GO TO 10 
DODE-DOD 
IF (IBFLAG EQ. 0) GO TO 72 

C FROM HERE TO STATEMENT LABEL 72 IS FOR ENERGY BISECTION 
IF (LMODE .EQ. 0) GO TO 72 

C IF (LMODE .EQ. 2) GO TO 72 
IF (LMODE .EQ. 5) GO TO 72 
IF (IFLAGG .EQ. 1) GO TO 72 
IF (IFLAGG .EQ. 3) GO TO 72 
IF (ENERG3 .LT. 0.001) GO TO 76 
GO TO 77 

76 ENERG3-ENERGY 
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GO TO 70 
77 IF (ENERGY GE ENERG3) GO TO 70 

GOTO 71 
70 ENERGI-ENERG3 

WP1-WP3 
ENERG3-ENERGY 
WP3-WP 
GO TO 72 

7! ENERG2-ENERGY 
WP2-WP 
IFLAGG-1 
IBISEC-0 
WPS-WP 

72 CONTINUE 
EMAXE-ENERGY 
PRINT 102, DOD,CUR,RES,RPRlME,ENERGY,P0,PHALF.PNOW,WEIGHT,W,RCUT 
PRINT 112, WBUS,WPOST,CSAB,CSAP 
RMAX-SQRTtRHALF'DELTA/BASEWT) 
1F((RMAX.GT.RPRIME) .AND. (QLPOST .GT. 0.5)) GO TO 6 
RPRIME-RMAX 
WE1GHT-BASEWT+DELTA/RPRIME 
R4-RMAX 
MOD-2 
IF (QLPOST LT. 0.5) GO TO 9 
IF ((MODE .EQ. I) .OR. (MODE EQ. 2)) GO TO 9 

24 KI - 1-3 
E2-100. 
DO 18 J-KI.NDATA 
E1-E2 
F2-0. 
F3-F2 
DO 19 K-I.4 
IF(K.EQ.2) E3-E2 
DOD-l.-QFRACT(J)-F2'(QFRACT(J-l)-QFRACT(J)) 
CUR-DOD/TIMED,QO,THICK,(HEIGHT*WIDTH-WP/RHGR1D/THICK) 
RES-RESIST(J)+F2*(RESlST(J-l)-RESIST(J)) 
OP-OPEN(J) +F2'(OPEN(J-1)-OPEN(J)) 
SUM1-S1(J)+F2'(S1(J-1)-S1(J» 
SUM2-S2(J) +F2'(S2(J-1)-S2(J)) 
HALF-t.O-DOD/2.0 
DO 20 KK-2.NDATA 

20 IF(QFRACT(KK).LT.HALF) GO TO 21 
KK-NDATA 

21 L-KK 
F-(HALF-QFRACT( L-1))/(QFRACT( L)-QFRACT( L-1)) 
RHALF- l.0/(1.0/RESIST(L-l)+F«(l.Q/RESIST(L)-1.0/RESIST(L-l))) 
OHALF-OPEN(L-l) +F'(OPEN(L)-OPEN(L-l)) 
RMAX-SQR^RHALF'DELTA/BASEWT) 
<fc>RIME-RMAX 
WEIGHT-BASEWT+DELTA/RPRIME 
IF (MOD .EQ. 2) R4-RMAX 
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IF (MOD NE. 3) GO TO 25 
C~OHALF"2*3600.0/4.0/Q0/(HEIGHT ,WIDTH ,THICK-WP/RHGRID)/RAT 
A-DOD'CUR 
B-A'RHALF-SUMl +CUR'SUM2 
C-C-RHALF ,(SUM1-CUR'SUM2) 
IF(B"2.LT.4.0'A ,C) GO TO 6 
RPRIME-(-B-SQRT(B"2-4. ,A ,C))/2./A 
IF(RPRIME.LT.0.0) RPRIME-(-B+SQRT(B"2-4.*A'C»/2./A 

C IF(RPRIME.LE.0.0) GO TO 6 
WEIGHT-BASEWT+DELTA/RPRIME 

C IF(RPRIMEGT.R3 .OR. RPRIME.LT.R4)GO TO 6 
25 E2-OP-RES'CUR-RPRIME*CUR-VCUT 

IF (E2 .GT. 0.0 .AND. K .EQ. 1) OO TO 18 
DF—E2/(E1-E2)'(1.0-F2) 
IF(K.EQ.l) GO TO 19 
C-£2'(1.0-F2) ,(F2-F3) 
A- -E2 
IF(K.GT.2) A-A+(E1"(F2-F3)+E3 ,(1.-F2))/(1.-F3) 
B-(E1-E2) ,(F2-F3)-A*(1.-F2) 
!F(B"2.LT.4.'A'C) GO TO 19 
DF--2.0«C/( B +SQRT( B"2-» .*A'0) 

19 F 2 - F 2 + D F 
IF (MODE .EQ. 4) GO TO 26 

C IF(RPRIME.GT.R3 .OR. RPRIME.LT.R4JGO TO 6 
IF (MODE .EQ. 3) GO TO 9 

26 IF ((MODE .EQ. 4) .AND. (ABS(DODOLD-DOD) .GT. 0.0001)) GO TO 12 
1F(RPRIMEGT.R3 OR. RPRIMELT.R4)GO TO 6 
GO TO 23 

18 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 

IF (IBFLAG .EQ. 0) GO TO 80 
C FROM HERE TO STATEMENT LABEL 80 IS FOR POWER BISECTION 

IF (MOD .EQ. 3) GO TO 80 
IF (IFLAGG .EQ. I) GO TO 73 
IF (LMODE .EQ. 0) GO TO 73 

C IF (LMODE .EQ. 2) GO TO 73 
IF (LMODE .EQ. S) GO TO 73 
IF (IPFLAG .EQ. 1) GO TO 73 
IF (IPFLAG .EQ. 3) GO TO 73 
IF (POW3 .LT. 0.001) GO TO 78 
GOTO 79 

78 POW3-PHALF 
GO TO 74 

79 IF (PHALF .GE. POW3) GO TO 74 
GOTO 75 

74 POWI-POW3 
WPP1-WPP3 
POW3-PHALF 
WPP3-WP 
GO TO 73 

75 POW2-PHALF 
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WP2-WP 
IPFLAG-1 
IBISEC-0 
WP1-WPP1 
WP3-WPP3 
ENERG1-POW! 
ENERG2-POW2 
ENERG3-POW3 
WPS-WP 

73 CONTINUE 
PMAXP-PHALF 

BO CONTINUE 
PRINT 102, DOD,CUR,RES,RPRIME,ENERGY.P0,PHALF,PNOW,WEIGHT,W,RCUT 
PRINT 112, WBUS,WPOST,CSAB,CSAP 
IF(MOD.EQ.3)GOTO 6 
RAT-RAT1 
IF(QLPOST.GT.3.0) RAT-RAT2 
IF(QLPOST.LT.0.5) GO TO 6 
IF(RAT.EQ.O.O) GO TO 6 
MOD-3 
IF (MODE EQ. 3) GO TO 24 
C-OHALF* ,2 ,3600.0/4.0/Q0/(HEIGHT ,WIDTH ,THICK-WP/RHGRJD)/RAT 
A-DOD'CUR 
B-A'RHALF-SUMl +CUR*SUM2 
C -C-RHALF ,(SUM1-CUR ,SUM2) 
IF(8"2.LT.4.0*A'C) GO TO 6 
RPRIME-(-B-SQRT(B"2-4."A ,C))/2./A 
IF(RPRIME.LT.0.0) RPRIME-(-B+SQRT(B"2-4. 'A'C))/ l /A 
IF(RPRIMELE.0.0) GO TO * 
WEIGHT-BASEWT+DELTA/RPRIME 
IF(RPRIME.GT.R3 .OR. RPRIME.LT.R4JGO TO 6 
MOD-3 
IF ((MODE .EQ. 1) .OR. (MODE .EQ. 2)) GO TO 9 
IF (MODE .EQ. 4) DOD-DODE 
IF (MODE .EQ. 4) GO TO 24 

2 CONTINUE 
6 CONTINUE 

C IF ((IFLAGG .EQ. 1) .AND. (LMODE .EQ. 0)) CALL EBISEC 
C IF ((IFLAGG .EQ. 1) .AND. (LMODE .EQ. 0)) GO TO 83 

IF ((IFLAGG .EQ. 1) .AND. (LMODE .EQ. 2)) CALL EBISEC 
IF ((IFLAGG .EQ. 1) .AND. (LMODE .EQ. 2)) GO TO 83 

C IF ((IFLAGG .EQ. 1) .AND. (LMODE .EQ. 5)) CALL EBISEC 
C IF ((IFLAGG .EQ. 1) .AND. (LMODE .EQ. 5)) GO TO 83 
C IF ((IPFLAG .EQ. 1) .AND. (LMODE .EQ. 0)) CALL EBISEC 
C IF ((IPFLAG .EQ. 1) .AND. (LMODE .EQ. 0)) GO TO 83 

IF ((IPFLAG .EQ. 1) .AND. (LMODE .EQ. 2)) CALL EBISEC 
IF ((IPFLAG .EQ. 1) .AND. (LMODE .EQ. 2)) GO TO 83 

C IF ((IPFLAG .EQ. 1) .AND. (LMODE .EQ. 5» CALL EBISEC 
C IF ((IPFLAG .EQ. I) .AND. (LMODE .EQ. 5)) GO TO 83 

MOD - ] 
IF(QLPOST.GT.3.C; GO TO 5 



IF(QLPOST.GT.0.5) QLPOST-5. 
IF(QLPOST.LT.0.5) QLPOST-2.0 
QLBUS-1.0 
IF ((MODE .EQ. I) .OR. (MODE EQ. 3)) GO TO 1 
IF ((MODE .EQ. 2) .OR. (MODE .EQ. 4)) GO TO 12 
END 
SUBROUTINE GRID 
F0RMAT(1X.23HX IS BEYOND lNTERPOLATION,3X,3HX- .F6.4) 
DIMENSION RESIST(100),YI(t00) 
COMMON /GRID/NDATA.HE1GHT,WIDTH,WP,RESIST,RHGRID,SGRID,THICK,YI, 

1SEPEFF 
COMMON/F/X 
JFLAG-0 
DO I I- l .NDATA 
CALL OY (Y.I.JFLAG) 
YI(I ) -Y 
XX-(1.-Y*SEPEFF)/(1.-WP/RHGRID/TH1CK/HEIGHT/WIDTH) + Y'SEPEFF 
XI -HEIGHfWIDTH'SQRTt RHGRID'Y/WP/SGRID) «SQRT( l./XX) 
X-0.S*X1"2/(1. +0.8*XI"2) 
!F(XGT.1.4) PRINT 101.X 
IF(XLT.0.4) PRINT I0I.X 
CALL FUNC (F) 
RESIST) I) -XX/(F ,2.'Y'HEIGHT'WIDTH) 
IF (JFLAG.EQ.l) l -NDATA+1 
RETURN. 
END 
SUBROUTINE. OY (Y.I.JFLAG) 
DIMENSION QFRACT(100).OPEN(]0O) 
COMMON/OY/QFRACT,QMAX,OPEN,VCUT 
COMMON/GRID/NDATA 
QFRACTd) -l.-(FLOAT(M)/FLOAT(NDATA-l)) 
Q - ( l.-QFRACT( I))'QMAX 
TEMP-0.613+8.3E-04"f>1.12486 ,ALOG(HQ/QMAX)"4) 
Y-1.0/TEMP 
OPEN(I)-l.347-1.44E-04 ,Q+0.U498 ,ALOG(KQ/QMAX) ,'4) 
IF (OPEN(I).LT.VCUT) JFLAG-1 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FUNC (F) 
COMMON/F/X 
IF (X.LE.0.3986) F-1.009l7'EXP(-l.68089*X) 
IF (X.GT.0.3986) F~-0.8S866*X + 0.85866 
IF (F.GT.I.O) F-I .O 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE EEISEC 
C0MM0N/EBI/EMAXE,ENERG1,ENERG2,ENERG3,WP1,WP2,WP3,IFLAGG 

1 .IBISEC.PMAXP.IPFLAG 
COMMON /GRID/NDATA,HEIGHT,WIDTH,WP 
IF (IFLAGG .EQ. 1) GO TO 16 
GO TO 11 
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16 ENERGY-EMAXE 
GO TO D 

11 IF (IPFLAG ,EQ. 1) GO TO 12 
GO TO 13 

12 ENERGY-PMAXP 
GO TO 14 

13 IF (ABS(ENERGY-ENERG3) .LT. 0.0001) IFLAGG - 3 
IF (IFLAGG .EQ. 3) GO TO 10 
GO TO 15 

14 IF (ABS(ENERGY-ENERG3) .LT. 0.0001) IPFLAG-3 
IF (IPFLAG .EQ. 3) GO TO 10 
GO TO IS 

15 CONTINUE 
IF (IBISEC .EQ. 1) GO TO 1 
IF (IBISEC .EQ. 2) GO TO 6 
W P - (WP1+WP3) / ! 
IBISEC-1 
RETURN 

1 IF (ENERGY .GT. ENERG3) GO TO 2 
GO TO 3 

2 ENERG2-ENERG3 
WP2-WP3 
ENERG3-ENERGY 
WP3-WP 
GO TO 4 

3 ENERG1 -ENERGY 
WP1-WP 

'i CONTINUE 
5 WP-(WP2+WP3)/2. 

IBISEC-2 
RETURN 

6 IF (ENERGY .GT. ENERG3) GO TO 7 
GO TO 8 

7 ENERG1-ENERG3 
WP1-WP3 
ENERG3-ENERGY 
WP3-WP 
GO TO 9 

8 ENERG2-ENERGY 
WP2-WP 

» CONTINUE 
WP-(WP1+WP3J/2. 
IBISEC-1 
RETURN 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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The following program was used to follow (trace) the behavior of the specific energy as a 

function of depth of discharge for a bus and post optimized for maximum specific energy, for a 

bus and post optimized for maximum specific power, for the compromise bus and post mass, and 

for the bus and post mass that yield the cut-off voltage at a given depth of discharge. Refer to 

figure 4-13. 

PROGRAM TRACE 
PROGRAM DESIGN(INPUT,OUTPUT) 

101 FORMAT (14,5E12.5,2F5.3) 
102 FORMAT (XF6.4,Fll.4.2F10.7,6F10.4) 
103 FORMAT (1H1) 
104 FORMAT (8H0QLPOST-,F5.3,5X,6HQLBUS-,F6.3) 
105 FORMAT! 14H0PLATE HEIGHT-,F6.2,12H CM, WIDTH-,F6.2,16H CM, THICKN 

1 ESS-.F6.3.18H CM, GRID WEIGHT-,F10.4,2H G) 
106 FORMAT (9H0DEPTH OF,2X7HCURRENT,3X6HRESIST,4X6HRPRIME,4X6HENER 

1 GY.8X20HSPECIFIC POWER, W/KG.7X6HWEIGHT/ X9HDISCHARGE. 4X1HA. 
2 8X3HOHM, 7X3HOHM,5X7HW-HR/KG,5X4HZERO,6X4HHALF,6X3HEND, 6X6 
3 HKG/POS) 

107 FORMAT (28XF10.7.6F10.4) 
108 FORMAT (19H WP/RHO/THICK/AREA-.F 7.4..1X 5HDIM1-F 8.4.5X5HNPOS-, 

113) 
109 FORMAT (9E8.4) 
110 FORMAT ( 8H RATTOP-.F6.3,2X7HRATCTR-,F6.3) 
111 FORMAT (7H0WPMrN-,F9.4.2X6HWNMIN-,F9.4,2X3HWN-,F9.4,2X5HWAMP-, 

1 F9.4,2X5HWAMN-,F9.4,2X6HWELEC-,F9.4.2X/7H CANWT-.F9.4.2X10HAMPH 
2 R/POS-,F9.4,2X7HTAMPHR-,F9.4) 

112 FORMAT(1X,WBUS-,,F8.4,2X,WPOST-',F8.4,2X'CSAB-,.F8.4,2X 
i 'CSAP-'.FS^) 

113 FORMATdX) 
114 FORMAT (7H0WPMIN-.F9.4,2X6HWNMIN-,F9.4,2X3HWN-,F9.4,2X5HWAMP-, 

1 F9.4,2X5HWAMN-,F9.4,2X6HWELEC-.F9.4.2X/7H CANWT-,F9.4,2X 
2 9HNSTRINGS-,I2,2X10HAMPHR/POS-,F9.4,2X7HTAMPHR-,F9.4,2X 
3 7HAAMPHR-.F9.4) 

117 FORMAT (F6.4,F10.4,F10.6,F6.4,FI0.4,F10.6,F6.4,F10.4,F10.6) 
DIMENSION Sl( 100).S2( 100).RESIST( 100),OPEN(100),QFRACT( 100),YI( 100 

I) 
COMMON /GRID/NDATA.HEIGHT,WIDTH,WP,RESIST,RHGRiD,SGRID,THlCXYI. 

1SEPEFF 
COMMON/OY/QFRACT.QMAXOFEN.VCUT 

C MODE - 1 IS FOR NO AMPHR CONSTRAINTS. MUST READ IN THE AREA 
C MODE - 2 IS FOR A TOTAL AMPHR CONSTRAINT 

MODE-1 
NPOS-3 
RHGR1D-7.86 
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SGRID-19000.0 
SEPEFF-1.0/7.1 
RHPOST-RHGRID 
SPOST-SGRID 
RHBUS-RHGRID 
SBUS-SGR1D 

C THE NEGATIVE IS ASSUMED TO BE INFINITELY CONDUCTING 
YO-1.0/0.613 
U0-1 .34 
QLS-.16 
EPSP-0.5 
Q0-1.4*3600.0 

C Y0-1.0/0.21 
VCUT-1.0 
HOLD-0.0 
•nMED-4.0'3600.0 

5 READ 101, NDATA,HEIGHT,WIDTRTHICK,WP,AMPPL,RATTOP,RATCTR 
QLPOST-0.001 
QLBUS-0.001 
IF(NDATAEQ.O) STOP 
(F(ABS(HEIGHT-HOLD).GT.O.OOI) PRINT 103 
IF(ABS(HEIGHT-liOLD).GT.0.001) READ L09, RAT1.RAT2 
HOLD-HEIGHT 
IF (MODE .EQ. 1) GO TO 13 
DOD-1. 
NSTRNG-2 
TOTCAP-200. 
CAP - TOTCAP/FLOAT(NSTRNG) 
IF (NSTRNG .EQ. 2) WP - WP/2. 
IF (NSTRNG .EQ. 3) WP - WP/5. 
IF (NSTRNG .EQ. 2 .AND. NPOS EQ. 5) WP - WP/5.'2. 

12 AREA- CAP*3600.0/(Q0*DODTHICK ,FLOAT(NPOS)) + WP/RHGRID/THICK 
HEIGHT-SQRT( AREA) 
WIDTH-HEIGHT 
DODOLD-DOD 

13 CONTINUE 
C THE NEXT FOUR LINES ARE FOR AN 18 MIL CURRENT COLLECTOR CAGE. 
C WPMIN-2.0*(HEIGHT«WIDTH-0.45 ,(HEIGHT-0.3) ,(WIDTH-0.3)+2.0 ,THICK' 
C 1 (HEIGHT+W1DTH))*0.018 ,2.54'RHGRID 
C WNMIN-WPMIN+4.0"( 1.0940S8'THICK-0.89406* WP/HEIGHT/WIDTH/RHGRID) 
C 1 •(HEIGHT+WIDTH) ,0.018«2.54 ,RHGRID 
C THE NEXT FOUR UNES ARE FOR A 10 MIL CURRENT COLLhCTOR CAGE 

WPMIN-2.0*( HEIGHT*WIDTH-0.45,{ HEIGHT-0.3) •( WIDTH-ft3) +2.0THICK' 
1 (HEIGHT+WIDTH))«0.010 ,154 ,RHGRID 

WNMIN-WPMIN+4.0'( 1.094058THICK-0.89406' WP/HEIGHT/WIDTH/RHGRID) 
1 •(HEIGHT+WIDTH) ,0.010 ,2.54 ,RHGRID 

QMAX-Q0THICK/2.0 
C WEIGHT OF ACTIVE MATERIAL IN POSITIVE 
C FACTOR SHOULD BE (4.554E-4) WITHOUT CARBON ADDniVE. 
C FACTOR SHOULD BE (5.158E-4) WITH 10 VOL PERCENT CARBON. 

WAMP-QMAX ,2.0 ,(4.554E-4)«(HEIGFr- ,wiDTH-WP/RHGRID/THICK) 
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C ASSUME 33 PERCENT EXCESS OF UAL IN NEGATIVE 
C 49 ATOMIC PERCENT U 

WAMN-1.33*WAMP"0.797 
WN--WP*1.2 

C WAS WN-WPM.829 
C THE NEXT LINE IS FOR 20 PERCENT EXCESS UAL IN NEGATIVE 
C THE FACTOR 0.962 IS FOR 10 VOL PERCEOT ELECTROLYTE COLD 
C PRESSED INTO NEGATIVE AND 10 VOL PERCENT CARBON IN POSITIVE 
C W A M N - l ^ O ' W A M P ' O ^ 
C WN-WP 
C WEIGHT OF ELECTROLYTE, DENSITY - 1.6477 

WELEC-0.« , WAMN+0.40 , WAMP+ZO»QLS , L6477'(HEIGHr WIDTH) 
C WAS WELEC"0.17'WAMN+0.21 ,WAMP+10 ,QLS ,1.6477 ,(HEIGHT'WIDTH) 
C ASSUME 10 PERCENT EXCESS OF ELECTROLYTE 

WELEC-WELEC'1.1 
C THICKNESS OF SYSTEM 

CANTHK-(THICK+2094THICK-0.894l ,WP/HEIGHT/WIDTH/RHGRID 
1 +Z0»QLS) ,FLOAT(NPOS) 

C WAS CANTHK-CTHICK +1.63THICK+2.0'QLS) ,FLOAT(NPOS> 
C CAN MATERIAL, 0.061 CM THICK 

CANWT-lCANTHKMO^HEIGHT+l.S) +2.0'( WIDTH+0.4)) +(HEIGHT+1.5)* 
1 (WIDTH+0.4)*2.0)*7.86'0.06l 

AMPHR-Cfl'(HEIGHT*WIDTH,THICK-WP/RHGRID)/36O0.0 
TAMPHR-AMPHR"FLOAT(NPOS) 
FEEDWT-JO.O 
BUSWT-20.0 
WEIGHT- (CANWT+FEEDWT+BUSWT)/FLOAT(NPOS) +WAMP+WAMN+WP+WN+WELEC 

C IF(WPMIN.GT.WP) WEIGHT-WEIGHT+WPMIN-WP 
C IF(WNMIN.GT.WN) WEIGHT-WEIGHT+WNMIN-WN 

BASEWT-WEIGHT/l0O0.M.02/FLOAT(NPOS) 
CALL GRID 

27 CONTINUE 
DIMI-HEIGHT ,WIDTH ,SQRT(RHGR1D'Y1>/WP/SGRID) 
FRACWT-WP/RHGRID/THICK/HEIGHT/WIDTH 
IF (MODE EQ. 2) GO TO 15 
PRINT 113 
PRINT 113 
PRINT 105, HEIGHT, WILTH,THICK,WP 
PRINT 110 , RATTOP.RATCTR 
PRINT III. WPMIN,WNMIN,WN,WAMP,WAMN,WELEC,CANWT,AMPHR.'iAMPHR 
PRINT 108, FRACWT.DIMl.NPOS 
PRINT 113 
PRINT 106 

15 CONTINUE 
SKI ) -0 .0 
S « l ) - 0 . 0 
E2-0 .0 
E4-0 .0 

1 DELTA-0.004 ,(QLBUS ,SQRT(RHBUS/SBUS)+QLPOST'SQRT(RHPOST/SPOST))"2 
FLAG-0.0 
- J O A G - 1 
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IIFLAG-3 
IE (MODE .EQ. 2) GO TO 16 

C PRINT 101, NPOS.DELTA 
PRINT 113 
PRINT 104, QLPOST.QLBUS 

16 CONTINUE 
DO 2 I-Z.NDATA 
iX)D-1.0-QFRACT{I) 
IF (KFLAG .EQ. 3 AND. I ,GT. IMAX) I-IMAX 
DODD-(OFEN(I)-OPEN(I-l))/(QFRACT(I-l)-QFRACT(I)) 
DRDD-(R£SIST(!)-PJESISTd-l))/(QFP^CT(I-l)-QFRACT(I)) 
CTJR-DOO/TIMED*Q0TWCK,(HEIGHT,WIDmwp/RHGRID/THICK) 
V-OPE^D-RESISTCO'CUR 
RPRIME-(V-VCUT)/CUR 
IF(QLPOST.GT.0.5)GO TO 7 
E3-E4 
E4-OPEN( D-VCUT-RESICT(t)'CUR 
Sl(D-Si(I-l)+(OPEN(I)+OPEN(I-l))/2.'(QFRACT(I-l)-QFRACT(I)) 
S«n-S2(I-l)+(RESIST(I)+RESIST(I-l))/2.,(QFRACT(I-l)-QFRACT(I)) 
IF(E4.GT.0.0) GO TO 2 
F2—E4/(E3-E4) 
IMAX-I 
DOD-l.-QFRACT(I)-F2«(QFRACT(I-l)-QFRACT([)) 
IF(QLPOST.LT.0.5) DODMAX-DOD 
GO TO 8 

7 CONTINUE 
F2-0.0 
IF (KFLAG .EQ. 1) GO TO 8 
IF (KFLAG .EQ. 3) GO TO 8 
E1-E2 
F2-0.0 
IF(DOD.LT.0.5) GO TO 2 
IF(DOD.GT.DODMAX) F2-(DOD-DODMAX)/(QFRACT{I-l)-QFRACT(D) 
F3-F2 
DO 1] K-1,3 
IF(K.EQ.2) E3-E2 
DOD-l.-QFRACT(I)-F2*(QFRACT(I-l)-QFRACT(I)) 
CUR-DOD/TIMED*Q0THICK,(HEIGHT*WIDTH-WP/RHGRID/THICK) 
RES-RESIST(I)+F2,(RESIST(I-I)-RESIST(I)) 
OP-OPEN(I)+F2*(OPEN(I-l)-OPEN(!)) 
RPRIME -(OP-VCUT) /CUR-RES 
SUM1-S1(I)+F2,(S1(I-1)-S1(I)) 
SUM2-S2(I) +F2'(S2(I-1)-S2(R) 
E2-(BASEWT,RPRIME+DELTA),RPRIME"CUR,(VCUT+CUR'RES-DOD,DODD+DOD'CUR 

l•DRDD•CUR/DOD•SUM2)-{SUMl/DOD-CUR•RPRIME-CUR/DOD•SUM2)•DELTA• 
2 (OP-VCUT-DOD'DODD+DOD'CUR'DRDD) 

IF(E2.GT.0.0 .AND. K.EQ.1) GO TO 2 
DF—E2/(E1-E2),(I.0-F2) 
IF(iCEQ.l) GO TO 11 
C-E2«(10-F2),(F2-F3) 
A—E2 
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IF(K.GT.2) A-A+(El»(F2-F3)f£3*(l.-F2))/(l.-F3) 
B-(E1-E2)"(F2-F3).AM.-F2) 
IF(B"2.LT.4.'A,C) GO TO 11 
DF--2.0*C/(B+£QRT(B"2-4.,A,C)) 

11 F2-F2+DF 
8 SUM1-S1(D+F2'(SI(I-1)-S1(I)) 

SUM2-S2(I)+F2*(S2(I-t)-S2(I)) 
OP-OPEN(I)+F3o(0PEN(I-l)-OPEN(I)) 
RES-RESIST(I) +F2*(RESIST(I-1)-RESIST(I)) 
DOD-1 .-QFRACTC I)-F2*(QFRACTi( M )-QFRACT( 0) 

C IF(QLPOST.LT.0 5) DODMAX-DOD 
HALF-I.0-DOD/2. 
IF (MODE .EQ. 1) GO TO 14 
IF (ABS(DOD-DODOLD) .GT. 0.0001) GO TO 12 
AAMPHR-DODTAMPHR 
PRINT 113 
PRINT 113 
PRINT 105, HEIGHT, WIDTH/THICK. WP 
PRINT 110, RATTOP.RATCTR 
PRINT 114, WPMIN,WNMIN,WN.WAMP.WAMN.WELEC,CANWT,NSTRNC/,AMPHR, 

1 TAMPHR.AAMPHR 
PRINT 108, FRACWT.DIMl.NPOS 
PRINT 113 
PRINT 106 
PRINT 104, QLPOST.QLBUS 

14 CONTINUE 
CUR-DOD/TIMED'QOTHICK'C HEIGHT" WIDTH-WP/RHGRID/TH1CK) 
RPR1ME-(0P-VCUT)/CUR-RES 
RMAX-(SUMl/CUR-SUM2)/DOD 
RCUT-RPRIME 
RMAX-RMAX/( l.0+SQRT( I.0-»-BASEWT/DELTA,RMAX)) 
R3-RMAX 
MOD-1 
REMAX-RMAX 
IF(RMAX.LT.RPRIME) RPRIME-RMAX 
RPRIME-RCUT 
UFLAG-1 

34 UFLAG-UFLAG+1 
WEIGHT-BASEWT+DELTA/RPRJME 
DO 3 K-2.NDATA 

3 IF(QFRACT(K.)LT.HALF) GO TO 4 
K-NDATA 

4 L-K 
F-(HALF-QFRACTCH))/(QFRACT(L)-QFRACT(H)) 

C IF (QLPOST .LT. 0.5) RPRIME - 0.0 
C IF (QLPOST XT. 0.5) WEIGHT-BASEWT 

RHALF- 1.0/(1.0/RESIST(M)+F'(1.C/RES1ST(L)-1.0/RE3IST(L-I))) 
OHALF-OPEN(L-l) +F'(OPEN(L)-OPEN(L-I» 

9 PNOW-OP*'2/4.0/(RES+RPRIME)/WEIGHT 
P0-OPEN(1),*2/4.0/(RESIST(1)+RPR1ME)/WEIGHT 
PHALF-OHALF"2/4.0/(RHALF+RPR1 ME)/WEIGHT 



W-OP-CUR'RES-CUR'RPRIME 
ENERGY-QO ,(HEIGHT*WIDTHTHICK-WP/RHGRID)/WEIGHT ,(SUM1-DOD'CUR ,RPRI 

1 ME-C{JR'S\M2)P«X).0 
WPRIME-DELTA/RPRIME'1000. •FLOAT(NPOS) 
XX-QLPOST/QLBUS'SQRTCSBUS'RHPOST/RHBUS/SPOST) 
WBUS-WPRIME/( I. +XX) /FU)AT(NPOS) 
WPOST-WBUS'XX'FLOAKNPOS) 
CSAB-WBUS/RHBUS/(2. *QLBUS) 
CSAP-WPOST/RHPOST/a'QLPOST) 
IF(MOD.GT.l) GO TO 10 
IF (UF1AG .EQ. 2) PRINT 127 
IF (UFLAG .EQ. 3) PRINT 128 

127 F0RMAT(1X, ,RCUT,ECUT*) 
128 FORMAT(lX,'REMAX,EMAX*) 

PRINT 102, DOD,CUR,RES,RPRIME,ENERGY,P0,PHALF,PNOW,WEIGHT,W 
PRINT 112, WBUS,WPOST,CSAB,CSAP 
IF (UFLAG .EQ. 2) RPRIME-REMAX 
IF (UFLAG .EQ. 2) GO TO 34 
RMAX-SQRTtRHALF^DELTA/BASEWT) 
IF(RMAX.GT.RPRIME) GO TO 6 
RPRIME-RMAX 
WEIGHT-BASEWT+DELTA/RPRIME 
R4-RMAX 
MOD-2 
GOTO 9 

10 CONTINUE 
IF (MOD .EQ. 2) PRINT 125 
IF (MOD .EQ. 3) PRINT 126 

125 FORMAT (IX,'MAX POWER') 
126 FORMAT (IX, •RATIO*) 

PRINT 102. DOD,CUR,RES,RPRIME,ENERGY,P0,PHALF,PNOW,WElGHT,W 
PRINT 107, RPRIME,ENERGY,P0.PHALF,PNOW,WEIGHT,W 
PRINT 112, WBUS,WPOST,CSAB,CSAP 
IF(MOD.EQ.3)GOTO 66 
RAT-RAT1 
IF(QLPOST.GT.3.0) RAT-RAT2 
IF(QLPOST.LT.a5) GO TO 66 
IF(RAT.EQ.0.0) GO TO 66 
C-OHALF , ,2*3600.0/4.0/Q0/(HEIGHT*WIDTHTHICK-WP/RHGRID)/RAT 
A-DOD*CUR 
B-A*RHALF-SUM1 +CUR'SUM2 
C-ORHALF«(SUMl-CUR ,SUM2) 
IF(B"2.LT.4.CA*C) GO TO 66 
RPRIME-(-B-SQRT( B'*2-4. •A'C))/2. / A 
IF(RPR1ME.LT.0.0) RPRIME-(-B+SQRT(B"2-4. , A , C))/Z/A 
IF(RPRIME.LE0.0) GO TO 66 
WEIGHT-BASEWT+DELTA/RPRIME 
IF(RPRIME.GT.R3 .OR. RPRIME.LT.R4) GO TO 66 
MOD-3 
G O T O 9 

66 CONTINUE 
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IF (KFLAG .EQ. 2) GO TO 99 
IF (KFLAG .EQ. 3) GO TO 99 
E4-OP-RES*CUR-RMAX,CUR-VCUT 
IF (FLAG .NE. 0.0) GO TO 99 
IF (QLPOST XT. 0.5) GO TO 99 
IF (IIFLAG .EQ. 1) GO TO 88 
E1-E20LD 
F2-0.0 
F3-F2 
DO 81 K-1,3 
IF(K.EQ.2) E3-E2 
SUM] -S1(I) +F2'(SI(M)-S1(I)) 
SUM2 -S2(I) +F2»(S2( I-1 )-S2( I)) 
OP-OPEN(I)+F2*(OPEN(I-l)-OPEN(I)) 
RES-RESIST(I)+F2*(RESIST(M)-R£SIST(I)) 
DOD-l.-QFRACTCD^'tQFRACrd-D-QFRACTd)) 
CUR-DOD/TIMED,Q0THICK'(HEIGHT'WIDTH-WP/RHGRID/THICK) 
RMAX-(SUMl/CUR-SUM2)/DOD 
RMAX-RMAX/(1.0+SQRT(].0+BASEWT/DELTA'RMAX)) 
E2-OP-RES*CUR-RMAX*CUR-VCUT 
E20LD-E2 
IF(E2.GT.0.0 .AND. K.EQ.1) GO TO 88 
DF--E2/(E1-E2)'(1.0-F2) 
IF(K,EQ.l) GO TO 81 
C-E2"(1.0-F2)*(F2-F3) 
A—E2 
IF(K.GT.2) A-A+(E1'(F2-F3)+E3M.-F2))/(I.-F3) 
B-(E1-E2)'(F2-F3)-A*( 1.-F2) 
IF(B , ,1LT.4. ,A'C) GO TO 81 
DF--2.0 ,C/(B+SQRT(B"2-4. ,A ,Q) 

81 F2-F2+DF 
IIFLAG-1 

88 CONTINUE 
IF (IIFLAG .EQ. 1) FLAG--1.0 
IF (IIFLAG .EQ. 1) GO TO 8 
GO TO 2 

99 CONTINUE 
IF (FLAG.GT.0.0) GO TO 97 
FLAG-1.0 
F2—0.05 
IF (KFLAG .EQ. 3) F2—0.01 

97 F2-F2+0.1 
IF(F1LT.0.999) GO TO 8 
IF (QLPOST .LE 0.5) GO TO 6 
IF (KFLAG .EQ. 3) GO TO 6 
KFLAG-KFLAG+I 
FLAG--1.0 
IF (KFLAG .EQ. 3) GO TO 2 
E2-I0. 
IF (KFLAG .EQ. 2) GO TO 16 

2 CONTINUE 
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6 IF(QLPOST.GT.3.0) GO TO 5 
IF(QLPOST.GT.0.5) QLPOST-5. 
IF(QLPOST.LT.0.5) QLPOST-2.0 
QLBUS-I.O 
IF (MODE .EQ. 1) GO TO 1 
IF (MODE .EQ. 2) GO TO 12 
END 
SUBROUTINE GRID 

101 F0RMAT(1X.25HX IS BEYOND INTERPOLATION,3X,3HX- ,F6.4) 
DIMENSION RESIST(100),YI(100) 
COMMON /GRID/NDATA,HEIGHT,WIDTH,WP,RESIST,RHGRID,SGRID,THICK.YI, 

1SEPEFF 
COMMON/F/X 
JFLAG-0 
DO 1 I-l.NDATA 
CALL OY (Y.UFLAG) 
YI(I)-Y 
XX-(l.-Y,SEPEFF)/(l.-WP/RHGRID/THICK/HEIGHT/WIDTH) + Y'SEPEFF 
X1-HEIGHT*W1DTH«SQRT(RHGRID,Y/WP/SGRID)'SQRT(1./XX) 
X-O^Xl '^f l 1. +0.B,X1"2) 

C IF(X.GT.1.4) PRINT 101,X 
C IF(X,LT.0.4) PRINT 10I.X 

CALL FUNC (F) 
RESIST(I) -XX/( F'2. •Y'HEIGHT'WIDTH) 

1 IF (JFLAG.EQ.l) I-NDATA+1 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE OY (Y.IJFLAG) 
DIMENSION QFRACT(100),OPEN(100) 
COMMON/OY/QFRACT,QMAX.OPEN, VCUT 
COMMON/GRID/NDATA 
QFRACT(I)-I.-(FIJOAT(H)/FLOAT(NDATA-I)) 
Q-d.-QFRACKDJ'QMAX 
TEMP-0.613+8.3E-O4'Q-l. 12486* ALOG(l-<Q/QMAX)"4) 
Y-1.0/TEMP 
OPEN(D - l.347-l.44E-04'Q+0.12498*ALOG( HQ/QMAX)"4) 
IF (OPEN(l).LT.VCUT) JFLAG-1 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE FUNC (F) 
COMMON/F/X 
IF (X.LE.0.39B6) F-I.00917*EXP(-1.6B089,X) 
IF (XGT.0.3986) F--0.858WX + 0.8J8M 
IF (F.GT.I.O) F-1.0 
RETURN 
END 
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